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Abstract 
 
The present study is a structural reading, based on the functional theory of A.J. Greimas, of 

the character of Suibhne mac Colmáin Chuair, king of Dál nAraidhe, who went mad during 

the battle of Magh Rath and whose story is told in Buile Shuibhne (‘The frenzy of Suibhne’), 

a 12th century tale of the Cycle of the Kings.  

The story of Suibhne has been subjected to a considerable interest over the years, through 

scholarly studies as well as through work by writers, visual artists, and others. The readings of 

the character of Suibhne have made him fit into different literary traditions, placed him in 

various historical and geographical contexts, and made him the object of anthropological as 

well as religious interpretations; only to mention some approaches to this enigmatic persona. 

The two holy men, Saint Ronán and Saint Moling, their provenance and their relation to 

Suibhne, have also been topics for study. There has, however, been little focus on the women 

Suibhne encounters during his wanderings. My approach will be, by means of Greimas’ 

actantial model, or the actantial narrative schema, to study Suibhne’s interaction with these 

women. There are ten such meetings altogether, and I suggest that a structural reading of each 

of them will shed light on the character of Suibhne as well as on the women with whom he 

interacts.  
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Roling Suibhne iarumh do bheinn an dúine síos cach ndíriuch riasan ccailligh. 
Roling sí co hiomhathlomh ina dheaghaidh co ttorchair do aill Dhúine Sobharci 
co ndernadh mionbhrúar 7 minchomairt di ann co ttorchair isin bhfairrge,  
conadh amhlaidh sin fúair bás i ndedhaidh Suibhne.   
 
Suibhne leaped from the summit of the fort sheer down in front of the hag.  
She leaped quickly after him, but dropped on the cliff of Dun Sobairce,  
where she was broken to pieces, and fell into the sea.  
In that manner she found death in the wake of Suibhne.  
(Buile Shuibhne, § 41) 

 
 
 
 
 

The	cliff	of	Dun	Sobairce																																																																																																						Photo:	Robert	Anderson 
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1. INTRODUCTION     
  
    Sad is it, Suibhne, that your last plight should be thus, without 
    food, without drink, without raiment, like any bird of the air, 
    after having been in garments of silk and satin on splendid 
    steeds from foreign lands with matchless bridles; with you were 
    women gentle and comely, likewise many youths and hounds 
    and goodly folk of every art; many hosts, many and diverse 
    nobles  and chiefs, and young lords, and landholders and  
    hospitallers were at your command. Many cups and goblets and 
    carved buffalo horns for pleasant-flavoured  and enjoyable  
    liquors were yours also. Sad is it for you to be in that wise like 
    unto any miserable bird going from wilderness to wilderness.  
 
    Truagh sin, a Suibhne, conadh é th’íerdraighe bheith amhlaidh 
    sin gan bhíadh, gan digh, gan edach amail gach n-ethaid n-
    áeerdha, ier mbeith a n-éttaighibh sroldae siregdha ar eachaibh 
    ana allmurdha co sríanaibh soinemhla dhuit, 7 mná málla 
    maisecha let 7 iomad macaomh 7 miolchon 7 degháos gacha 
    dana, iomad slúagh, iomdha iolarrdha d’urradhuibh 7 do  
    tháoisechuibh 7 d’óigthighernaidhibh, do brughadhuibh 7 do 
    bhiatachaibh dot réir. Iomad cúach 7 copán 7 benn  
    mbreacegair mbúabhaill im lennuibh somblasda so-ola let 
    bhéos. Dursan duit bheith fon ionnus sin amail gach n-en ttruag 
    ttarrimtheachtach ó dhithribh do dhithribh.1  
 
        
 The present study is a structural reading of the character of Suibhne mac Colmáin 

Chuair, king of Dál nAraidhe, who went mad during the battle of Magh Rath. A considerable 

amount of scholarly research has been done on Suibhne throughout the years; research that 

has embraced both his historical verifiability, his geographical origins, as well as his spiritual 

affiliation, just to mention some.2 The fate of the king going mad by the curse of God can be 

tracked as far back as to the one inflicted on king Nebuchadnezzar, whose story would have 

been known to the Irish literati at the time of the composition of Buile Shuibhne.3  Suibhne’s 

story has also been the object of several literary approaches and interpretations, some of 

which will be discussed later in this study.  

 Considering this substantial interest in a man of whom, on the whole, we have very 

little verifiable knowledge; a man who allegedly was a petty king, who allegedly fought in a 

historical verifiable battle, and who allegedly was the author of a certain amount of nature 

poetry; a man whose life and fate still engenders further research as well as a not diminishing 
																																																								
1 Loingseachán to Suibhne, § 35 
2 See chapter 4: ”State of the art” for an overview of the research history 2 See chapter 4: ”State of the art” for an overview of the research history 
3 For further discussion about the Old Testament’s influence on Irish literacy, see among others Kim McCone, 
Pagan past and Christian present in  early Irish literature (Maynooth, 1990) 29-37       
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interest; shortly: considering all this, we can, borrowing Professor Carey’s words, say about 

Suibhne that we still have not caught him.4 Without neglecting certain divergences in its 

scholarly interpretations,5 we should take into account that the text remains embedded in a 

tradition — wherein the wild man in the woods, the geilt and the nature of kingship are some 

of the recurring themes  — that will help us in our efforts to a better understanding of this 

enigmatic persona. 

 Well aware of the necessity of fitting the tale of Suibhne into its historical context and 

without underestimating the importance of the interpretations that aim to place the tale in the 

tradition in which it belongs, I will in this study engage in an additional reading of the 

character of Suibhne. My starting point is to consider that the text can be understood by 

means of a closer reading of certain key passages, and that this closer reading can be regarded 

as a method.6  

 

 My reading is based on the following hypothesis:  

The character of Suibhne fulfills several functions in the narrative, some of which appear to 

be contradictory. A key to obtain a closer understanding of this character lies in his interaction 

with other characters in the story. I will therefore analyse Suibhne’s meetings with the female 

characters that are, literally speaking, placed on his way during his travels in geltacht. These 

women, seven in number, constitute pillars whereupon I will construct my study. By this I 

intend to show that Suibhne’s meetings with these characters can be read as representing 

different aspects of Suibhne’s journey. 

 I will adopt a structural approach7 to my study. This approach will allow me to read 

Suibhne’s movements and the interactions between him and the women he meets, in a manner 

that could help to shed light on the identities and functions of the characters, as well as on the 

narration of Suibhne’s wandering as it is related in Buile Shuibhne.  

 For the work with the text I have used the printed bilingual edition of 2011 from Irish 

Text Society. I lean my readings on J. G. O’Keefe’s translation, with support from the Irish 

																																																								
4 John Carey (ed.), Buile Suibhne: Perspectives and Reassessments (Irish Text Society, Dublin 2014) ix 
5 Alexandra Bergholm, From Shaman to Saint: Interpretive strategies in the study of Buile Shuibhne  (Helsinki: 
Academica Scientiarum Fennica, 2012), 14.  
6 Or as quoted by Calvert Watkins in the preface to his book How to kill a dragon: ”Philology is the art of 
reading slowly.” (Watkins 1995: vii) 
7 By structural approach I understand the text to be constituted as a system of signs, these signs being defined in 
relation to each other in a context of interdependence. This approach will be further developed as the reading 
proceeds. 
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original, and in most cases when giving textual references I have quoted O'Keefe's 

translations.  
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2. SYNOPSIS  
 

 The abbot Ronán Finn is marking out the site of a church in Dál nAraidhe. At the 

sound of Ronán’s bell, learning what is happening, Suibhne mac Colmáin Chuair, king of Dál 

nAraidhe, is enraged and sets out to stop the abbot. Suibhne’s wife, Eorann, tries to prevent 

him from attacking the holy man, by grabbing hold of his cloak so that its fibula of silver 

springs through the house. Leaving his cloak with the queen, Suibhne sets out naked to drive 

Ronán away. Suibhne grabs Ronán’s psalter and throws it in a lake. He proceeds then to drag 

the cleric away. At the same time he hears a cry of alarm: a messenger arrives, urging 

Suibhne to join Congal Claon (Cáech), king of Ulaidh, in the battle at Magh Rath (§ 1-4).8
 

Later that day an otter brings back Ronán’s psalter, uninjured. Ronán curses Suibhne, that he 

shall always wander and fly naked around in the world, and that he shall suffer death by a 

spear-point (§ 5-6). Arriving at Magh Rath, Ronán intervenes to make peace between the two 

antagonists, Congal Claon and Domhnall mac Aodha. He gurantees that nobody shall be 

killed from the evening the fighting ceases until it starts again the next day. Suibhne violates 

this guarantee and slays a man every evening and every morning before and after the battle. 

On the day of the big battle Suibhne appears in a wonderful tunic, crimson with a border of 

refined gold. He meets Ronán accompanied by eight psalmists sprinkling holy water on the 

hosts. When they sprinkle water on Suibhne, he takes this as a mockery and kills one of the 

psalmists with a spear. He then throws a dart at Ronán so that it pierces the bell on Ronán’s 

breast and the shaft flies up in the air. Ronán then prays to the Lord that as high as the spear- 

shaft went in the air, as high and among the clouds of heaven shall Suibhne go like a bird, and 

the death he had inflicted on Ronán’s foster-child will be the same death he shall suffer         

(§ 7- 10). When the hosts join the battle again, both armies roar in the manner of a herd of 

stags. So dreadful is this battle cry that Suibhne flies out of the battlefield: 

 ... (Suibhne) looked up, whereupon turbulence (?), and darkness, and fury, and 
 giddiness, and frenzy, and flight, unsteadiness, restlessness, and unquiet filled him, 
 likewise disgust with every place in which he used to be and desire for every place 
 which he had not reached. His fingers were palsied, his feet trembled, his heart beat 
 quick, his senses were overcome, his sight was distorted, his weapons fell naked  from 
 his hands, so that through Ronán’s curse he went, like any bird of the air, in madness 
 and imbecility.  
                                                                                                                                   

																																																								
8	The paragraph numbers correspond to O’Keeffe’s 1913 edition, reprinted in 2011	
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 ...rofhéch Suibhne suas iarum co rolíon nemhain 7 dobhar 7 dásacht 7 fáoinnel 7 
 fúalang 7 foluamain 7 udmhaille, anbsaidhe 7 anfhoistine, miosgais gach ionaidh ina 
 mbiodh 7 serc gach ionaidh noco roichedh; romheirbhlighset a meoir, 
 rocriothnaighsiot a chosa, roluathadh a chroidhe, roclódhadh a chedfadha, 
 rosaobadh a radharc, rotuitset a airm urnocht asa lámhuibh co ndeachaidh la breithir 
 Rónáin ar gealtacht 7 ar geinidecht amail gach n-ethaid n-æerdha. (§11). 

   
 Suibhne wanders throughout Ireland, and after a year he arrives at Glen Bolcain, a 

place where the madmen of Ireland used to go when their year in madness was complete. He 

stays there for a while, whereafter he sets out again on his wanderings, until he seven years 

later returns to Glen Bolcain (§12-26). He dwells in the treetops and lives on watercress and 

spring water. At the end of these years Loingseachán, a kinsman,
 
tracks him down and tries to 

convince him to return to his people. Suibhne goes to see his wife, who is actually living with 

Guaire, Suibhne’s successor. Suibhne reproaches Eorann to live with another man, but she 

replies that she would rather share Suibhne’s life. Their conversation is interrupted by the 

arrival of Guaire’s army, and Suibhne flies away (§ 27-32). Suibhne dwells in Ros Earcáin for 

a fortnight and a month, whereafter he again is discovered by Loingseachán, who sets a trap 

for him, telling him that his whole family is dead, even his youngest son. Hearing this, 

Suibhne lets himself be captured by Loingseachán, who then reveals to him that all his family 

is alive. Suibhne gains back his sences, and his kingdom is restored to him. Then comes 

harvest- time (fogamar), and Loingseachán has to leave. Suibhne is entrusted to the care of 

the mill-hag. She is forbidden to speak to him, but they engage in a conversation, which ends 

with Suibhne returning to his state of madness (§ 33- 45). After further wanderings Suibhne 

comes to Britain, where he meets another madman, Alladhán (Fer Caille). The two stay 

together for one year, until Alladhán tells that his time of death has come. Suibhne returns to 

Ireland. He goes to see Eorann, who sends him away. He then goes to Benn Boirche (§46-62). 

Thereafter his reason comes back to him and he decides to return to his people. But Ronán 

learns about this, and prays to God that Suibhne shall still be cursed. Arriving at Sliabh Fuaid, 

Suibhne has apparitions of horrible monsters, headless bodies, and severed heads, pursuing 

him, making him fly away in terror and forcing him back to madness (§ 63-73). After about a 

year Suibhne reaches the monastery of Moling (Tech Moling). Moling receives him, binding 

him to return every night for vesper so that Moling can write down his story. Every night 

Moling’s cook, Muirghil, would dig her heal in a cowdung and pour fresh milk into it for 

Suibhne to drink. Suibhne is thus visiting Moling for one year. By a misunderstanding 
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Muirghil’s husband, the swineherd Mongan becomes jealous, thinking that Suibhne has an 

adulterous relationship with Muirghil. He slays Suibhne with a spear while Suibhne is lying 

down to drink the milk. The spear wounds him in the nipple of his left breast, so that the point 

goes through him, breaking his back in two. Some say that Suibhne fell on the point of a 

deer’s horn that the swineherd had placed on the spot. Suibhne receives the sacraments from 

Moling before he dies at the threshold of the church (§74-87). 
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3. TEXTUAL TRADITION  
   
 3.1. EDITIONS AND MANUSCRIPT SOURCES  
        
       ”I hope you will do the Buile Ṡuibhne. 
       From the little I saw, it looks a most  
       appetising text.”    
        Kuno Meyer to J.G. O’ Keeffe9  
         
 
 ”Buile Ṡuiḃne (The frenzy of Suibhne), being The Adventures of Suibhne Geilt,  

A Middle-Irish Romance,” edited with translation, introduction, notes and glossary by J. G. 

O’ Keeffe, was published for the first time in 1913 for the Irish Text Society by David Nutt.  

It was reprinted in 1996, with a new introduction by Joseph Falaky Nagy, and in 2011.  

A second publication of O’ Keeffe’s edition, including preface, notes and glossary, without 

the translation, was made by the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies (DIAS) in 1931, as the 

first volume in the Mediaeval and Modern Irish Series. Reprints of this publication were made 

in 1952 and 1975.10 

 

Three manuscripts contain the story of Buile Shuibhne:  

 

 MS L: MS 3410 fol 59a - 61b.                                                                                     

 This manuscript is in the Royal Library in Brussels. It is the oldest manuscript and was 

written in 1629 by Mícheál O’Cléirigh, one of the Four Masters. It has a very condensed 

prose narrative. All the poems, except for a few first lines and stanzas are omitted. The 

portion from §13 to § 62 is replaced by the following summary of the events: 

 Agus rochaith a aois 7 a aimser ar gealtacht in Eirinn 7 a mBretain an ccein romair 
 gan furtacht gan fóiridhin gan taobh do tabairt le daoinibh amhail dherbhas an 
 leabhar sgriobhthar air fein darab ainm Buile Ṡuibhn. 

																																																								
9 Letter of December 10th 1907. Quoted from Pádraigín Riggs: ”James George O’Keeffe 1865-1937” in  John 
Carey, Buile Suibhne: Perspectives and reassessments (Dublin: Irish Text Society, 2014), 121 
10 In 1983 appeared Sweeney Astray, Seamus Heaney’s translation of Buile Shuibhne, published by Field Day    
Theatre Company, Derry. It is based on O’Keeffe’s edition from 1913. Heaney has excluded some of the stanzas     
from the original edition (Notes and acknowledgements, p. ix). A French translation of the text appeared in 1999    
(Le devin maudit. Merlin, Lailoken, Suibhne. Textes et étude), published by ELLUG, Université Stendahl, 
Grenoble, in the collection ”Moyen Âge Européen” under the direction of Philippe Walter. In this edition of 
Buile Shuibhne, translated and annotated by Nathalie Stalmans, most of the poems, as well as a certain amount 
of the prose text, have been omitted, in order to keep the reader’s attention on the storyline (”Nous avons… 
privilégié l’attention au déroulement linéaire du récit,” p.204). Further editions or translations of the text in full 
have, as to my knowledge, not been published. A certain amount of the poems appearing in the text have, 
however, been published, in English and other languages, as part of poetry anthologies.  
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 And he spent his life and his time in madness in Ireland and Britain while he lived, 
 without aid, without succour, without trusting people, as the book which is written on 
 himself, called Buile Suibhne, proves.11 

 

 MS B IV I. fol 82a-95b.                                                                                               

 This paper folio, which is a part of the Stowe Collection, is to be found in the Royal 

Irish Academy. It was written at Sean Cua, Co. Sligo, between 1671 and 1674 by Daniel       

O’ Duigenan. The manuscript contains also Fled Dúin na nGéd (the Banquet of The Ford of 

the Geese), Cath Maige Rath (the Battle of Magh Rath), and Imthechta na dá n-Óinbhide 

(The adventures of the two idiots),12 in addition to several other texts in prose and in verse.           

O’ Keeffe has based his text edition on this manuscript.  

 MS 23 K 44, 131-180 4°.                                                                                             

 This quarto paper manuscript is also in the Royal Irish Academy. In addition to Buile 

Ṡuiḃne the manuscript contains Fled Dúin na nGéd and Cath Maige Rath. It was written in 

1721-1722 by Tomaltach mac Muirghiosa. As the readings of MS K is considered by 

O’Keeffe as “better than those of B”, 13 he would have made this MS the basis of his text, had 

it not been for the fact that many of the stanzas occuring in B are absent from K. Commenting 

on these omissions in a footnote, O’Keeffe concludes that some of the stanzas might have 

been omitted accidentally and some because their meaning might have apperead obscure; 

although he finds it “somewhat curious” that there are no omissions from the prose. However, 

he points out that  

 [t]he omission of some final stanzas and half stanzas seems to point clearly to an 

 illegible MS. No scribe of any merit would deliberately omit a final stanza; one of the 

 most stringent rules of Irish verse required that the concluding word of a poem should 

 repeat the whole or part of the first word of the poem.14  

This manuscript, the longest of the three, was used by John O’Donovan for his publication 

with translation and annotations of Fled Dúin na nGéd and Cath Maige Rath for The Irish 

Archæological Society in 1842.  

																																																								
11 Buile Ṡuiḃne, 14-15, n.1, §12 
12 O’ Keeffe: ”…the Two Idiot Saints”, Buile Ṡuiḃne, xiii 
13 Ibid. xiv 
14 Ibid. n.2 
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 According to O’Keeffe, the three manuscripts seem to be independent of each other, 

and he concludes that, especially based on linguistic studies, it is probable that they go back 

some generations to a common ancestor, with MS K being closer to the archetype than MS B.  

 In his work with the text O’Keeffe has used MS L as a supplying reading or to clear 

up some difficult passages. Considering this manuscript’s academic interest, he has published 

it untranslated in extenso in his edition of the text. 

 

 

3.2. DATE OF THE TEXT AND THE HISTORICAL SUIBHNE  

 “On linguistic grounds” the composition of the text can have taken place “at any time 

between the years 1200 and 1500,” according to O’Keeffe. The three texts found in both MS 

B and MS K: The Banquet of Dún na nGedh (Fled Dúin na nGéd), The Battle of Magh Rath 

(Cath Maige Ráth), and Buile Shuibhne are thematically closely related, forming a story-

cycle, and O’Keeffe concludes that they belong to the same period.15  

 The Banquet of Dún na nGedh has one entry about Suibhne, referring to the curse 

inflicted on him as well as on king Congal by the saints of Erin, because of the tunic (inar) 

Suibhne had received from Congal and that initially was a gift from king Domhnall to 

Congal, but that Congal had refused to accept. The Battle of Magh Rath has several entries 

about Suibhne, both a reference to the curse, as well as a passage with a detailed description 

of his loss of reason, and another passage referring to the same tunic, the one he was wearing 

at the battle and that is a subject of discord in all the three tales.16 

 According to John O’Donovan17, The battle of Magh Rath was written to honor the 

descendants of Domnall mac Aodha (d.642), high king of Ireland, and victor of the battle 

(637); this would set 1197, the year of the extinction of the lineage of king Domnall, as 

terminus ante quem for the composition.  

																																																								
15 Ibid. xvi 
16 The Banquet of Dun na n-Gedh, 38-39; The Battle of Magh Rath, 174, 230-236. Buile Shuibhne, §8, § 40, 
stanza 15-16, § 51, § 52, stanza 5. 
17 John O’Donovan, The Banquet of Dun na n-Gedh and the Battle of Magh Rath (Dublin, The Irish 
Archaeological Society, 1842) ix 
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 References made to Suibhne, connecting him to the battle of Magh Rath, in the early 

Irish law tract Bretha Étgid or Lebor Aicle (Book of Aicill, 9th century) wuld also account for 

an attestation closer to the 12th than to the 15th century. Two poems from “the Codex of St 

Paul” (9th century) that are ascribed respectively to Suibhne and St. Moling (d. 697) would, 

according to O’Keeffe, support this attestation18.  

 The Annals of Tigernach have one entry about Suibhne, recording that he fell at the 

battlefield, where he fought at the Ulster king Congal Cáech’s side against the king of Tara, 

Domhnall mac Aodha:  

 The battle of Moira gained by Domhnall son of Aodh and by the sons of Aodh 

 Sláine—but Domhnall ruled Temoria at that time—in which fell Congal Caoch king 

 of the Ulaid and Faolchú with many nobles, among whom fell Suibhne son of Colmán 

 Cuar.19 

 Modern classification establishes the text Buile Suibhne as a twelfth century tale, thus 

being a part of the Irish medieval king tales, commonly classified as the ”Historical Cycle,” or 

”The Cycle of the Kings.” 20 Ó Riain has argued that the tale is “the product of a twelfth-

century monastic scriptorium,” by literati who used a collection of poems of different dates 

and also lists of saints’ genealogies and hagiographical lore of the race of Colla Fóchrich for 

its composition.21  

  Bretha Étgid has a reference to Suibhne, in a passage relating the three triumphs of the 

battle of Magh Rath: 

  Teora buadha in catha-sin: maidm ar congal claen in anfir re domnall ina firinne 7 
 suibne geilt do dul ar geltacht 7 a incinn dermait de buain a cind cind faelead […] 
 nocan ed-sin is buaid ann suibni do dul ar geltacht, is ar facaib do scelaib 7 do laidib 
 dia eis i neirind.  

 Three were the triumphs (buadha) of that battle: […]The defeat of Congal Claen in his 
 falsehood by Domhnall in his thruth, and Suibhne Geilt having become mad, and 

																																																								
18 O’Keeffe, Buile Ṡuiḃne, xvi ff 
19 Annal T639.1, The Corpus of electronic texts (celt.ucc.ie) 
20 Alexandra Bergholm, From Shaman to Saint, 50; John Ellis Caerwyn Williams The Irish literary tradition. 
Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1992, 16, 52 n.22. Jan Erik Rekdal, ”From wine in a goblet to milk in a 
cowdung: The transformation of early Christian kings in three post-viking tales from Ireland,” in Ideology and 
Power in the Viking and Middle Ages, ed. Gro Steinsland et al. (Leiden: BRILL, 2011), 211f. (p.173) 
21 Pádraig Ó Riain, “The Materials and Provenance of ’Buile Shuibhne’,” Éigse XV (1973-74): 173-188 
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 Cennfaeladh’s brain of forgetfulness having been taken from his head. […] And 
 Suibhne Geilt having become mad is not a reason why the battle is a triumph, but it is 
 because of the stories and poems he left after him in Ireland. 22 

 

 

3.3. COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE   

 
      My fundamental relation with Sweeney… is 
      topographical […] I was in a country of woods 
      and hills and remembered that the green spirit of 
      the hedges embodied in Sweeney had first been 
      embodied for me in the persons of a family of 
      tinkers, also called Sweeney, who used to camp 
      in the ditchbacks along the road to the first school 
      I attended. One way or another, he seemed to 
      have been with me from the start. 23 
 
  

 Buile Shuibhne is a prosimetric text; the major part of the text being in verse. The text 

would belong under the category of gnáthscéla among buili or baili (visions, frenzies),24 but it 

is rarely classified as such. 25  

  

 O’Keeffe has identified the metres of the 31 poems of the text, whereof the largest part  

(17 poems) are written in deibide, a commonly used syllabic metre with pared rimes (aa, bb).  

According to O’Keeffe the poems are “devoted in the main to recounting the changing moods 

and manifold sorrows of the madman”, and although he considers that  “[a]s a work of art it 

must be admitted that the Buile Suibhne is marred by a certain lack of unity”, and that  

“[…] occasionally in the verse one is brought face to face with sudden and violent changes of 

subject,” he admits that  “[…] the verse forms throughout are excellent. In many of the poems 

difficult meters are handled with remarkable skill.”26  

 
 The alternation between prose and poetry seems to follow an organized pattern, where 

the poetic passages serve as a development and an extension of the prose narrative. It would 
																																																								
22 Bergholm, 54. Translation: O’Keeffe, xvi-xvii 
23 Seamus Heaney, Introduction to Sweeney Astray (2001), vii-viii 
24 J.E. Caerwyn Williams, The Irish Literary Tradition (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1992), 39 
25 Bergholm, From Shaman… 50 
26 O’Keeffe, Buile Ṡuiḃne, xxxvi 
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in this respect be appropriate to remind of the fact, as does Jean-Michel Picard, that “ […] in a 

society where the spoken word prevails, the poetry passages intended to be recited in public 

are extremely important, as they contain essential information that the bards want to pass on 

to posterity.” 27  

 The poetic discourse is Suibhne’s privilege. Some of the poems contain dialogues; but 

the majority is uttered by Suibhne alone. 

 Suibhne, formally speaking, is not a fili, he doesn’t belong to any of the poetic grades 

in Old Irish society. His poetic qualities are nevertheless incontestable,  and one of the 

characteristics attributed to him, is that of a poet. 28  

 In his poetic discourse Suibhne alternates between different states of mind, as well as 

between different approaches to the nature in which he is doomed to live and yet without 

which he would be completely homeless. This nature consists of the landscape29 in which he 

moves, the animals and birds with which he interacts, and the vegetation – trees and plants – 

that becomes part of his internal landscape. An astonishing example of this poetry is found in 

the first part (stanza 3- 13) of the poem in § 40, where Suibhne addresses the trees of 

Ireland:30 

  O apple-tree, little apple-tree, / much art thou shaken;   
  O quicken, little berried one, / delightful is thy bloom 
  A abhall, a abhlachóg, / tren rotchraithenn cách, 
  a chaerthainn, a chaeirecháin, / as aloinn do bhláth. (stanza 7) 
 
  O birch, smooth and blessed, / thou melodious, proud one, 
  delightful each entwining branch / in the top of thy crown.  
  A bheithi blaith bennachtach, / a bhorrfadaigh bhinn, 
  aluinn gach craobh cengailteach / i mullach do chinn.  (stanza 11) 
 

																																																								
27 ” […] dans une société où la parole est suprême, les passages en vers detinés à être récités publiquement sont 
extrêmement importants car ils contiennent les informations essentielles que les bardes veulent faire passer à la  
postérité.” Jean-Michel Picard, ”Merlin, Suibhne et Lailoken. A propos d’un livre récent.” Revue belge de 
philologie et d’histoire tome 80 (2002), 1500 
28 Not to neglect all the poets and writers he has inspired throughout the years: W.B.Yeats, T.S.Eliot, James 
Joyce, Austin Clarke, Flann O’Brien, Seamus Heaney, among others. 
29 “Perhaps the outstanding feature of the composition is the extraordinary love of place which it reveals.” 
O´Keeffe, xxxvii.  
30 This passage, whose literary equivalent is to be found in Aidedh Ferghusa, can originate from a lost law text 
about trees, *Fidbretha (’tree-judgments’), mentioned in the law texts Di Chetharṡlicht Athgabála (‘On the four 
divisions on distraint’) and Bechbretha (‘Bee-judgments’), and which contained a list of 28 trees and shrubs 
from the law text Bretha Comaithchesa (‘Judgments on neighbourhood,’ 8th C), where the trees are arranged  
“[…] into four groups of seven in accordance with their economic importance.” Fergus Kelly, A guide to Early 
Irish Law” (Dublin: DIAS, 1988), 144  
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The story itself is structured around Suibhne’s movements throughout Ireland 31 and the 

encounters he makes with other human beings. I would suggest that these movements have 

reminiscences of the structure found in the folk tale, where the hero sets out to accomplish a 

mission and is confronted with trials and interdictions on his journey. 32 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																								
31 University College Cork has published an interactive map that shows the places where Suibhne travelled: 
http://iso.ucc.ie/Buile-shuibhne/Buile-shuibhne-names.html  
32 A further study on this subject would require a research on the morphology of this and similar Irish tales, as 
discussed by Tomás Ó Cathasaigh in his book The heroic biography of Cormac Mac Airt (Dublin: DIAS, 1977).  
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4. STATE OF THE ART 
  
 
    … when we ask of an early Irish text ’what does it mean?’  
    we should be thinking not only of what it meant for whoever 
    authored it, or even of what it meant for its original audience, 
    but also of what it meant for those subsequent generations of 
    readers, interpreters, copyists, revisers, and authors who made 
    these texts their own by conferring new and often divergent 
    meanings upon them in a way that made possible their  
    continuing importance within a living literary tradition.  
         Morgan Thomas Davies 33 
 
  

 J.G. O’ Keeffe (1865-1937) worked on Buile Shuibhne from 1907 until its publication 

by The Irish Text Society in the beginning of 1913.34 In addition to the translation with notes 

and glossary, date of the tale and its origin and composition, he also gives a thorough account 

of the battle of Magh Rath, which is the historical reference to the character and to what 

happened to him. The “special interest” of the tale, according to O’Keeffe, is that “[u]nlike 

the large mass of early Irish literary remains, it seems to owe but little to traditional lore.” 

And he continues: ”In a word, the Buile Suibhne […] is a sustained literary tour de force, and, 

as such, furnishes an interesting example of the medieval attitude of mind towards literary 

creation.” 35 

The Merlin legend 

 Buile Shuibhne’s connection to the Merlin legend was discussed in the correspondance 

between Kuno Meyer and O’Keeffe that took place prior to the publication of the tale.36 

O’Keeffe considered the story of Suibhne’s madness to be “made up of a small folk element, 

probably deriving from the same source as the Merlin legends, and a historical element, with 

the battle of Magh Rath for a background…. [T]he tale may be said to be devoid of 

conventional folk elements or episodes. The theme is treated throughout in so unconventional 

and natural a way, that it may well owe nothing more to legend than the central idea.” 37  

																																																								
33 ”Protocols of reading in early Irish literature,” Cambrian Medieval Celtic Studies 32 (1996), 23 
34 An interesting account of the progression of his work can be found inter alia in the correspondance between 
Kuno Meyer and O´Keeffe, see Pádraigín Riggs, ”James George O’Keeffe”, in Carey, ed. Buile 
Suibhne:Perspectives and Reassessments (Dublin: Irish Text Society, 2014), 111-129 
35 O’Keeffe, Buile Ṡuiḃne,xxxvii 
36 Riggs, ”James Geeorge O’Keeffe”, 122-123 
37 O’Keeffe, Buile Ṡuiḃne,xxxv 
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 Much of the earlier scholarly debate around Buile Shuibhne concerned the origins and 

the provenance of the tale. The debate concentrated on the question whether it was possible to 

refer to a common Celtic type of the Wild Man or whether the story of Suibhne was to be 

considered as an intercultural borrowing.38 The discussion of the origins of Suibhne’s story 

and its historical verifiability was, as pointed out by Alexandra Bergholm,                    

 […] particularly dominated by the exchange between [Kenneth] Jackson and James 

 Carney, whose disagreement over many points in the story’s origin and development 

 has since provided the customary starting point for all reviews of past scholarship 

 done on Buile Shuibhne.39  

Kenneth Jackson suggested that the legend originated in the kingdom of Dál Riata that 

expanded from the coast of Antrim to western Scotland (Strathclyde), probably around the 5th 

century. From there it entered the Irish tradition. James Carney agreed with Jackson that a 

cultural borrowing was at the origin of the tale, but he considered the story of Suibhne to 

depend closely on and derive from the legend of the British “Wild Man”:  

 The theme of Suibhne Gelt passed into Ireland from the British kingdom of 

 Strathclyde about the eighth century. Suibhne is identical with, and not merely a 

 cognate of, his British counterpart. These are Myrddin, Lailoken, and the Arthurian 

 Merlin, all three of whom are recognised as deriving from a single tradition.40 

  The legend of “The Wild Man in the Woods” can be found in the stories of Merlin 

(from Vita Merlini by Geoffrey of Monmouth, ca. 1155), Myrddin Wylt (from Middle Welsh 

poetry, pre-12th century) and Lailoken (from Vita Kentigerni, 12th century); all of which are 

known as Suibhne’s “British counterparts”.41 Kenneth Jackson summoned up the legend in 

his comparison of these four manifestations of the Celtic Wild Man, a comparison that has 

been useful to the later interpretations of the Celtic geltacht:  

 A man goes mad in a battle (Magh Rath, A.D. 637, Suibhne; Arfderydd in 

 Cumberland A.D. 574, Myrddin – Lailoken – Merlin) because of the curse of a saint 

 (Suibhne) or a horrible vision in the sky (Lailoken; traces of it in Suibhne) or fear of 

																																																								
38 See Joseph Nagy, Introduction to the 1996 Edition (O’Keeffe, Buile Ṡuiḃne, Irish Text Society 1913/1996), 3 
39 Bergholm, From Shaman to Saint, 83 
40 James Carney, Studies in Irish Literature and History (Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 1979),129  
41 Carney, Studies… 129 
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 the battle (traces in Suibhne) and grief for the slain (Merlin). He takes to a life in the 

 woods (all), where he lives on berries, roots, or apples, etc. (all). Being mad, he is a 

 prophet, and has dealings with various visitors (all), to whom he prophesises 

 (Myrddin, Lailoken, Merlin). Finally, he makes friends with a saint (Suibhne with 

 Moling; Lailoken with Kentigern), and dies.42  

Saint Moling 

 Carney’s point of view regarding the provenance of the legend of Suibhne has 

implications also on his view on Suibhne’s relation with the historical Saint Moling: “Since 

Suibhne in Ireland is totally unhistoric it follows that his association with the undoubtedly 

historic Irish saint Molling must be the result of the fusion of two traditions”.43 

Although O’Keeffe considered the introduction of Saint Moling and Saint Ronán to be ”a 

later interpolation” 44 in the tale, more recent studies have shown that the association between 

Suibhne and Saint Moling was already established in the 9th Century, 45 as attested by the 

Anecdota Poems.46 These poems are preserved in a manuscript from the 17th century 

compiled by Ó Cléirigh (Brussels MS 5100-4, pp.50-67). Another attestation can be found in 

Codex Sancti Pauli, 47 where the following two poems are attributed to Suibhne and Moling 

respectively: 48 

 
 Suibne Geilt: 
 barr edin 
 Mairiuclán hi Túaim Inbir .  ní lán techdais bes séstu   
 cona retglannaib aréir .  cona gréin, cona éscu. 
 Gobban durigni insin .  conecestar duib astoir 
 mu chridecan, Dia du nim . is hé tugatoir rodtoig. 
 Tech inna fera flechod . maigen na áigder dindi 
 soilsidir bid hi lugburt . ose cen udnucht nimbi. 
 

																																																								
42 Kenneth Jackson, ”The motive of the threefold death in the story of Suibhne Geilt” , in Essays and Studies 
presented to Professor Eoin MacNeill, John Rian (ed.), Dublin, Three Candles, 1940, p. 546. Quoted from 
Joseph Nagy, Introduction to the 1996 Edition (O’Keeffe, Buile Ṡuiḃne, Irish Text Society 1913/1996), 3 
43 Carney, Studies, 129 
44 O’Keeffe, Buile Ṡuiḃne, xxxiv 
45 Carney, Studies, 134 
46 Kenneth Jackson, Studies in early Celtic nature poetry (Cambridge, University Press, 1935), 122 
47  See above, 2.2. ”Date of the text and the historical Suibhne.” 
48 Whitley Stokes, John Strachan, Thesaurus Palaeohibernicus, vol.II (Cambridge, University Press, 1903), 294 
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 Suibne the Lunatic 
 Crown of the ivy49 
 My little oratory in Tuaim Inbir, it is not a full house that is [more lovely] 
 with its stars last night,50 with its sun, with its moon. 
 Gabban hath built that – that its story may be told to you –  
 my heartlet, God from heaven, He is the thatcher who hath thatched it. 
 A house wherein wet rain pours not, a place wherein thou fearest not spearpoints, 
 bright as though in a garden, and it without a fence around it.  
 

 Maling.51 
 Is én immoniada sás .  is nau tholl dianteslinn guas 
 is lestar fás is crann crín .  nad déni thoil ind ríg thuas. 
 Is ór nglan is nem im grein . is lestar narggit cu fin 
 is son is alaind is noeb . cach oen duguí toil ind ríg.  
 
 He is a bird round which a trap closes, he is a leaky ship to which peril is dangerous, 
 he is an empty vessel, he is a withered tree, whoso doth not the will of the King above, 
 He is pure gold, he is the sky round the sun, he is a vessel of silver with wine, 
 he is happy, is beautiful, is holy, whoso doth the will of the King.  
 
 James Carney and Kenneth Jackson agree regarding the association between Saint Moling 

and Suibhne: 

 Some of the Anecdota poems ascribed to Moling, on internal evidence can be shown 

 to belong properly to the character of Suibne. These facts may be manifestations of a 

 phenomenon that first brought Suibne and the saint together – the saint tended towards 

 being a “Wild Man” and the “Wild Man” tended towards sanctity, so that verses 

 ascribed to one might easily be thought of as the utterance of the other.52 

 

 The British origins of Suibhne have later been questioned by Máirín Ní Dhonnchadha, 

who provides material — among other Fled Dúin na nGéd, the poems in Codex Sancti Pauli, 

stories related to Moling in the Book of Leinster, and the Anecdota poems from Brussels MS 

																																																								
49 Murphy: ”ivied tree-top,” conf. mh’aonar dhamh a mbarr eidhin (”I am alone in an ivied tree-top”, Murphy’s 
translation. ”alone in the top of the ivy”, O’Keeffe’s  translation). Gerard Murphy, Early Irish Lyrics (Dublin, 
Four Courts Press, 1998), 113; O’Keeffe, Buile Ṡuiḃne, § 27, § 38-39 
50 Murphy: ”with its stars in due order”. Murphy, Early Irish Lyrics, 113 
51 ”Generally spelt Molling. But according to LL 284b 32, the verses were uttered by the Devil in reply to the 
Saint.” Stokes, Strachan, Thesauru Pal.294 
52 Carney, Studies, 134 
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5100-4  — showing that Suibhne and Saint Moling have a common denominator in 

Leinster.53 

An earlier version of Suibhne? 

 Professor John Carey discusses the relationship between the story of Suibhne and a 9th 

century text: Scél Tuáin Meic Chairill.54  Túan mac Cairill is a Partholonian, belonging to the 

second group of invaders of Ireland, according to Lebor Gabála Erenn. He tells to Saint 

Finnian of Moville the story of how he survived as the only one of his tribe, undergoing 

several metamorphoses, after finally being changed into a salmon and eaten by the wife of 

king Cairell. After a time in the queen’s womb, he was reborn as a human, so that he could 

tell the early history of Ireland.55  

 Carey argues that some elements in the story of Tuán mac Cairill could have been 

borrowed from an early version of the story of Suibhne.56 These elements are:  

1.The constant wandering. Both Tuán and Suibhne travel across Ireland: “As a hawk 

[Tuán] flies everywhere, as a man he goes ’from refuge to refuge and from cliff to cliff’ –      

a description recalling the airy leaps of Suibhne […]. ” 

2. Their wild appearance. ”[…] Tuán becomes very like a wild man in appearance: ’shaggy, 

clawed, wrinkled, naked, wretched, sorrowful.’ ” Some of these – and similar – descriptions 

are also used on Suibhne.57  

3. Their reclusiveness and fear of fellow humans.  

4. Their predilection for a certain geographical location; Tuán for a particular spot in Ulster; 

Suibhne for Glenn Bolcáin.  

5. Their gift of prophecy.58  

6. Their periods of madness alterning with periods of recovery: ”Suibhne recovers fully once, 

and partially on another occasion; it is not clear in the text whether he was in possession of his 

wits when he died, although some recovery would presumably be necessary for salvation.” 59 

																																																								
53 Máirín Ní Dhonnchadha, “The cult of St Moling and the making of Buile Shuibne,” in Buile Suibhne. 
Perspectives and reassessments ed. John Carey (Dublin: Irish Text Society, 2014), 1-42 
54	John Carey, ”Suibne Geilt and Tuán mac Cairill”, Éigse XX (1984): 93-105  
55 John Carey, “Scél Tuáin Meic Chairill”, Dublin, Eriu, Royal Irish Academy, 1984, 93-111; James Mackillop, 
A dictonary of Celtic Mythology, (Oxford, University Press, 1998) 414 
56 John Carey, ”Suibne Geilt and Tuán mac Cairill”, Éigse,101-103 
57 ”isam triamhain trógh” (”I have been sad and wretched”, §19); ”…beith re sneachta go nochtach” (”…being in 
snow in nakedness,”,§19); garb (rough), gortach (starving), úathach (dreadful), omnach (fearful) §3, stanza 9 
58 Conf. Suibhne’s dialogue with Fer Caille, §50 
59 Carey, ”Suibhne Geilt…”, 103 n 61  
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7. Living in harmony with the beasts of the forest. Carey considers ”this last suggested 

parallel” to be ”extremely tentative” and continues: ” This notion is not […] manifest in Buile 

Shuibhne itself, but in the Vita Merlini Merlin rides upon a stag and drives a herd of deer 

before him […].” 60 Based on the evidence presented in his article, Carey “[considers] it likely 

that Scél Tuáin drew on a Suibhne tale at least two centuries earlier than that which we now 

possess. Such a tale, even though only obliquely attested, furnishes a link between Buile 

Shuibhne and the British legends; some such narrative must have provided the former with its 

structure when, as Ruth Lehmann suggests, it was ‘put together, joining a varied collection of 

poems of different dates on similar themes.’ ” 61  

Ruth Lehmann found five of the poems in Buile Shuibhne to be older than the rest.  

  § 6: Suibniu mac Colmáin romchráidh (Suibhne, son of Colman, has outraged me)  

 § 21: Anocht is fúar an snechta (Cold is the snow tonight)  

 § 27: An fer ag froig focherd srainn (The man by the wall snores)  

 § 43: A bhen bhenus an biorar (O woman who pluckest the watercress)  

 § 67: Eccáointeach atú-sa anocht (Mornful am I to-night)   

 

Three other poems appear to be almost as old:   

 § 10: Mo mallacht for Ṡuibhne (My curse on Suibhne)  

 § 16: Cionnus sin, a Ṡuibhne ṡeing? (How is that, O slender Suibhne?)   

 § 54: Misgais, mairg duine dobheir (Woe to him who bears enmity)   

These findings would sustain the inference that there existed a nucleus of a lore related to the 

figure of Suibhne that would go back to an early Irish period.62 

 

 
The three sins of the druid and the threefold death 

   

 A hero, human or divine, necessarily mythical, commits, most of the time at  
 the end of his life – and consequently of his exploits – three major faults   
 contrary to the rules or the deontology of his state and that implies the whole  
 society because they are divided between the three functional levels of the  
 tripatrite ideology.63  

																																																								
60 Carey, ibid 103 
61 Carey, ibid, 103-104 
62 Bergholm, ”The authorship and transmission of Buile Shuibhne” in Carey, Buile Suibhne… 97-98 
63 Les trois péchés du druide. Un héro, humain ou divin, nécessairement mythique, commet, le plus souvent à la 
fin de sa vie – et donc de ses exploits- trois fautes graves contraires aux règles ou à la déontologie de son état et 
qui concernent toute la société parce qu’elles se répartissent entre les trois niveaux fonctionnels de l’idéologie 
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 The treefold death is an Indo-Europen motif that is recurrent in Irish narratives. 

Connected to Buile Suibhne, it has been discussed by several scholars, among others by 

Kenneth Jackson (1940), Joan Radner (1983), William Sayers (1992), Tomás O’ Cathasaigh 

(1994) and Brian Frykenberg (2014). The following overview is based on O’Cathasaigh: “The 

threefold death in early Irish sources”.64  

 In his article “The Motive of the Threefold Death in the Story of Suibhne Geilt” 

(1940) Kenneth Jackson introduced the topic: “… A prophet foretells that a certain man will 

die in three different ways (generally including by fire and water). This is thought to be 

incredible and to prove him no true seer, so that the man feels quite secure. In the sequel the 

prophecy comes true” (Jackson 1940, 535).65                                                                         

 Joan Radner, in “The Significance of the Threefold Death in Celtic Tradition” (1983) 

established a more detailed pattern, comprising five stages: 1) The future victim commits an 

offense. 2) There is immediately a prophecy, almost always delivered by a cleric, that the 

offender will be punished for his offense by a threefold death. 3) Disbelief in the prophecy is 

expressed. 4) The events of the story bring about a reversal, and belief may be explicitly 

expressed. 5) The prophecy is fulfilled and the offender/victim is killed.66 The two tales Aided 

Diarmata meic Cerbaill and Aided Muirchertaig meic Erca, which, together with              

Buile Suibhne, belong to the 12th century King tales, constitute exemplary readings of the 

threefold death motif.67   

  In Buile Suibhne this motif is found only in what is described by James Carney as 

”the contaminated story of Suibhne’s death”.68 The source of Kenneth Jackson’s analysis is 

found in one of the five Anecdota poems: A ben Graig is graccda sain (Stokes 1908, 26-28).  

This poem relates the death of Grác, St. Moling’s herdsman and Suibhne’s killer. A prose 

version is found in the Life of Moling (Stokes, 1907, 32-36).  

 In a footnote Carney comments on this “fusion” that exists between the threefold 

death and the Wild Man:                                                                                                                               

																																																																																																																																																																													
tripatrie. Guyonvarc’h 121, op.cit. Georges Dumézil, Heur et malheur du guerrier éd. 1985, deuxième partie, 
Les trois péchés du guerrier, pp.71-131 
64 Tomás O’Cathasaigh: ”The Threefold Death in Early Irish Sources” (1994) Coire Sois, (Indiana, University of 
Notre Dame Press, 1914), 101-120 
65	O’Cathasaigh, ibid, 101.	
66 O’Cathasaigh, ibid, 102. 
67 See Rekdal’s interpretation of this motif: Rekdal, ”From Wine”… 228f 
68 Carney, Studies, 142 
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 “The British ’Wild Man’ is primarly a prophet. This is, in fact, the reason why the 

 ’threefold death’ story is found bound up with the ’Wild Man’ theme. To prophesy, 

 for instance, that a man will die by drowning, and when the man comes in disguise on 

 two other occasions, to prophesy for him death by a fall and death by spear, and to 

 have all prophecies come through, is the test par excellence of prophetic powers. 

 There are no instances of prophecy on Suibne‘s part, because this aspect of his 

 character has been taken over by Molling.”69 

 

A deficient royal rule 

William Sayers considers the motif of the threefold death and the motif of the wild man to be  

 […] consequences of deficient royal rule, whether this finds expression in injustice or 

 sacrilege, martial inadequacy, economic, sexual or other coercion or extortion of the 

 kingdom, and whether the condamnation is delivered by the goddess or territorial 

 sovereignty in one of her several guises or by her successor in the paradigm, a 

 Christian cleric.70 

 

Professor Jan Erik Rekdal interprets the 12th century’s King tales as a                        

“[clerical] endeavour to overwrite the warrior ideology with the Christian ideology of the rex 

iustus”, as well as a “harsh critique” of the king’s warrior conduct, “yet [containing] a 

desperate wish to save him”.71 His analyse of Buile Suibhne, together with two other king 

tales from the same period,72 takes into consideration the important Church reforms initiated 

by Rome. These reforms, that made a foothold also in Ireland, with the establishment of 

national synods,73 thus bringing the country closer to a continental organisation of the Church, 

constitute, together with the Anglo-Norman invasion that started in 1169, the background for 

the critique of the king that can be read in these tales.  

  

 
																																																								
69 Carney, Studies, 142 
70 William Sayers: “The deficient ruler as avian exile: Nebuchadnezzar and Suibhne Geilt”. Ériu 43 (1992): 217 
71Rekdal, ”From Wine…”  216-217 
72 Aided Diarmata meic Cerbaill and Aided Muirchertaig meic Erca. 
73 Cashel 1101, Ráth Breasail 1111, Kells-Mellifont 1152. 
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5. APPROACHING THE TEXT 

      In regard to early Irish literature we need only 
      appeal to the purely practical consideration that 
      the work is virtually all that we have at our  
      disposal in the way of evidence. 
         Tomás Ó Cathasaigh74 
 
     Ce qui existe, d’abord, c’est le texte, et rien que lui. 
         Tzvetan Todorov75 
 
 

  

 5. 1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHOD 

 
 I will use the functional theory of A. J. Greimas76 as a basis for my hypothesis and 

analyse the text. Greimas’ theory implies that any text can be read as a manifestation of a 

common narrative structure; thus generating a meaning. According to Greimas a discourse is 

a system of signs. Signs have an expression plane and a content plane. A discourse generates 

a meaning when the expression plane and the content plane contract a function. Meaning is an 

event, it is dynamic. By this follows that a meaning can be reconstructed, or transcoded. 

Greimas’ actantial model, or the actantial narrative schema, allows the reader to establish the 

different functions of an actant in a narrative and relate these functions to the other actants. 

By actant I understand the character in a narrative defined according to the function he holds 

in the narrative. This implies that one character can function as a helper in one action and as 

an opponent in the other.  

   

 The instigation of the narration is represented as the establishment of a contractuel, 

conjunctive relation between the subject and the sender, followed by a spatial disjunction 

between the two actants. This instigation requires a hierarchy of conditions, which can be 

expressed by verbs of modality: wanting → knowing → being able, which finally leads to 

⇒ doing.  We can observe that only the acquisition of the value of being able will make the 

subject capable to accomplish the performance that will permit him to achieve the object.     

																																																								
74 Ó Cathasaigh, Coire Sois, 37 
75 What exists first of all is the text, and nothing but the text. Todorov, Poétique de la prose, (Paris, Editions du 
Seuil), 175 
76 This overview is based on the following sources: A.J.Greimas, Sémantique structurale (Paris: Librairie 
Larousse, 1966), Greimas, ”Eléments d ́une grammaire narrative”, L ́Homme, tome 9 no 3 (1969), Willem Marie 
Speelman, The generation of meaning in liturgical songs (Tilburg, NL, Kok Pharos Publishing House, 1995), 
Finn Brandt-Pedersen, Anni Rønn-Jensen, Metodebogen (Kolding, Nøgleforlaget, 1980) 
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On the other hand, the acquisition of the value of knowing does not seem necessary for the 

acquisition of being able.77  Consequently we can distinguish two kinds of subject: the subject 

”savant”, whose aptitude to accomplish a performance comes from an expertise (savoir-faire) 

initially acquired, and the subject who is ”able” (puissant) by nature.78 

 

 

    

 The schema of the actantial model (above) has three axes: on the project-axis we find 

the (acting) subject whose project it is to obtain the object and transport it to the receiver.    

On the conflict-axis we find the helper (or the adjuvant), who will contribute to the realisation 

of the project (or the obtention of the object), and the opponent, who will prevent its 

realisation. Finally, on the transportation-axis we find the sender who, at the beginning of the 

project is in possession of the object and wants to dispose of it. The sender is the one in 

whose power lies the condition of the realisation of the project.  

 A preliminary tentative to use the actantial model on Buile Shuibhne can reveal the 

following situation: In the course of his madness, Suibhne (the subject) wants to obtain the 

initial state (the object) in which he found himself before being cursed by Ronán. The 

transportation (or communication) - axis establishes Suibhne as the receiver of the object. It is 

difficult to establish a sender (or giver), which is often the case when the object is abstract 
																																																								
77 This observation might appear to be interesting applied on Suibhne. 
78 Greimas, ”Eléments d’une grammaire narrative”, 89 
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and not tangible. We could use another abstract unity, namely God. Ronán could also be a 

possible sender, since it was by his word that Suibhne fell out of his initial state, and by his 

word that he was kept out of it. On the conflict-axis Saint Moling is an obvious helper and 

Saint Ronán an obvious opponent. As we shall see in further analyses, Suibhne himself will 

alternate between being a helper and an opponent to his own projects. As mentioned above, 

the discrepancy between the values knowing and being able in the case of the subject seems in 

this particular case to make Suibhne’s project unachievable. Other issues that may occur in 

the use of the actantial model, is that the subject needs to have ”subject qualities”, i.e. the 

qualities of an agent. It remains to see whether this always will be the case of Suibhne. 

 In the actantial model we can consider the helper and the opponent as “circumstantial 

participants” rather than true (real) agents; especially when we are talking about a 

mythological text.79  Or, as Greimas expresses it:  

 In the mythological manifestation that we are considering, we will understand that the 
 adjuvant and the opponent are only projections of the subject’s desire to act and  
 imaginary resistances from the subjet himself, that are considered beneficial or 
 maleficient in relation to his  desire.  
 [The simplicity of the mythical actantial model] resides in the fact that it is completely 
 directed towards the object of the subjet’s desire, that in turn is modulated on the 
 projections of adjuvant and opponent .80        
 

 The question then occurs: Can Suibhne´s project be defined? And how easy will it be 

to define it? We could probably define it if we could use the pattern and functions of heroes, 

as Tomás Ó Cathasaigh has discussed it in The heroic biography of Cormac mac Airt, where 

he refers to “The aryan expulsion and return formula” (J G von Hahn, 1881) and “The 

morphology of the folktale“ (Vladimir Propp, 1929). These patterns can help us to study 

biographies of particular heroes within the context of the traditions in which they occur. There 

is, however, as Ó Cathasaigh says, “…a good deal of work to be done before a satisfactory 

																																																								
79 This would also be easier to obtain by using the canonical narrative schema, see infra, chapter 5.7, Structural 
approach        
80 Dans la manifestation mythique qui nous préoccupe, on comprend bien que l’adjuvant et l’opposant ne soient 
que des projections de la volonté d’agir et des résistances imaginaires du sujet lui-même, jugées bénéfiques ou 
maléfiques par rapport à son désir. [La simplicité du modèle actantiel mythique] réside dans le fait qu’il est tout 
entier axé sur l’objet du désir du sujet étant, de son côté, modulé en projections d’adjuvant et d’opposant. 
Greimas, Sémantique structurale, 180 
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methodology is developed for the analysis of early Irish prose texts.” 81 

 Based on these patterns, as they occur today, I think it would be difficult to consider 

Suibhne as a hero. But it is still possible to use elements of structural analysis and literary 

patterns in order to look deeper into this figure.  

 

 

  5.2. SUIBHNE’S MEETINGS WITH THE WOMEN 

 

 § 3 EORANN 

    

 The opening paragraph of Buile Shuibhne serves not only to establish the initial 

situation of the plot; it also functions as a contract between the narrator and the reader: 

Suibhne’s position (king of Dál nAraidhe) and his filiation (son of Colman Cuar) are 

established, and it is assumed that we already are familiar with what happened to him during 

the battle of Magh Rath.82 In the story that follows we shall learn about ”the cause (fochann) 

and occasion (tucait)” that led to Suibhne’s madness; ”likewise what befell him thereafter” 

(”7 febh tecómhnaccair dhó iaromh”).  

  From what we know about king Congal Claon (Congal Cáech) and the battle of 

Magh Rath, we can deduce that Suibhne was a client-king to Congal.83 As Suibhne was well 

known for his bravery and as he had been highly recompensed by Congal, everything seems 

to indicate that he was an entrusted king.  

  Buile Shuibhne, considered by most scholars as a 12th century King tale,84 

belongs as such to a category of texts several of which are dealing with kings who in a way or 

another commit transgressions and thus are exposed to criticism. These texts will still contain 

elements of what characterises the pre- Christian term Fír flathemon (“prince’s truth”), the 

reign of the just and righteous king, a term that implies that the legitimate kingship has its 

																																																								
81 Ó Cathasaigh, The heroic biography of Cormac mac Airt  (Dublin: DIAS, 1977) x 
82 The name Magh Rath is not cited in this paragraph; it is only referred to as ”battle” (cath). See also supra, 
(chapter 3.2.The date of the text and the historical Suibhne) regarding the close thematic connection between BS 
and the tales Fled Dúin na nGedh and Cath Maige Rath 
83 Supra, chapter 3.2. See also Rekdal, ”From Wine,” 248 
84 See for example Ó Cathasaigh, Coire Sois, 114 and Rekdal ”From Wine,” 241. See also a discussion about 
this in Bergholm, From Shaman, 50-53 
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source in the Otherworld and that the king’s reign is a reign of peace and abundance.85  The 

concept of Fír flathemon would later correspond to the Christian ideology of rex iustus.  

 “Common to both the pre-Christian and the Christian understanding of fír flathemon is 
 … the idea that if the king would master the truth initiated to him, his reign will be 
 peaceful and prosperous.” 86  

 The conception of fír flathemon can be illustrated, as shown by Georges Dumézil, with 

an example from Táin Bó Cúailnge, where Queen Medb in the “Pillow talk” tells Ailill about 

the conditions she had imposed on the future king she would accept as her husband:  

 …I demanded a strange bride-gift such as no woman before me had asked of a man of 
 the men of Ireland, to wit, a husband without meanness, without jealousy, without 
 fear.                                                                                                                               
 …is mé ra chunnig in coibchi n-ingnaid nára chunnig ben ríam remom ar fer 
 d'feraib Hérend .i. fer cen neóit, cen ét, cen omon.87 

 Dumézil,88 referring to a comment made by Alwyn and Brinley Rees on this text 

portion (see below), suggests that Medb’s claim should be understood as a psychological 

expression of the structure of the three functions89 in the Proto- Indo-European tripatrite 

society. These functions, corresponding to the division in hierarchical classes in Indo-

European societies, are  

 1. The priestly-sovereign – until the introduction of Christianity, the druidic – 
                and the juridical function.                                                                                                 
 2. The warrior function.                                                                                                   
 3. The fertility function  

Medb demands of her husband the qualities inherent to the balance of the society and the 

success of the reign, according to this trifunctional structure:   

 The three qualities essential to a king are defined in a negative way in Queen Medb’s 
 requirements in a husband. He must be ‘without jealousy, without fear, and without 
 niggardliness.’ Jealousy would be a fatal weakness in a judge, as would fear in a 

																																																								
85 Ó Cathasaigh, Coire Sois, 22 
86 Rekdal, ”From Wine,” 216 
87 Táin Bó Cúailnge (Book of Leinster), section 1, l. 26 
88 Dumézil, ”Mythe et Épopée II”, Mythe et Epopée I.II.III. Edition Quatro (Paris: Gallimard), 338. The edition 
of this book is subject to a double pagination (see cover page), one following each of the original volumes, and a 
new, in italique bold, referring to the table of content at the end of the edition. I will follow the original 
pagination in my notes and references.  
89 This is also how he suggests that Medb’s own explanation of  the claim should be interpreted (see TBC, lines  
26-33) 
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 warrior and niggardliness in a farmer. The higher the status, the more exacting are the 
 standards that go with it, and it is noteworthy that the most reprehensible sin of each 
 class is to indulge in the foibles of the next class below it. Meanness may be excused 
 in a serf, but it is a denial of the farmer’s vocation; fear is not incompatible with the 
 peaceful role of the farmer, but it is the warrior’s greatest disgrace; jealousy, as we 
 have seen, is a trait of the warrior’s character, the correlative of his virtue, but it can 
 undermine the impartiality required in a judge. A king must have all the virtues of all 
 the functions without their weaknesses.90 

 As we can deduce from the above interpretation, when queen Medb requires that the 

king should be without meanness, without jealousy, and without fear, she is actully expecting 

from him that he should embody in his person all the qualities that are an absolute necessity 

for the exercise of the fír flathemon.  Suibhne, as we shall see, will by his transgressions no 

longer be in possession of these qualities, as his actions will lead to the loss of his kingdom.   

 The conflict is initiated when Suibhne learns that the cleric Ronán is marking out a 

church on his territory (crích) and land (ferann). Suibhne is “greatly angered” (lonnaigid) and 

“enraged” (fergaigid) by this episode, and sets out to chase the cleric. By his reaction we can 

assume that no previous arrangements have been made between Suibhne and Ronán in the 

matter of the establishment of a church on Suibhne’s land. Consequently, Suibhne’s attack on 

Ronán can, as David J Cohen indicates,91 be motivated by ”the latter’s unsanctioned intrusion 

upon the royal sphere,” thus explaining Suibhne’s attack as a  ”… reaction to Ronán’s 

marking out of a church upon royal lands without the ruler’s consent, a not uncommon source 

of conflict between king and church in Irish tales.” 92                                                           

  

Eorann makes her first apparition at the moment when Suibhne runs out to find Ronán: 

 His wife Eorann, daughter of Conn of Ciannacht, in order to hold him, seized the wing 
 of the fringed, crimson cloak which was around him, so that the fibula of pure white 
 silver, neatly inlaid with gold, which was on his cloak over his breast, sprang through 
 the house. Therewith, leaving his cloak with the queen, he set out stark-naked in his 
 swift career to expel the cleric from the church, until he reached the place where 
 Ronan was. 

 Tarraidh a bhainc[h]eile .i. Eorann ingen Chuinn Chiannachta eiti an bhrait 
 chortharaigh chorcra robhúi ime dia fhosdudh, go rosging fón teach an sioball airgid 

																																																								
90 Alwyn and Brinley Rees, Celtic Heritage, (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1961), 130 
91 David  J Cohen, ”Suibhne Geilt ” Celtica vol XII, Bhaile Átha Cliath, Institiúd Ard-Léinn, (1977): 121.  
92 Cohen 1977, 121. See also Rekdal:,”Suibhne is … acting on behalf of his territory when he tries to chase 
Rónán from his land.” Rekdal, ”From wine,” 249 
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 aeinghil co míneagur óir robhaoi san brat os a bruinne. Lasodhain fágbaidh a bhrat 
 ag an riogain 7 dothaod roimhi lomnocht ina reim roiretha do dhíochar an chleirigh 
 on chill co riacht áit ina raibhe Ronán.  

 Suibhne drags Ronán out of the church and throws his psalter in a nearby lake, before 

he is called upon to join Congal Claon at Magh Rath. Ronán, after having recovered his 

psalter, blesses Eorann and curses Suibhne, saying that as Suibhne came naked to expel him, 

he should forever be wandering and flying naked throughout the world and die by a spear-

point (§ 6, stanza 10). 

 These two interventions:  Eorann’s action, disrobing Suibhne of his royal vestments 

while trying to prevent him from attacking the priest, and Ronán’s words, invoking a curse on 

Suibhne, have both the same consequence: Suibhne appears divested of his royal dignity. 

Ronán’s curse also divests Suibhne of his humanity, thus indicating a possible relation with 

the curse inflicted on the king Nebuchadnezzar in the Book of Daniel: Like the Babylonian 

king, Suibhne was cursed by God via a holy man; they were both driven from their kingdom; 

and as Suibhne, who had feathers growing on his body 93 and nails like claws, 94 

Nebuchadnezzar’s hair ”grew as long as eagles’ feathers, and his nails were like birds’ 

claws.” 95  

 Eorann is apparently a stabilising element. Her intervention is that of the queen 

protecting the kingdom. However, her ambiguity lies in the failure of her action: By trying to 

prevent the king from attacking a priest, an act that would correspond to attacking Christ 

Himself, she not only divests the king of his attire, she also divests the kingdom of its 

sovereign.  

 

 At Magh Rath Ronán tries to make peace between the antagonists, Domhnall mac 

Aodha and Congal Claon, guaranteeing that nobody would be killed from the time the battle 

ceased each night until it resumed the next morning. Suibhne, however, violates this truce by 

killing a man every evening and every morning.  

 

																																																								
93… since feathers have grown on my body; …o rofhás clúmh ar mo chorp (§ 61, stanza 3, l.2) 
94 Bent are my nails, … Corra mh’ingni-si, … (§ 45, stanza 16, l. 1) 
95 Book of Daniel, chapter 4. An interesting comparison between the two kings has been done by Naomi S. 
Jabobs. ”When the King is the Other: Nebuchadnezzar’s Hibernian Cousin” in Harlow, Hogan, Goff and 
Kaminsky (ed.): The ‘Other’ in Second Temple Judaism (Michigan: Erdmans Publishing Co. 2011) 
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 When he arrives at the battle scene on the day fixed for the great battle,96 Suibhne no 

longer appears as a ferocious soldier but as a brave king and royal warrior prepared for fight. 

As in the previous episode with Eorann, his greatness is manifest by the description of his 

attire: 

 In this wise did he appear. A filmy shirt of silk was next his white skin, around him 
 was a girdle of royal satin, likewise the tunic which Congal had given him the day he 
 slew Oilill Cedach, king of the Ui Faolain, at Magh Rath; a crimson tunic of one 
 colour was it with a close, well-woven border of beautiful, refined gold set with rows 
 of fair gems of carbuncle from one end to the other of the border, having in it silken 
 loops over beautiful, shining buttons for fastening and opening it, with variegation of 
 pure white silver each way and each path he would go; there was a slender-threaded 
 hard fringe to that tunic. In his hands were two spears very long and (shod) with broad 
 iron, a yellow-speckled, horny shield was on his back, a gold-hilted sword at his left 
 side.  

 As amhlaidh robaoi 7 leine sreabhnaidhe ṡíodae i cusdul fri gheilchnes dó 7  fúathróig 
 do ṡrol righ uime 7 an t-ionar tuc Congal dó an lá romarbh Oilill Cédach rí Úa 
 bFaoláin for Magh Rath, ionar corcra comhdatha esein co cciumhius dluith 
 deghfhighthi d’ór aluinn órloisghthi ris, co sreithegar gem ccaomh ccarrmhogail on 
 chionn gór araill don chiumhais sin, go stúaghlúbaibh sioda dar cnaipidhibh 
 caoimettrochta re hiadhadh 7 re hosgladh and, [83 a] go bfoirbreachtadh airgid 
 áoingil gacha cáoi 7 gacha conaire imtheighedh; crúaidhrinn chaoilṡnáithaide don 
 ionar sin. Dhá ṡleigh  ṡithfhoda slinnleathna ina lámhaibh, sgíath breacbhuidhe 
 bhúabhallda for a mhuin, claideamh órdhoirn for a chlíu. (§8) 
 
  

Thinking that Ronán was mocking (fochuitbed) him by sprinkling holy water on him, Suibhne 

kills one of the psalmists, Ronán’s foster-son, and throws thereafter a dart at Ronán so that the 

weapon pierces the bell on his breast. Ronán curses Suibhne a second time: he shall be one 

with the birds, live in madness and, as he killed Ronán’s foster-son with a spear, he shall 

himself die by a spear (§ 9-10); and for a second time Ronán gives his blessing to Eorann.  

 The episode in §3 is the first and only episode where Eorann appears as Suibhne’s 

queen. When Suibhne meets her again, seven years have passed.  

 With the blessing of Eorann  – and the curse of Suibhne – begins Suibhne’s life as 

geilt and his wanderings in the wilderness. Suibhne, king of Dal nAraidhe, is driven out of his 

																																																								
96 The decisive combat is said to have taken place on Tuesday, June 24 AD 637 
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land and has thus, as professor Jan Erik Rekdal puts it, “abandoned his life as king 

completely.”97  His domain has become the outdoor space: trees and mountaintops.  

   

 Suibhne’s “frenzy” (baile)98 and the following physical and mental transformations he 

undergoes are the prerequisite for the definitions of him as geilt, as poet, as shaman,99 and 

also for his connections with the Wild Man-legend. 

 eDIL gives four definitions of geilt:  

  •  One who goes mad from terror  
  •  A panic-stricken fugitive from battle  
  •  A crazy person living in the woods and supposed to be endowed with the 
  power of levitation  
  • A lunatic  
 
Accordingly, geltacht: geilt (fem. ā-stem) + the suffix –acht means “state of being a geilt.” 100 
 
 A study of geltacht in modern folklore by professor Gearóid Mac Eoin (1962) contains 

a table of the characteristics of the geilt, exemplified with references to Buile Shuibhne.101 

Another study by professor Pádraig Ó Riain (1972) shows several of the same characteristics, 

but based on a more abundant literary material. 102 It is divided in sections according to the 

occasions of madness, the state of madness and the occasions of restauration to sanity. These 

characteristics are: 

 A. The occasions of madness: 
 1. The curse of a sacerdos  
 2. A battlefield experience 
 3. The consumption of contaminated food or drink 
 4. The loss of a lover 
 
 B. The state of madness: 
 1. The madman takes to the wilderness.  
 2. The madman perches on trees, or runs along them. 
 3. The madman collects firewood. 

																																																								
97 Rekdal 2011, 245 
98 n buile m. and f., IGT Decl. § 1. buile boile f., §3 (45.1) . vision; frenzy, madness (originally arising out of 
super- natural revelations). eDIL s.v. 2 baile or dil.ie/5187 
99 Suibhne’s shamanic qualities have been discussed among others by Joseph Nagy: ”Introduction to the 1996 
edition”, 5-6 and Bergholm: From shaman to saint, 99-108. I will not develop this topic in the present study. 
100 eDIL s.v. 1 geilt or dil.ie/25518; eDIL s.v. geltacht or dil.ie/25601 
101 Professor Mac Eoin was mainly concerned with the identification of Glenn Bolcáin with Glenn na nGealt in 
Co. Kerry, a gathering place for the Irish gelta. Mac Eoin, ”Gleann Bolcáin agus Gleann na nGealt”, An Cumann 
Le Béaloideas Éireann,Iml. 30 (1962), 105-120. DOI: 10.2307/20521271 See also O’Keeffe,164  
102 Pádraig Ó Riain, ”A study of the Irish legend of the wild man” in Buile Suibhne: Perspectives and 
Reassessments, ed. John Carey (Dublin: Irish Text Society, 2014), 172-201 
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 4. The madman is naked, hairy, covered with feathers or clothed in rags.  
 5. The madman levitates and/or performs great leaps. 
 6. The madman is very swift. 
 7. The madman is restless and travels great distances.  
 8. The madman experiences hallucinations. 
 9. The madman observes a special diet.  
  
 C. The occasions of restoration to sanity: 
 1. The intervention of a sacerdos.                                                                                               
 2. The consumption of ”blessed” food or drink.                                                                                    
 3. The act of coition. 

As Suibhne proceeds in his wanderings, we shall se to what extent Ó Riain’s schema can be 
applied on him. 
 

 
 
 § 22-23 WOMEN BEATING FLAX, A WOMAN GIVING BIRTH 
 

 After having fled from the battlefield, Suibhne travels through Ireland until he reaches 

Glen Bolcáin, where he stays for one year. Glenn Bolcáin is mentioned several times in the 

text, as a place preferred by the madmen:  

 It is there the madmen of Ireland used to go when their year in madness was 
 complete, that glen being ever a place of great delight for madmen.  
 Ann nothaigtais gealta Eirenn o robadh slán a mbliadhain ar gealtacht, ar as ionadh 
 aoihnesa móir an glenn sin do gheltaibh dogrés (§17).  
 

 Suibhne, whose ”year in madness” now has come to an end, complains about the 

misery that he has endured ”a year to last night” (‘Bliadhain gus aréir’ §18 and 19).  

 

 There is an aspect of temporality commonly connected to the geltacht, as we can see 

by the mentioning above of the completed year of madness.103 It is also found in the episode 

with Alladhan (Fer Caille), the madman of Britain who stayed with Suibhne for one year, 

until the time came when it was destined for him to die.104 Rónán’s curse on Suibhne, 

																																																								
103 See also Jean-Michel Picard, ”Merlin, Suibhne et Lailoken. A propos d’un livre récent,” Revue belge de 
philologie et d’histoire vol. 80, fasc.4 (2002):1501, doi: 10.3406/rbph.2002.4684.  
104 At the end of the year Ealladhan said to Suibhne: ”It is time that we part to-day, for the end of my life has 
come, and I must go to the place where it has been destined for me to die.” Hi cinn na bliadhna sin adbert 
Alladhan fri Suibhne:”As mithidh duinn sgaradh aniú,” ar sé, ”uiar tainic forcheann mo ṡoeghail-si 7 nocha 
nfhéduim gan dul gusin oinadh in rocinnedh dhamh ég d’fhagháil.” §50 
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however, does not seem to have this temporal aspect.105 Each time Suibhne recovers his 

reason, he falls back into madness, either by Ronán’s intervention (§ 63) or by other actions, 

as we shall see below (§37- § 40). 106  

 
  Suibhne then continues his journey; enduring hunger, hardship, restlessnes, and the 

hostility of nature, until he finally arrives at the church at Snámh Dhá Én. It is Friday,107 the 

day when the Church commemorates the Lord’s suffering and death on the cross. While the 

monks are praying nones, some women are beating flax, and one woman is giving birth to a 

child. The Liturgy of the Hours, Liturgia Horarum, is one of the oldest prayer forms in the 

Church.  Flax (lín) is an ancient plant that has been part of the agricultural landscape in 

Ireland at least from the early Middle Ages. The beating – or breaking – of the flax takes 

place in August, around harvest-time. This village scene – so familiar to any bypasser: women 

by their work contributing to the sustenance of the community, and monks by their prayer 

fullfilling their religious obligations  – is so upsetting to the tortured spirit of Suibhne – drawn 

between the dichotomy of nature and culture – that he at first accuses the women of violating 

the Lord’s fast –day  (aín an Choimdedh). The beating of the flax reminds him of how his 

people were beaten at the battle of Magh Rath.108 Afterwards it is the sound of the vesper-

bell109 that upsets him. He finds the voices of the cuckoos on the riverbanks sweeter than the 

church bells. In the following poem, he implores the woman who is giving birth not to do so 

on this day:  

   
 O woman, do not bring forth thy son / on a Friday, 
 the day whereon Suibhne Geilt eats not / out of love for the King of righteousness.  
 A bhen, na tairbhir do mac /día na háoine dídine, 
 lá nach luingenn Suibhne Geilt / ar seirc righ na fírinne.   
 
He declares that the song of the swans and the belling of the stag are for him the sweetest of 

sounds, and the poem culminates in his longing for this sweetness (binne), with words 

echoing the prayers of the Church: 

  
 

																																																								
105 This needs however a modification: After having recovered his psalter, Ronán says, as part of his curse, that it 
will be evil for Colman’s race the day they shall behold the psalter (§ 5-6)   
106 See also O’Keeffe’s note to §5 on Ronán’s curse. O’Keeffe, 161 
107 This is specified in the text: ”…he arrived there on a Friday, to speak precisely.” ”día na haoine dídine an 
tsainridh rainic-sium annsin.” §22 
108 Congal Cláen fell in combat and Domhnall mac Aodha won the battle of Magh Rath 
109 A reminder of the sound of Ronán’s bell? 
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 O Christ, O Christ, hear me!     A Chriost, a Chriost romc[h]luine, 
 O Christ, O Christ, without sin!   A Chriost, a Chriost gan bine, 
 O Christ, O Christ, love me!    A Chriost, a Chriost romc[h]ara, 
 sever me not from thy sweetness!   na romscara red binne.

 
 
 § 28 LONNOG  
 

 During the seven years of errance before returning to Glenn Bolcáin  – ”for it is there 

stood his fortress (daingen) and his dwelling-place (dúnárus)” 110 – Suibhne has been feeding 

on watercress (birar) and water. His dwellings have been trees and rocks; he has never 

entered any human domicile, he has never trusted any human being, and when he discovers 

that his brother 111 Loingseachán is seeking him, he avoids him. Loingseachán has fallen 

asleep in a deserted house. Suibhne listens to him snoring and in a lay he complains about his 

own restlessness: ”For seven years from the Tuesday at Magh Rath / I have not slept a wink.” 

”Seacht mbliadhna on mhairt a Miugh Rath / nochar chotlus tinneabradh.” (§27) 

The text continues: 

 After that lay he came the next night to Loingseachan's mill which was being watched 
 over by one old woman, Lonnog, daughter of Dubh Dithribh, mother of 
 Loignseachán's wife. Suibhne went into the house to her and she gave him small 
 morsels, and for a long time in that manner he kept visiting the mill. 
 
 A haithle na laidhe sin doluidh-siumh isin oidhche ar ccionn co muilenn 
 Loingseacháin; aonc[h]ailleach ag a choimhéd-sidhi .i. Lonnog inghen Duibh 
 Dhit[h]ribh mathair mhná Loingseacháin. Tainic Suibhne isin teach cuice 7 tuc si 
 mírenna beca dhó 7 robhúi fri re chían ag aithighidh an mhuilinn amhlaidh sin. (§28) 
 
 Lonnog can derive from the adjective lonn: ”fierce, strong, violent, vehement, eager, 

bold; irscible, angry.”112 She is daughter of Dubh Dithribh (from dub: black, dark and díthrub: 

wilderness). Caillech (mod. Irish: cailleach) 113 from caille (lat. pallium), signifies “veiled 

one.”114 In this paragraph, as well in the poem that follows (§ 29), the word is translated by 

																																																								
110 § 26 
111 Loingseachán’s family bonds to Suibhne are uncertain; according to the text, he is either a uterine brother or a 
foster-brother (comalta). §26  
112 eDIL s.v. lonn- or dil.ie/30669   
113 The text alternates between caillech and cailleach. I will use the Old Irish spelling, caillech.  
114 eDIL s.v. caillech or dil.ie/7751.  
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O’Keeffe with “(old) woman”.115 The caillech is referred to as the keeper (from the verbal 

noun coimét) of the mill.   

 The mill (muilend), the successor of the quern-stone, is attested having been in use in 

Ireland from the seventh century. Its ownership and use were regulated by a seventh century 

law tract entitled ’Coibnius uisci thairidne’ (’The kinship of conducted water’).116 The mills, 

operated by water, were most commonly used for the grinding of grain.  

 Stories related to mill and milling are frequent in Irish texts, the first one related to 
Cormac mac Airt (4th C):                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                  
 Cormac had a slave-girl, Ciarnait, whose quern provided food for hundreds. Once 
 after he had visited her in her house, she found that she was pregnant and refused to 
 grind any more grain. Cormac then sent over the sea and brought a millwright to 
 Ireland who erected the first watermill in Ireland on the stream Nemnach which flows 
 eastwards from Tara. 117  

 It is interesting that an Old Norse poem, ’Grottasǫngr’ from ’Den Yngre Edda’ 

(1220), can be related to the same motif. It tells the story of Frode, king of Denmark, and his 

two handmaids, the giants Fenja and Menja, who grind gold for him on two huge millstones. 

He grants them neither sleep nor rest, and they take revenge on him by grinding an army, led 

by the sea king, to rise against him. After having killed Frode, the sea king brings the 

millstones as well as the two women with him to sea, forcing them to grind salt. They grind 

so much salt that the ship sinks, and the millstones are still staying at the bottom of the sea 

grinding salt.118   

 Another account of the destructing force of the mill – or at least how the mill is used 

for destructive aims – is the seventh century story “Orgguin trí mac Diamarta mic Cerbaill” 

(’The slaying of the three sons of Díarmait mac Cerbaill’). In a comment on this story 

																																																								
115 In the next paragraphes where caillech is used (37-42), O’Keeffe translates it with ”(mill-) hag.” See also 
infra, chapter 5.5, Aspects of the caillech 
116 Dáibhí Ó Cróinín, Early medieval Ireland 400-1200 (London: Longman, 1995), 96-97 
117 Gearóid Mac Eoin ”The early Irish vocabulary of mills and milling”, in Studies on Early Ireland. Essays in 
honour of M.V.Duignan, ed B.G.Scott (Belfast: Association of young Irish archaeologists, 1982), 13 
118 Jón Helgason, ed. Nordisk filologi. Eddadigte II Gudedigte (Oslo, Stockholm, København: Dreyer, 
Läromedelsförlagen, Munksgaard, 1971), 89-93. The motive recurs in a fairy tale of Norwegian origin: ”The 
Mill from hell” (Kvernen som står og maler på havsens bunn), AT565. Stith Thompson, The folk Tale (New 
York: The Dryden Press, 1946).  
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Gearóid Mac Eoin discusses how the boys were crushed to death in the mill, showing by 

linguistic analysis that the hag of the mill was not implicated in the killing. 119  

 Yet another aspect of the function attributed to the mill and milling – somewhat later 

but nevertheless not devoid of interest – is found in “Betha Colaim Chille” (‘The life of 

Colum Cille’), concerning one of the prophecies made by St Patrick before Colum Cille’s 

birth: Among the labours St Patrick and St Colum Cille did for the men of Ireland, was the 

grinding of grain. But the grain (wheat) ground by St Patrick contained much ”filth and 

cockle” because of the pride and inconstancy of the people in the beginning of the 

introduction of the Christian faith in Ireland. It would remain like this ”until Colum Cille 

came and cleansed them of every uncleanness, sowing and preaching the word of God to them 

until he made right pure flour, bolted and sifted through the sieve of the abundant graces that 

God gave him, for all the Irish and for many of the Scotch.” 120 The comparison between the 

unpurified faith of the newly converted Irish and the grinding and cleansing of the grain gives 

a rather accurate image of the process of transformation that takes place in the mill.   

 There are other stories, however, that center on the destructive forces of the hag of the 

mill, caillech an mhuilinn. A typical motif in such stories would be a (male) hero mesuring 

forces with a (wealthy and) powerful caillech who undertakes to annihilate everybody who 

fails to resist her. One story is about a caillech who contracted labourers, one at the time. The 

labourer should work with her for the half-year and would only be payed if he was able to 

keep up with her  

  […] in every kind of work she undertook. And the only kind of food he would 
  get would be bread, oat-meal, gruel, and porridge (arán, min-choirce, brochán, 
  agus leite). 121 
 

 The above story is, as Gearóid Ó Crualaoich puts it, not about any common farm 

work, and the caillech  

  […] is no ordinary, albeit female, landlord. This is signalled by the fact that the 
  only kind of food she provides for her labourers is ’bread, oat-meal, gruel, and 

																																																								
119 Gearóid Mac Eoin, ”The death of the boys in the mill”, Celtica xv (1983): 60-64 
120 Manus O’Donnel, Betha Colaim Cille, §32, Publication date 1918 
https://archive.org/details/bethacolaimchill00odonn  
121 An Chailleach Bhéarach agus Donnchadh Mór Mac Mánais, collected by Douglas Hyde (Dubhghlas De 
hIde); quoted from Gearóid Ó Crualaoich, The book of the Cailleach. Stories of the Wise-Woman healer.	(Cork: 
Cork University Press, 2003), 132-138 	
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  porridge.’ The cereal diet symbolizes her personification of the life and fertility 
  of crops […]122 
 

 The stories of the caillech and her ambiguous functions date back to ancient, pre-

Christian conceptions of the female deities, as explained by Marie Louise Sjoestedt:  

 All the great assemblies of Ireland are […] placed under the invocation of local 
 deities, mothers, clearers of plains, mistresses of the fruits of the earth, which they 
 bestow in plenty when propitious, or, when hostile, they destroy. Survivors of races 
 anterior to the race of men, and even to the race of the gods, they are often imagined as 
 held in captivity by the actual possessors of the soil who have had to overcome them 
 by violence before conciliating them by ritual means. They are personifications of the 
 powers of nature, earthy forces, which man must conquer in order to make them serve 
 him.123    
 

 Reminiscences of these ancient beliefs can also be found in surviving traditions, one 

of which being connected to the harvesting season. It consisted of leaving a sheaf of the crop, 

named the caillech, standing in the corner of the last field to be harvested, thus representing 

the fertility of the land and assuring the prosperity of the coming season.  

 

 Lonnog, the caillech, is refered to as Loingseachán’s mother’s wife. 124  This is the 

first encounter between her and Suibhne. It is also the first time in Suibhne’s state of geltacht 

that he enters a building made by man and that he tastes human food. As seen above (§ 28), 

the caillech and Suibhne do not talk together. She keeps giving him small morsels (mírenna 

beca),125 and like a bird or wild animal in process of domestication he keeps returning to the 

place where she stays to be fed by her.   

  
 
 
 
 

																																																								
122 ibid. 139 
123 Marie-Louise Sjoestedt, Celtic gods and heroes (1949) (New York, Dover Publications, 2000), 31 
124 The text might seem a little diffuse regarding the position of Lonnog: Professor Nagy identifies her as 
Loingseachán’s wife (Introduction to the 1996 edition, p.19). According to Brian Frykenberg, when Suibhne in 
§33 mentions ”Loingseachán and his wife” (”Loingseachán 7 a bhen”), he is referring to Lonnog. Brian 
Frykenberg, ”The death of the Wild-Man in the legend of Suibhne Geilt,” in Buile Suibhne: Perspectives and 
reassessments, ed. John Carey (Dublin: Irish Text Society, 2014), 47n17. The question will be futher discussed 
infra, chapter 5.  
125 Mír (pl. mírenna) designs ”a bit, small piece, morsel, commonly used of food, often = bite, mouthful.”  
eDIL s.v. mír or dil.ie/32335 
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 § 31 - 32: FIRST VISIT TO EORANN 
  
 
 Suibhne’s sentiment of being an outcast has only been confirmed and reinforced since 

his encounter with the women and the monks in Snámh Dhá Én, and this sentiment becomes 

utterly clear in his mind at the moment when he barely avoids a confrontation with 

Loingseachán.  

 Loingseachán, discovering that Suibhne keeps visiting the caillech, disguises himself 

in her clothes and waits for Suibhne to return. Suibhne recognises him:  ”When he saw his 

eyes, he sprang away from him at once out through the skylight of the house…”  

”O’dchonnarc a ṡúile co ling úadha focedóir dar forlés an tighe amach…” (§ 28) 

Suibhne, perfectly aware of Loingseachán’s intentions to bring him back to civilisation and 

normality,126 rejects his brother’s approach, reminding him of the curse Ronán has put on 

him. 

  Urging Loingseachán not to continue to annoy (tocrád) him further, he insists 

that he should go home, while Suibhne himself will go to Eorann: ” go to your house and I 

will go on to where Eorann is.”  ”eirg dot thoigh 7 raghat-sa róm gonige ab baile itá 

Eorann.” 127            

 
 Eorann is now living with Guaire mac Congail, son of Congal Cláen - to whom 

Suibhne was an ally and who fell in Magh Rath - and grandson of Scannlan. Guaire was one 

of two kinsmen128 who had equal right to the kingship Suibhne had abandoned. The day 

Suibhne arrives Guaire has gone hunting. Suibhne doesn’t enter Eorann’s hut (both), but sits 

down on the lintel (fordorus) of it. Their roles have changed, and so has the relation between 

them: Suibhne is destitute of his regal functions, but Eorann remains in her role as queen. 

They start talking, remembering their former life together. Suibhne recalls the great love they 

shared when they were together, and he reminds Eorann of what she once said: 

 
  Once thou didst utter, O great Eorann,  
  a saying pleasing and light,  
  that thou wouldst not survive  
  parted one day from Suibhne.  
 

																																																								
126 O’Riain (supra, chapter 5.2, §3: Eorann) uses ”sanity” as the opposite of the state of geltacht. I will use 
”normality” and ”sanity” indiscriminately to designate the state of the ”non- geilt” 
127 § 30 
128 The other was Eochaidh, son of Condlo and also grandson of Scannlan  
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  Roráidhis, a Eorann oll,  
  ait[h]esg alainn iméttrom 
  co na beithea it bheathaidh dhe 
  sgaradh énlá re Suibhne.129 
      
In the following poetic dialogue that takes place, Suibhne alternates between bitterness and 

resignation, accusing Eorann of having forgotten her promises for the benefit of her new 

lover. Eorann, on the other hand, welcomes him by addressing him as innocent madman (geilt 

ghlan) and husband (fer), declaring that she would rather sleep in the trees with him if it were 

possible, and live ”sinless” (”gan chol”) on water and watercress.  

 Calling Cuaire “ thy chosen wooer” (“do thochmarc togha”), Suibhne does not blame 

Eorann for the harsh life he now is leading. It is the will of Christ:  

 “Christ, Son of Mary – great bondage – / He has caused my feebleness.”                            

 “Críst mac Muire, mor da cacht, /é domrad a n-éccomhnart.”                                                                 

  

 He states that his appearance no longer is that of a king, but of a madman: uncouth 

(garb) and famished (gortach), horrible (úathach), fearful (omnach) and stark naked 

(airnocht). Eorann answers:                                                                                                       

 I would fain that we were together, / and that feathers might grow on our bodies; 

 in light and darkness I would wander / with thee each day and night.             

 Robadh maith lem ar mbeth araén / co ttigeadh clúmh ar ar ttaobh,          

 co sirfinn soirchi is doirchi / let gach lá is gach énoidhche. 

    Her answer can seem both surprising and contradictory, and 

considering the course of this exchange, it would be opportune to ask with Jan Erik Rekdal 

“…whether Eorann recognised that Suibhne’s temper and lack of judgment had been replaced 

by the wisdom of the madman.” 130   

  

 We have seen in the beginning of this story how Eorann tried to prevent Suibhne from 

attacking Ronán, how she failed in her pursuit of maintaining the status quo of the kingdom, 

and how this failure resulted in the curse of Suibhne. When Eorann therefore attaches herself 

to the next pretender to the sovereignty (ríge), she is assuring the continuity of the kingdom 
																																																								
129 All quotes are from the poem in §32 
130 Rekdal, ”From Wine…” 246  
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and maintaining the order of society. As Christian-J. Guyonvarc’h explains it:  

 The king is the holder of the temporal power, but it is the queen who symbolises the 
 sovereignty […] the king is ephemeral, perishable, while the sovereignty, symbolised 
 by the queen, stays eternally young, from king to king. 131   
 

Eorann does not leave Guaire to return to Suibhne; her concern is the sovereignty, and where 

Suibhne has failed, Eorann has performed her duties. However, as we have seen, her interest 

for Suibhne is great, and this adds to the ambiguity of her character. It seems that she would 

despite all be willing to abandon the “blithe banqueting-halls” 132 to live as a geilt with 

Suibhne. The bird symbolism, so abundant in Celtic myths and narratives, might be a key to 

the understanding of these sequences, birds often being connected to female deities, especially 

to war-goddesses. The ethymology of geilt points also to a mythic bird 133, and the avian 

attributes of the geilt can be traced in several texts.134  

  

 Soon after the exchange between Suibhne and Eorann, Guaire and his army return 

from the hunt, swarming into the camp, and Suibhne flees quickly from the place, “as he had 

often done” (‘amail ba minic leis’).  

 

 

 § 33-34 THE ERENACH’S WIFE  

  

 In the episodes where Suibhne approached civilisation, he would most of the time seek 

to the church and sit on the top of the tree (generally a yew-tree) that was found there, often in 

connection with a well. This is also what he does after running away from Guaire’s camp. He 

doesn’t stop until he reaches Ros Bearaigh in Glenn Arcain, and he enters the church and 

climbs into the yew-tree growing there. Suibhne is thus finding himself at the same place 

																																																								
131 “Le roi est détenteur du pouvoir temporel, mais c’est la reine qui symbolise la souveraineté […] Le roi est 
éphémère, périssable, alors que la souveraineté, symbolisée par la reine, reste éternellement jeune, de roi en roi.”  
Christian-J. Guyonvarc’h, La Razzia des vaches de Cooley (Paris, Gallimard, 1994), 295, 298 
132 ”t[h]oigibh oil gan imṡniomh”,  §32, stanza 6, line 2 
133 eDIL s.v. 2 geilt or dil.ie/25519 
134 There are several examples of Cú Chulainn acting like a bird when in his state of frenzy (Carey, “Suibhne 
Geilt and Túan mac Cairill”, 98). See also the influence from the story of Nebuchadnezzar (Naomi S Jacobs, 
“When the King is the other,” 138-139) 
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where he was hiding immediately after having fled from the battle of Magh Rath (§12),135 and 

in the same position (perching on a tree). This happens before the fall of the night.  

 We are told the name of the erenach of the church: Muireadach mac Earca. The 

erenach (airchinnech)  ”…is almost invariably referred to – and his name given- whenever 

Suibhne comes to a church… It was the erenach who dispensed alms and hospitality, and 

Suibhne’s business as a mendicant would be with him.” 136  

  

 While he is sitting in the tree, the wife of the erenach happens to go past the yew. She 

sees Suibhne, recognizes him and speaks to him:  

 ”Come out of the yew, king of Dal Araidhe; there is but one woman before you here.” 
 ’Táir asin iubhar, a rí Dhál Araidhe,’ ar sí, ’ata baeghal áonmhná sunna agad.’ 
 

The narrator explains the intentions behind her approach:  

 ”She said so in order to seize the madman, and to deceive and beguile him.”  
 ”Do ghabáil na geilti 7 dá brégadh 7 cealgadh atrubhairt si ind sin.” 
 

 Suibhne answers: 

 I will not go indeed… lest Loingseachán and his wife 137 come to me, for there was a 
 time when it would have been easier for you to recognize me than it is to-day. 
 Nocha ragha eim… ar nachamtáir Loingseachán 7 a bhen, ar robhúi tan ba husa 
 dhuit aithni form-sa inás aniú. 
  

 To fully grasp the meaning of this somewhat intriguing dialogue, it is necessary to 

take a closer look at the words used by the erenach’s wife: Baeghal (from báegul), here: 

opportunity, chance, and áonmhná (óenmna): one single woman (or ‘one woman alone’).138  

The words can in this context be understood as having sexual implications. According to 

Pádraig Ó Riain, the condition of madness can be ”… termed as the commonly shared 

																																																								
135 According to O’Keeffe, the location of Ros Bearaigh is unclair: ”I have not been able to identify this place. 
Hogan (onomasticon) has ’Glenn Archain in Scotland.’ It may be that the Gl. Earcáin of our text was situated in 
the vicinity of Ros Ercain, with which place Suibhne is associated, see p. 31, l.3. O’Donovan (Four Mast.) 
identifies Ros Ercain as Rasharkin, a townland and parish in Co. Antrim, about 8 miles S. of Ballymoney; cf. 
also Reeves, Eccl. Ant., p. 340.” O’ Keeffe,162 
136 eDIL s.v. airchinnech or dil.ie/1719 . O’Keeffe, 164-165.  
137 See my comment on this supra, chapter 5, § 31 - 32: first visit to Eorann, note 125 
138 An intersting comparison to the use of óemna – and to the scene as a whole - can be found in the dialogue 
between Conaire Mór and Cailb in Togail Bruidne Da Derga, where Cailb, trying to enter the bruiden, is 
rejected by Conaire: ”It is geis for me…to receive the company of a single woman after sundown.”  ”Is ges 
damsa…dám óenmna da airitin íar fuin ngréne.” Quoted from Ralph O’Connor, The destruction of Da Derga’s 
hostel (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 136-137 
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characteristic of separation, whether temporary or otherwise, from wonted societal status,” 139 

and in his overview of the characteristics of madness we find that one of the occasions of 

restauration to sanity is ”the act of coition.” 140 Her approach could in this way be understood 

as an invitation to reintegration in society by means of a sexual relation, and Suibhne’s 

answer would be the rejection of this invitation. The comparison between Eorann’s words of 

greeting at the sight of Suibhne shortly earlier (‘Welcome to thee, thou guileless mad one,’ 

‘As mochen duit, a gheilt ghlan’) and the erenach’s wife’s salutation at the sight of him 

(‘King of Dal Araidhe,’ ‘a rí Dhál Araidhe’) reveals two contradictory understandings of 

Suibhne’s identity and consequently two different approaches to his function. Where Eorann 

recognises Suibhne as geilt and expresses the desire to live with him like a bird (§ 32, stanza 

12), the words of the erenach’s wife could be understood as a recognition of Suibhne as king 

and a desire to see him reestablished in his regal function.  

 Immediately following Suibhne’s answer is his uttering of a poem, in which he 

deplores how his aspect has changed since the time he frequented the assembly of Dál 

nAraidhe. He addresses the erenach’s wife once more:  

 O woman, who dost recognize me / with the points of thy blue eyes  
 A bhen dobheir aithne form / do rennubh do rosg roghorm  
         
 The use of  ”rosg” (rosc) for “eye” 141 can indicate that Suibhne recognises that the 

erenach’s wife has a deeper comprehension of the geilt perching in the tree than that of a 

simple recognition.142 Gregory Toner discusses several examples of this use of rosc in his 

study ”Messe ocus Pangur Bán,” indicating that the word can be used in a metaphorical sense, 

as in the concept of ”the mind’s eye” or ”the soul’s eye.” 143  

 

Finally, Suibhne expresses a direct rejection of her approaches:  

 Bide thou with thy husband and in thy house, / I shall not tarry in Ros Bearaigh; 
 until holy Judgment we shall not foregather, / I and thou, O woman.                                                                                   
 Bí-si gut fhior is gut thoigh, / nocha biu-sa a Ros mBeraigh, 
 ni chomhracfem go bráth mbán, /misi agus tusa, a bhenaccan.  A bhen. 
         

																																																								
139 Pádraig Ó Riain, ” “A Study of the Irish Legend of the Wild Man,” in Buile Suibhne. Perspectives and 
reassessments ed. John Carey (Dublin: Irish Text Society, 2014), 177 
140 I have outlined this overview supra, chapter 5.2. § 3: Eorann 
141 §34, stanza 1, line 1-2. ”An eye; common in Mid.Ir, later confined to poetic or rhetorical style. ”                    
eDIL s.v. 1 rosc or dil.ie/35559 
142 Considering her advances as mentioned above, the text may seem self-explanatory in this matter 
143 Gregory Toner, ”Messe ocus Pangur Bán. Structure and Cosmology”, Cambrian Medieval Celtic Studies 
Number 57 (2009): 6. See also Brian Frykenberg’s comments on the Anecdota poems, p. 69 
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These words by Suibhne, although expressed as a rejection, indicate a mutual recognition 

between them. As the erenach’s wife sees in Suibhne the king, he for his part understands that 

this recognition is not anodyne and that it will have its consequences.  

 Thereupon Suibhne emerges from the yew-tree ”lightly and nimbly” (‘co hettrom 

aerdha’) and travels to Ros Earcáin, one of the three places in his own country in which he 

used to stay and which is associated with his name (§35).144 

 

 § 37-41 THE CAILLECH   

  Part one (§37-39, first half)  

 

 Seven years have passed, and Suibhne has escaped from the erenach’s wife’s attempts 

to beguile him. For a fortnight and a month he is sitting in the old yew-tree in Ros Earcáin 

until he is discovered, and the nobles of Dál nAraidhe come together in order to find a way to 

capture him. Loingseachán is designated to the task. He starts a conversation with Suibhne, 

reminding him of what a wonderful life he led before he was forced to travel like a miserable 

bird going ”from wilderness to wilderness” (‘ó dhithribh do dhithribh’). Then Suibhne asks 

tidings about his country, and Loingseachán deceives him into believing that the members of 

his family have died. He recites them all: his parents, his wife, his brother and sister, his 

daughter and his sister’s son. Finally, when Suibhne hears that even his only son (énmhac) is 

dead, ”the little son who used to say ’daddy’ ” (‘mac beg adberedh popa’), he falls down 

from the yew. Loingseachán closes his arms around him, puts manacles on him and reveals 

the deceit to him. Suibhne is then brought to the place where the nobles of Dal Araidhe use to 

gather and remains shackled in the care of Loingseachán for another fortnight and a month.  

 This scene is set – with an extreme accuracy, as pointed out by Jean-Michel  

Picard 145 – during the time preceding the harvest-season (fogamar). At the end of this period 

Suibhne’s sense (cíall) and memory (cuimne), and his shape (cruth) and guise (delb) come to 

him.  

 

The text continues: 

 ”They took his bonds off him, and his kingship was manifest” (lit. ”his kingship was 
 likened to him”).146  
 ”Robhenaid a chuibhrighe de 7 rosamhlaidhedh [a ríghe] fris.”  
																																																								
144 Suibhne mh’ainm o Ros Ercain (Suibhne of Ros Earcain is my name) §21, stanza 2 
145 Picard, ”Merlin, Suibhne et Lailoken”, 1502 
146 O’Keeffe, 61, n 1 
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 The feast (féil) of Lugnasad takes place at the first of August, a date that in the 

calendar of the Roman Catholic Church147 corresponds to the Feast of St Peter’s chains. It 

refers to Acts 12 in the New Testament, where St Peter, imprisoned and in chains in 

Jerusalem, is delivered from his chains by an angel of God and brought out of prison.148  

 This reestablishment of Suibhne’s sovereignty (ríge), at the very location of his own 

province and kingdom, and at the excact time of the celebration of Lug in his sovereignty 

aspect,149 represents a turning point in the story. Loingseachán and his people go to reap, and 

Suibhne is left shut up in Loingseachán’s bedroom (tolg) only with the caillech, or mill-hag 

(‘an chailleach namá .i. caillech an mhuilinn’) – “and she was enjoined not to attempt to 

speak to him” (‘7 rohaithnidhedh dhi gan comradh do ṡoighin ar Suibhne’).  

 The scene reveals a conspicious relevance to the first meeting between the two (§28): 

Whereas at their first meeting she encited Suibhne to approach her, not by speaking to him, 

but by feeding him; the caillech now encites him to a closer contact by engaging in a 

conversation with him. She wants him to recall his state as geilt. Suibhne tries to resist her. He 

curses her: ”A curse on your mouth, hag…ill is what you say…” (‘Mallacht for dho bhél, a 

chaillech…as olc a n-abra…’) and says that God will not let him go mad again. The caillech 

points out that it was Suibhne’s outrage to Ronán that drove him to madness, whereupon 

Suibhne accuses her of ”betraying” (‘brath’) and ”luring” (‘biathadh’) him.  

 The verb bíathaid, translated by O’Keeffe with ”luring”, is defined in eDIL as 

”feeds, nourishes; supports; esp. with legal sense provides refection for;” while its verbal 

noun bíathad that is used in this passage, is defined as  ”act of feeding; maintaining.” 150  The 

word is used only once in the text corpus. By the ambiguity of its contextual use it establishes 

a connection between food both as means of subsistence and as means of submission.  

  

 To summarice, we are witnessing the following scene, disturbing in its ambiguity:  

Suibhne, restituted to his royal aspect by Loingseachán’s intervention, finds himself, by 

means of the same Loingseachán, locked up (íadaid) in a confined space in company of the 

																																																								
147 Before the reform of 1960 
148 Picard, ibid 
149 Guyonvarc’h, La civilisation celtique, 223, Ó Cathasaigh, Coire Sois, 61-62 
150 eDIL s.v. 1 bíathaid or dil.ie/5836; eDIL s.v. bíathad or dil.ie/5835. See also ”Glossary of the rarer words,” 
O’Keeffe, 180. The use of the related noun bíattach (‘provider of food [-rent]’) to design the base client in a 
clientship is an interesting approach, conf. Fergus Kelly, A guide to early Irish law (Dublin: DIAS, 1988), 30. 
eDIL s.v. 1 bíattach or dil.ie/5840  
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caillech who, by violating the interdiction of speaking to him imposed on her, will deploy all 

her ruse to bring him back to his state of geltacht.  

 

 Encouraged by the caillech’s affirmation that she is speaking the truth (‘Nocha brat[h] 

edir […] acht fírinne,’), Suibhne starts telling her about the hard times he has endured and the 

dreadful leaps he has leapt. The mill-hag asks him for a demonstration:  

 For God’s sake, […]  leap for us now one of the leaps you used to leap when you were 

 mad.  

 Ar Día friot, […] ling duinn leim dona leimennuibh sin anois rolingthea it ghealtacht. 

 
 Suibhne leaps from the bed-rail and to the end of the bench. The caillech, not 

impressed, does likewise. Suibhne takes his second leap, this time out through the skylight of 

the hostel (‘dar forles na bruighniu amach’). The caillech does likewise.  

 The use of two different designations to locate the above scene could add to the 

ambiguity already mentioned. Suibhne’s first meeting with the caillech was in the mill, a 

building designated to the transformation process – from grain to flour – while they at their 

second meeting find themselves in the intimacy of a bedroom, or a bed cubicle.151  However, 

when they perform their second leap, they escape through the skylight of the hostel (bruiden), 

a building that in Old Irish literature is connected to the Otherworld.152 Such apparent 

divergences, either they emanate from the distracted mind of a compiler or exist as an 

inherent part of the story, only confirm the ambiguity of the text and encourage a polysemic 

reading, in accordance with Medieval hermeneutics.  

As remarked by professor Morgan Thomas Davies:  

  
 Given the likelyhood that a text from the Middel Irish period will contain various 
 compositional strata, perhaps covering several centuries, and given the virtual 
 certainty that such a text will have a substantial textual history (with the attendant 
 probability of revision, accretion, and scribal error) anterior to its  earliest extant copy, 
 the very notion of ’original intention’ is problematic from a simple practical 
 perspective. It is also problematic from a theoretical perspective […] 153   
 

																																																								
151 eDIL s.v. 1 tolg or dil.ie/41326  
152 Mac Cana, Celtic Mythology, 83. Joseph Falaky Nagy, ”Shamanic Aspects of the ’Bruidhean’ Tale”, History 
of Religions, Vol. 20, No. 4 (1981), 302-322. Rekdal, ”From Wine…” 251-60 
153 Morgan Thomas Davies, “The protocol of reading in early Irish literature.” Cambrian Medieval Celtic Studies 
32 (1996): 22. See also Frans van Liere, The medieval Bible, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 
120-123  
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 Suibhne is now back in the wilderness – that is in the state of geilt - and the caillech is 

with him. He travels through five cantreds of Dál nAraidhe that day and arrives finally at 

Glenn na nEachtach in Fiodh Gaibhle. The caillech follows him:  

 When Suibhne rested there on the summit of a tall ivy-branch, the hag rested on 
 another tree beside him. It was then the end of harvest-time precisely.  
 O rothairis Suibhne ar barr craoibhe urairde eidhnighe annsin, rothairis an chaillech 
 ar crann eile ina fharradh; a nderedh an fhoghamhair do sunnradh ind sin (§ 39) 
  

 Suibhne confounds the hunting-call with the outcry of the Ui Faelain who are coming 

to avenge their king whom he killed at Magh Rath. Then he hears the bellowing of the stag 

(‘búiriudh an doimh alla’) and he makes a lay. This lay, “A bhennáin, a bhúireadháin” (§40), 

has a pivotal place in the text, thematically as well as chronologically. With its 65 stanzas it is 

the longest of the 31 poems in this prosimetric text, and O’Keeffe finds it to be  “…in many 

respects, the most interesting poem in the story.” 154 It constitutes a formal interruption in 

Suibhne’s exchange with the caillech, according to the following overview:   

  Stanza 1-27: Monologue: Suibhne (27 stanzas) 
  Stanza  28-31: Monologue: Suibhne addresses Loingseachán (4 stanzas) 
  Stanza 32-37: Dialogue: Suibhne – Caillech (6 stanzas): 
  Stanza 38-65: Monologue: Suibhne (28 stanzas) 
 
 

 Part two (§ 40)  

  

 Stanza 28-31, where Suibhne addresses Loingseachán, is an important prelude to his 

second dialogue with the caillech and should be interpreted in close connection to it. Suibhne 

has praised the excellence of Glenn Bolcáin, when he in stanza 28-30 starts accusing 

Loingseachán of having deceited him. If Loingseachán were to try to deceit him again, he 

would have to confront the peaks of the Boirche Mountains. The first two lines in the 

following stanza (31), which leads up to the dialogue with the caillech, are quite challenging:  

   Do mhuilenn an mheanmaráin  
   domheilte do thúaith,  
O’Keeffe’s translates it:  
   By the mill of the little floury one (?)  
   thy folk has been ground (?) 
 

																																																								
154 O’Keeffe, xi 
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His comment on the translation is as follows: “My rendering of this half-stanza is most 

doubtful; as to meanmarán, see the gl.; domheilte (the aspiration is curious), judging from the 

context, seems to be melim, ' I grind.' The stanza is not in K.”  

 “Glossary of the rarer words” gives meanmarán as deriving from men: meal, flour: 

with a reference to “menmar cach cáinte,” Instructions of Cormac, ed. Meyer, p. 22.155  

Kuno Meyer translates “menmar cech cáinte” with “every satirical person is…” 156, leaving 

no further comments to the signification of menmar. Cáinte points to a (low class) satirist.157  

Menmar is not given any translation in eDIL, but a reference is made to menmnach with the 

signification ”spirited, bold, stout-hearted, self-confident.” 158  

 It would be possible to understand these two lines as a reference to the destructive 

forces of the operator of the mill; with the túath (thy folk, do thúath) that has been ground like 

grain (from melid), or consumed (from do-meil). 159  

 In the last two lines Suibhne addresses his brother, using the following epithets to 

describe him:  

  O wretched one, O weary one, /O swift Loingseachán 
  A thrúagháin, a thuirseacháin, /A Luingseacháin lúaith 

Swiftness and performance of great leaps are common characteristics of a person in the state 

of geltacht,160 and these qualities are associated, not only with Suibhne (‘luath reithim tar 

glenn’) 161, but also with St Moling, who goes under the name of Moling Lúachair because of 

the great leaps he has leapt.162 Employing the same epithet on Loingseachán163 could point to 

a certain similarity between the three of them. We can also recall that it was the sight of 

Loingseachán’s two swift eyes (‘dá ṡúil lúatha Loingsecháin’) that made Suibhne flee from 

the mill (§28). 

 

 Bearing in mind Suibhne’s first encounter with the caillech, where she was 

domesticating him by feeding him, and with reference to the above stanza, where Suibhne 

																																																								
155 O’Keeffe, 169,188 
156 Kuno Meyer, The instructions of King Cormac Mac Airt  (Dublin: Hodges, Figgis, 1909), 22-23, 
http://dbooks.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/books/PDFs/590261131.pdf  
157 eDIL s.v. cáinte or dil.ie/7854. Robin Chapman Stacey, Dark Speech. The performance of law in early 
Ireland (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 108, 159-160 
158 eDIL s.v. menmar? or dil.ie/31952. eDIL s.v. menmnach or dil.ie/31956   
159 eDIL s.v. meilid, melaid or dil.ie/31769. Rudolf Thurneysen, A Grammar of Old Irish, (Dublin: DIAS, 2010), 
466. eDIL s.v. do-meil or dil.ie/18087 	
160 Ó Riain, ”A study…”, 176.  
161 ”swiftly do I race across the glen”, par.40, stanza 60, line 2 
162 The birth and life of St. Moling (London: Harrison and Sons, 1907), 18-21. See also O’Keeffe, 198 
163 It is also noteworthy to remind that Loingseachán means ”exile”: eDIL s.v. loingsech or dil.ie/30539 
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mentions ”the mill of the little floury one” (‘muilenn an mheanmaráin’), I will suggest that 

meanmarán refers to the caillech and that the above lines can be read as a description of her. 

Her function is contradictory: She is guardian of life: maintaining the process of 

transformation from grain to bread. She is equally destroyer of life: as the grain is ground to 

flour, she grinds, probably by means of satire, her interlocutors. As we have seen above 164 in 

the story of the death of the boys in the mill (Orgguin trí mac Diamarta mic Cerbaill), the 

function of the mill – either as a means of maintaining life or as a means of destroying life – 

will depend on who is operating it.  

 The caillech is leading Suibhne out of the social space, represented by the tolg, in 

which he involuntarily is kept. She does this by challenging him to leap. She possesses 

herself, as Suibhne, the quality of levitation, a sign of geltacht.  

The following six stanzas (32-37)165 constitute a dialogue between Suibhne and the caillech.  

Its composition could resemble an antiphony, the two counterparts, each perching on the top 

of a tree, engaging in a conversation that alternates between accusations and a common 

comprehension of the state of geltacht in which they find themselves. Suibhne accuses the 

caillech of exploiting and insulting him, even if they now both are back in the wilderness 

(32). He then engages in a leaping challenge with her, which she accepts. As he expresses his 

mistrust in her, like he did earlier (§38), she, on the other hand, continues to insist on the 

veracity of her words, by in turn accusing him of not telling the truth (35-36):  

  In sooth, not just is what thou sayest, / thou son of Colman Cas 
    Ní cóir éimh a n-abraidh-si, / a mhic Colmáin Chais    
Suibhne responds:  
  Just, in sooth, is what I say, / O hag without sense; 
  a demon is ruining thee, /thou hast ruined thyself.    
  As cóir eimh a n-abraim-si,/ a chailleach gan chéill, 
  demhan agat th’aidhmilliudh,/ romillis fadhéin. 
 
     
O´Keeffe comments on the expression demhan agat th'aidmilliudh: 
 “admilliud seems to be used of persons ' bewitched,' 'possessed,' or under the influence of the 
evil eye.” 166  

																																																								
164 Chapter 5.2, § 28 Lonnog  
 
165 This text portion is obscure, and my reading of it, leaning on O’Keeffe’s translation, is based on my 
understanding of the caillech as a contradictory figure, who is both guiding Suibhne and obstructing him 
166 O’ Keeffe, 169. See also eDIL, where the verbal noun aidmilled is defined as “act of completely destroying; 
destruction, ruin… Of injuring by magic… Casting an evil eye (?)”eDIL s.v. aidmilled or dil.ie/895 .  
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 It seems that Suibhne is anticipating the destruction of the caillech, although she, not 

without esteem, criticises him for his lack of judgment regarding her skills (elada). 

We can deduce that the caillech possesses similar functions as those we have seen in the 

female deities who are both pourveyors of plenty and destroyers of life.167 In this manner she 

is the bearer of the destructive aspects of the female sovereignty. As Brian Frykenberg puts it:  

 Lonnóg reveals sovereignty’s adversarial aspect by baiting and goading [Suibhne]  
  to renewed gealtacht in the three heroically celibate leaps by which he flees from the 
 world she personifies.168 
 

 

 Part three (§ 41) 
 
 After his exchange with the caillech, Suibhne resumes his monologue, reflecting on 

the life he is now leading as a geilt. The poem ends as it began, with Suibhne invoking the 

bleating stag: ”a bhennáin, a bhúireadháin” (§40). 

 Then Suibhne travels to Benn Boghaine, to Benn Faibhne and to Rath Murbuilg, 

followed by the caillech. They arrive finally at Dun Sobairce, and from this fort they shall 

perform their third and last leap together:  

 Suibhne leaped from the summit of the fort sheer down in front of the hag. She leaped 
 quickly after him, but dropped on the cliff of Dun Sobairce, where she was broken to 
 pieces and fell into the sea. In that manner she found death in the wake of Suibhne.  
 
.  Roling Suibhne iarumh do bheinn an dúine síos cach ndíriuch riasan ccailligh. Roling 
 sí co hiomhathlomh ina dheaghaidh co ttorchair do aill Dhúine Sobharci co ndernadh 
 mionbhrúar 7 minchomairt di ann co ttorchair isin bhfairrge, conadh amhlaidh sin 
 fúair bás i ndedhaidh Suibhne.  
 

 

 § 42-43 FINNSHENG, DAUGHTER OF FINDEALACH  

 

 Suibhne has escaped from the caillech, but as he fears Loingseachán’s revenge, he 

travels to Ros Comain, which is in Connacht, some distance away from his regular dwelling 

places. He halts at the well where he eats watercress and drinks water.169  

																																																								
167 See Sjoestedt, supra chapter 5.2: § 3 Eorann 
168 Frykenberg, ”The Death of the Wild Man”, 47 
169 Watercress (birar; mod. Ir. biolar) and water constituted the principal subsistence for the gelta. See BS §17; 
Mac Eoin, 115 
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 As Finnsheng arrives at the well, Suibhne runs away and sits down in a tree watching 

her while she picks the watercress from the stream. He adresses her, complaining his loss of 

the watercress and explaining in what state he finds himself: nobody pities him; he has 

nowhere to go, and his only food is the watercress. This watercress has now been picked by 

Finnsheng, and thus taken away from him.  

The lay that follows (§43, 23 stanzas) is exclusively uttered by Suibhne who is adressing 

Finnsheng, except for one stanza (18) where Finnsheng answers him. The lay opens with 

Suibhne complaining about his loss, saying that even if the woman would have left him the 

watercress and the water, she would not have been wanting food herself. He compares his life 

to that of Finnsheng, saying that the two are bound to go different ways: 

  I abroad in the tree-tops, / thou yonder in a friend’s house.   
  misi amuigh a mbarraibh crann, / tusa tall a tigh charad.  (2, 3-4) 
 
 He complains about his loneliness: ”nor mother nor son has pity on me” ”nimoirchis 

mathair na mac” (3, 3), and he recalls his past days, comparing them to what he endures 

today. 

 In stanzas 11-15 Suibhne recalls the cry of the wild-goose, he describes himself as a 

poor wanderer, unprotected from the cold, fleeing at the cry of the heron, ”as though it were a 

blow that struck me” (‘mar budh buille rombenadh,’ 12, 3-4) 

  

Stanza 14 is obscure, as observed by O’Keeffe.170   

 If thou art learned, O fair, crabbed one, / my field…    
 there is one to whom the burden thou takest / is a grievous matter, O hag. 
 Diamsat eolach, a fionnghág, / mo ghort ni treorach tenngharg, 
 ata nech dianad sgeile / an t-eiri beri, a bhengág. 
 
 Suibhne here talks to a woman whom he addresses as both fair, or bright (finn),171 and 

wrinkled (from gág)172 and as benghag; a wrinkled woman. The word eolach: 173 skilled or 

learned, seems to have the same signification as elada174 (‘ealadhain’) that appears in §40, 

stanza 37, where the caillech mocks Suibhne’s lack of consideration for her capacities: ”Dost 

																																																								
170 Stanza 14 (Diamsat eolach, a fionnhág): ”This stanza (which is not in K) is obscure to me as it stands”  
O’ Keeffe, 170 
171 Finnsheng (finn: bright, white + seng: slender). seng is used at several occasions (especially by the caillech) 
as an epithet of Suibhne 
172 a cleft, a chink; a crack or chap on the skin, eDIL s.v. gág or dil.ie/25112  
173 Translated in O’Keeffe’s dictionary by ”knowing.” O’Keeffe, 185. See also Thurneysen, 228 
174 art, science, acquired craft or skill; eDIL s.v. elada, elatha or dil.ie/19919  
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thou not deem my arts better…” (‘Nach ferrde let mh’ealadhain…’). I suggest that these 

words are not meant for Finnsheng, and that the stanza could be read as Suibhne addressing 

the caillech, commenting on what happened at their last meeting and the severe consequences 

of her actions.  

 After having again lamented the deprivation of his sustenance (16, 1-2), Suibhne 

addresses Finnsheng, who answers him (18): 

[The woman:]       [An bhean:]  
Leave my portion to the Lord,    Fágaibh mo chuid don Choimdhi, 
be not harsh to me;      rium-sa na déna duilghe, 
the more wilt thou attain supremacy,    móide foghebha cennacht, 
and take a blessing, O Suibhne.     is beir bennacht, a Suibhne. 
 
 These words of Biblical inspiration and imbued with a Christian attitude, do not, 

however, tenderize Suibhne, who at first proposes an exchange (19, 1-2): his ”smocks” (inar) 

and ”tatters” (ceirtín) for ”the little bunch of cress” (bertín mbiorair). Then his words get 

harsher, and he finishes by cursing her: 

 since thou takest from me my watercress / my sins to be on your soul!   
 uaim o bhere mo bhiorar / mo chuid chionadh ar th’anmain.   (20, 3-4) 
 
The words become even harsher when he invokes “the blue-coated Norsemen” on her: 

“Creach na nGall ngorm dot gabháil” (22) 

The poem ends with the words (23): 

  
 O woman, if there should come to thee   A bhen, chugud da ttóra 
 Loingseachan whose delight is sport,   Loingseachan ata rún reabha 
 do thou give him on my behalf    tabhair-si dhó trem chionaidh 
 half the watercress thou pluckest.     a leth an bhiorair bhena.    A bhen.  
 
 The reference to Loingseachán in this last stanza opens, by extention, for a connection 

between Loingseachán, Finnsheng, and the caillech. The signification of the expression ”rún 

reabha” remains obscure. The word ”reabha” (gen. sg of reb) is translated with ”sport” 175 

while ”rún” in this case is translated with ”delight”. 176 

 

																																																								
175 O’Keeffe, 189. eDIL s.v. reb or dil.ie/34873 n ā,f. meaning doubtful, apparently sport, game (of various 
kinds, esp. feats of skill or strength); in pl. feats, tricks. aen- reab .i. aen-cleas, H. 3. 18 p. 531. reabh .i. cleas, 
O'Cl. 
176 eDIL s.v. 1 rún or dil.ie/35787 (a) something hidden or occult, a mystery, (b) a secret, (c) secret thoughts or 
wishes, intention, purpose, design, (e) in later poetry oft. a term of endearment, darling, love.See also eDIL s.v. 2 
rún or dil.ie/35788 
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 Suibhne stays in Ros Comain that night, and in the morning he continues his 

travelling. After two stops, for a fortnight and a month in the cave of Donnan of Eig, and for 

another fortnight and a month in Carraig Alastair, he recites a poem (§45) in which Finnsheng 

is described as an instrument used by God for the punishment of Suibhne’s sins.  

 
 A text portion rendering a parallel episode to the Finnsheng episode is found in §70.  

Suibhne is in his tenth year of geltacht, approximately. This episode also takes place in 

Connacht, by a church, where Suibhne eats watercress and drinks water from the well. This 

time he encounters a cleric, and the roles of the antagonists are reversed: here it is the cleric 

who is ”indignant and resentful” (‘tnúth 7 trenformud’) towards Suibhne for eating the 

watercress, whereas Suibhne implores the cleric’s clemency. The difference in Suibhne’s 

attitude towards his two interlocutors in these similar episodes is noteworthy and can open for 

further questions regarding Suibhne’s general attitude towards women.177 One example of this 

is found in § 56, stanza 2: After Eorann’s rejection, Suibhne extends his negative sentiments 

towards her to englobe the whole female gender:   

 And woe to him who trusts in women […] after the treachery of Eorann.  
 As mairg dobheir taobh re mnáibh […] d’aithle meabhla Eorainne. 
 

It would be wrong, however, to generalise and not to acknowledge him a certain insight in the 

question, as shown by the following declaration, made at the end of his journey, when he 

cogitates on his life after having been pursued by the monsters sent by Ronán to keep him in 

geltacht:  

  ‘Tis right that I should get harm; / many a night have I leaped a lake, 
  many eyes of fond women / have I made weep. 
                                                                                                                                     
  cóir cía rgheibhinn-si olc,/ mor n-oidhchi rolinges loch, 
  mór do rosgaibh ban mbáidhe / doradus fo eccaoine. 178  
 
 
After the Finnsheng episode Suibhne travels ”over the wide-mouthed, storm-swept sea”  

(‘tar an muir ccráosfhairsing, ccithainbhthenaigh’) to the land of the Britons (§ 46) 

																																																								
177 The question has been subjected to a study by Pascale Amiot-Jouenne, who examines the role of BS in some 
of the works by contemporary female Irish authors. Amiot-Jouenne, Les métamorphoses de Sweeney, (Caen: 
Presses universitaires de Caen, 2011), 191-230.   
178 § 67, stanza 19 
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 § 53 MAD WOMAN, BENGHEILT 
 
 
 After having spent a year in the land of the Britons with Fer Caille (Man of the wood) 

whose name is Alladhan, Suibhne returns to Ireland. He arrives at Magh Line in Ulster, and 

after having recited a poem where he recalls how Congal Claon urged him to remain in his 

service (§52), he travels to Glenn Bolcáin. He has now been living in his state of geltacht for 

about nine years.  

 He wanders through the glen when he meets a woman. He runs away from her, but 

understanding that she is ”in a state of madness” (‘ar gealtacht’), he stops and turns towards 

her. With that, it is she who runs away from him, and Suibhne cries out: 

 […] here am I fleeing from the crazy woman and she fleeing from me  
 […] misi ag teichedh ríasan ngealtóig 7 sisi ag teichedh róm-sa. 
 
  Unlike the encounter where Suibhne fled before the erenach’s wife (§33-34), at this 

occasion he takes an interest in the woman before him as soon as he understands that they are 

both in the state of geltacht. He seems to conclude that she doesn’t represent any menace to 

him. She, on the other hand, when detecting his interest in her, runs away from him. This 

could correspond to one of the points regarding the geilt’s occasions of restauration to sanity, 

in the tabulation established by Pádraig Ó Riain. As we have seen in the case of the erenach’s 

wife, ”the act of coition” constitutes one of these occasions.179  Regarding this point, Ó Riain 

observes that apart from the ”abortive” association with Suibhne, this is a motif that does not 

occur in the context of the male geilt: ”However, it is instanced in regard to the female 

geilt.”180 

 Suibhne expresses the distress of the strange situation in which he just found himself 

with the woman, though she was a geilt like himself, and he ends up by once more praising 

the sweetness and harmony of Glen Bolcáin.

																																																								
179 Supra, Chapter 5.2 § 33-34. The Erenach’s wife  
180 Ó Riain, “A study” 177 n 24 
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 § 55 - 56: LAST VISIT TO EORANN.  
 

 Suibhne now goes to the place where Eorann was. This place (“in baile ina raibhi 

Eorann”) – the same expression is used to localise both their meetings – is beside Glenn 

Bolcáin, in Dál nAraidhe, in the plain of Cinel Ainmirech. This is where Suibhne’s kingdom 

used to be, and now it is, as we have already seen, the queen who is living there with another 

man.  

 Suibhne stays at the outer door (fordorus) as he did at their first meeting. The queen is 

there, alone as the last time he visited her, only with her “womenfolk” (bantracht) present.  

 As we can see, the initial situation of this meeting is the same as when they first met 

after Suibhne had fled from Magh Rath. Their approach to one another, however, has 

changed. At their first meeting, they were recalling the good time they had spent together. 

This time Suibhne opens the dialogue already with a note of reproach: ”At ease art thou, 

Eorann, though ease is not for me.”  (‘Sádhal sin, a Eorann, […] cidh anṡádhal damh-sa’). 

Eorann consents, briefly, and invites him in: ”As fíor […] 7 táir-si asteach  […].” Suibhne 

declines the invitation, as he is afraid to be constricted (cumung) in the house by the army 

(slúag). To this, Eorann retorts:  

 Methinks […], no better is your reason from day to day, and since you do not wish to 

 stay with us […], go away and do not visit us at all, for we are ashamed that you 

 should be seen in that guise by people who have seen you in your true guise. 

 Dar liom […], nocha nferr do chiall ar gach lo da ttig dhuit 7 ó nach áil duit anadh 

 aguinn […], dena imtecht 7 na háitigh chugainn idir, doigh is nar linn t’fhaicsin fon 

 deilbh sin dona dáoinibh atchonncatar thú fod dheilbh fé[i]n. 

  At their first meeting it was never question of Eorann inviting Suibhne to abandon his 

state as geilt and resume his kingdom. On the contrary, she expressed the desire to share his 

new condition and live as a geilt with him.181 The second meeting shows a reversal of the 

situation: Eorann no longer reveals any sign of desire to share Suibhne’s life in geltacht, and 

																																																								
181 “I would fain that we were together / and that feathers might grow on our bodies,” (‘Robadh maith lem ar 
mbeth aráen / co ttigeadh clumh ar ar ttaobh,’), §32, 12  
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as he doesn’t wish to stay, she rejects him,  “[…] arguing by references to his shape.” 182 

 
 The fundamental difference between these two episodes lies in the gaze with which 

Eorann looks upon Suibhne. Suibhne’s appearance has not changed from their first to their 

second meeting. His transformation took place at the battle of Magh Rath (§11). Eorann will 

be ashamed (nár) if Suibhne is seen in his present guise by those who knew him in his “true 

guise” (delb fé[i]n). Suibhne’s truth, his identity – his “self”, so to speak – does not lie in his 

present state as a geilt, but in his sovereignty (ríge), which he lost when he was cursed by 

Ronán. As Eorann can no longer contemplate Suibhne in the same manner as before, she 

banishes him.   

 Eorann’s words are put into action by Suibhne: After having expressed his mistrust in 

her and by extention in womankind, 183 he rises “lightly, stealthily, airily, from the point of 

every height and from the summit of one hill to another […]. ”                               

“Rothógaibh Suibhne uimi lasodhain co hétrom imísiol aérdha do ind gach aird 7 do 

tulmhoing gacha tulchi for araill […]. ” 

 
 § 77 MUIRGHIL, WIFE OF MONGÁN, MOLING’S SWINEHERD. 

 Suibhne has arrived at Tech Moling, the place where Moling was. During the 

following year he would travel throughout Ireland, returning each night to attend vesper at 

Tech Moling. Moling orders his cook (banchoig) to make a collation for him every day: 

  This was the extent of the meal the woman used to give him: she used to thrust her 
 heel up to her ankle in the cowdung nearest her and leave the full of it of new milk 
 there for Suibhne. He used to come cautiously and carefully into the vacant portion of 
 the milking yard to drink the milk.  
 
 Ba hí méd na proinni sin dobheiredh an bhen dó .i. nodhingedh a sáil conuige a  
 hadhbronn isin mbualtrach fa coimhnesa dhi 7 nofágbadh a lán lemnachta ann do 
 Suibhne. Dothigedh-somh co faiteach furechair i n-eatarfhásach na búailedh do ibhe 
 an bhainne sin.  
 
  One morning Mongán, Muirghil’s husband – in an access of rage and jealousy caused 

by the misinterpretation of a conversation and the action ensuing it – kills Suibhne with a 

spear while the latter is lying down lapping the milk from the cowdung. 

																																																								
182 Rekdal, ”From wine…”, 246 
183 See Frykenberg, ”The death of the wild man”, 48 n 23 
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 Muirghil has a minor role in the adventure of Suibhne; she is nevertheless a purveyor 

of meaning. It is she who has prepared for Suibhne the place where he is going to die. Two 

important aspects of Suibhne’s death are thus connected to Muirghil:  

 The first has to do with the motif of the threefold death, to which she is connected by 

her husband Mongán, Moling’s swineherd. One of the five Anecdota poems (A ben Graig is 

graccda sain, Stokes 1908, 26-28) relates the death of Grác184, St. Moling’s herdsman and 

Suibhne’s killer. A prose version of the poem is found in The birth and life of St. Moling.185  

 This is a brief account of the poem: Moling tells Grác’s wife the story of her 
 husband’s death: A woman had wrongfully accused Suibhne to Grác of seducing 
 Grác’s wife, and Grác attacked him and wounded him. Suibhne died at Moling’s 
 church. Grác came to Moling in disguise three days in a row and asked him how he 
 should die (this was a test). Moling answered: by wounding (the first day), by burning 
 (the second day), and by drowning (the third day). In the event, somebody wounded 
 Grác with a spear when he was climbing a tree; he fell down into a fire, and then he 
 drowned.  
                                                                                                                               

 In the prose version of this story, Suibhne does not appear. Grác steals a cow that was 

given by Moling to Ruadsech, the wife of Gobbán Saer who is building Suibhne’s oratory.186 

Moling promises Ruadsech 1) to have Grác slain, 2) to have him burned, 3) to have him 

drowned. Ruadsech suspects Moling of being responsible for Grác’s death. Moling sends out 

his men to kill Grác, who tries to escape them by climbing a tree. Wounded, he falls at first 

into a fire, then into the river Barrow, where he drowns.187   

James Carney considers that                                                                                                     
 “ the peculiar circumstances of [Suibhne’s] death, where he is pierced by a spear while 
 lying on the ground drinking milk out of a hole, is somewhat reminiscent of the 
 instances of the threefold death where the victim dies by a spear, a fall, and by 
 drowning. In the two versions of the Grácc legend where the threefold death is found, 
 Molling was the prophet of the death. In the Suibne tale it is likely that Suibne was 
 himself the prophet as well as the victim, and here we would seem to have an example 
 of Molling, in the fusion of the two traditions taking over a characteristic of 

																																																								
184 Replaced by Mongan in BS. Suibhne thus meets his death by the intervention of a husband and a wife.  
185 Whitley Stokes, The birth and life of St. Moling (London: Harrison and Sons, 1907), §41-44 
186 Regarding the building of this oratory, see James Carney’s comment on the poem barr edin in the Codex St 
Pauli (Carney 1979,134f) 
187 The accounts of the poem as well as the prose version are based upon Ó Cathasaigh, Coire Sois, 113 
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 Suibne.”188 

 The second aspect of Suibhne’s death that is connected to Muirghil has to do with the 

manner in which Suibhne dies: he is pierced by a spear while drinking milk from a cowdung. 

As suggested by Frykenberg and Ó Riain,189 Muirghil’s name could be an adaptation of 

Muirgheilt, thus placing her in the tradition of Lí Ban, a tradition that is found in several 

sources in early Irish literature.190 This, together with her daily action towards Suibhne: 

pouring milk for him to drink, connects her to the deeper signification of water as a symbol of 

purification (but also of destruction), and this symbolism can be extended to another liquid: 

milk and its importance not only in Celtic, but also in Indo-European tradition.191. 

 

 

5. 3 THE WOMEN. FUNCTIONS AND SIGNFICATIONS  
  

 I will now consider the seven women192 with whom Suibhne was confronted during 

his journey,193 according to their functions and significations in the narrative, as shown in the 

following tabulation:

																																																								
188 Carney, Studies, 142 
189 Frykenberg, ”The death of the wild man”, 49 n 26, 52 n 39. Pádraig Ó Riain, “The materials and provenance 
of ’Buile Shuibhne’.” Éigse, XV (1973-74), 185 n 54  
190 In one of these traditions Lí Ban, represented as the daughter of Eochaid mac Maireda, was the only survivor 
of a great flood. She lived under water for three hundred years before she was saved by monks, baptized, and 
given a new name: Murgein (Aided Echach maic Maireda). See also Bergholm, From shaman, 65-68 and 
MacKillop, ”A dictionary”, 187, 297. See further Jacqueline Borsje, who is discussing the destructive side of Lí 
Ban and her connection to Morrigan. Jacqueline Borsje, ”The terror of the night and the Morrigan: shifting faces 
of the supernatural”, Proceedings of the Seventh Symposium of Societas Celtologica Nordica Edited by Mícheál 
Ó Flaithearta (Uppsala: Uppsala University, 2007), 79-89.  
https://uu.divaportal.org/smash/get/diva2:131401/FULLTEXT01.pdf  
191 The milk symbolism will be further discussed infra, chapter 5. 6: Suibhne’s death and the three functional 
sins   
192 The women beating flax and the woman giving birth (§22-23) will be treated as one unit, named ”the women  
at Snámh Dhá Én”  
193 By ”journey” I understand the state of mind in which Suibhne finds himself after St Ronán’s curse and that 
becomes manifest through his travels, his discourse and his actions.  
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Par. Character Filiation Position Location Timeline Calendar Action 

§ 3 Eorann 
Daughter 

of Conn of 
Ciannacht   

Queen, 
Suibhne’s 
wife 

Dal nAraidhe,  
”the place where 
Suibhne was” 

Year zero 
Battle of Magh 
Rath 

Ronán is 
marking out a 
church 

Retaining 
Suibhne from 
attacking Ronán 

§ 22-
23 

Women at 
Snámh Dhá Én      The church at  

Snámh dha Én 
End of first 

year Friday Working 

§ 28 
Lonnog, the 

mill-hag 
caillech an 
mhuilinn 

Daughter 
of Dubh 
Dithribh. 
Mother of 
Loingseachá
n’s wife 

Guardian 
of the mill 

Loingseachán’s 
mill in Glenn 
Bolcáin 

After seven 
years  At night Feeding 

Suibhne 

§ 31-
32  Eorann 

Daughter 
of Conn of 
Ciannacht   

Queen, 
living with 
Guaire mac 
Congail 

The place in 
which 
Eorann was 
”an baile ina raibhe 
Eorann”       

  After leaving 
the mill 

Welcoming 
Suibhne 

§ 33-
34 

The erenach’s 
wife   

Wife of 
Muireadach 
mac Earca 

The yew-tree in 
the 
church at Ros 
Bearaigh  
in Glenn Earcáin 

		
Before the 

fall of night 
”ría n-oidhchi” 

Approaching 
Suibhne 

§ 37-
41 

Lonnog, the 
mill-hag 
caillech an 
mhuilinn 

Daughter 
of Dubh 
Dithribh. 
Mother of 
Loingseachá
n’s wife 

Guardian 
of the mill  

Loingseachán´s 
bed-room 
tolg Loingseacháin. 

After a 
fortnight and  
a month (twice)  

Harvest-time 
fogamar 

Inciting 
Suibhne to leap 

    		   --------------- ------------ ------------ -------------- 

        
Five cantreds 

(trícha cét) of Dal 
nAraidhe  

That day   

		 		 		 		 --------------- 		 -------------- 		

		 		 		 		 Glenn na 
nEachtach in 
Fiodh Gaibhle 

		 The end of 
harvest-time 
precisely 

Pursuing 
Suibhne 

		 		 		 		 --------------- 		 -------------- 		

		 		 		 		

Dún Sobairce 

		 ”After that 
lay”  
”A haithle na 
laidhe sin” 

		

§ 42-
43  Finnsheng  

Daughter 
of 
Findealach 

Staying in 
the house of 
Forbhasach, 
the erenach,  
son of 
Fordhalach  

The yew-tree at 
the well in Ros 
Chomáin  

  Thereafter 
iarsin 

Denying 
Suibhne 
watercress  

§ 53 Mad woman 
bengheilt   		 Glenn Bolcáin After a 

whole year 

”After that 
lay” 
”A haithle na 
laidhe sin” 

Fleeing before 
Suibhne 

§ 55-
56 Eorann 

Daughter 
of Conn of 
Ciannacht   

Queen, 
living with 
Guaire mac 
Congail 

”The place where 
Eorann was” 
”baile ina raibhi 
Eorann” 

  ”Thereafter”  
”íarum” 

Rejecting 
Suibhne 

§ 77 Muirghil    

Mongan’s 
wife, 
Moling’s 
cook  

The vacant portion 
etarfásach of the 
milking yard búaile  
in Tech Moling 

After a 
winter, three 
fortnights and a 
year. 
During that 
year 

  Feeding 
Suibhne 
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My starting point is the Dumézilian theories on the tripartite structure of society, based on 

Indo-European mythology. As we have seen above,194 according to Dumézil, the Indo-

European society is divided in three classes, or functions: 

 
1. The priestly-sovereign, or sacred, and juridical function, in charge of administering 

sacrifices and the relation to the gods; also the sovereign power exercised by the king.   

2. The warrior function, or physical force; also in charge of defending the community against 

external forces. 

3. The fertility function, corresponding to food, wealth, agriculture, abundance; also in charge 

of sustaining the members of the first and second function.  

 

 It is important not to neglect Dumézil’s own reservations regarding the strict 

application of this model on Irish texts. In an article from 1958 195 Dumézil shows that the 

integration of the artisan function in the tripartite system somehow changed and disrupted the 

traditional system inherited from the Proto-Indo-European percursors regarding the Celtic 

societies.196 An exemplary case to illustrate this– also used by Dumézil  – is that of Lug, the 

sovereignty god, who is equally a warrior (Lug Lámfhada) a seer and a druid, and a master of 

all skills (Lug Samildánach) as shown, inter alia, in the mythological text Cath Maige Tuired 

(The second battle of Mag Tuired).197 However, Dumézil’s reservation does not, as I see it, 

alter the utility of the application of the model on the text of Buile Shuibhne. 

  

FUNCTION:  

 The mad woman (bengheilt) is living beyond the boundaries of the community and 

cannot be placed in any societal or functional category.  

 Eorann, the queen, belongs to the first function: the priestly-sovereign function. In the 

beginning of the story she is married to the king (Suibhne), and she remains queen of the 

territory in the continuation, when she is living with his successsor.  

																																																								
194 Chapter 5.2: § 3 Eorann 
195 Georges Dumézil. ”Métiers et classes fonctionnelles chez divers peuples indo-européens” Annales. 
Économies, Sociétés, Civilisations. 4 (1958): 716-724 
DOI : 10.3406/ahess.1958.2779 
196 “Une conception élargie de la fonction artisanale transfigure et parfois disloque le système des trois classes 
traditionnelles.” Dumézil, ibid. 722. See also Tomás Ó Cathasaigh, The heroic biography of Cormac mac Airt 
(Dublin: DIAS, 1977), 66 
197 https://celt.ucc.ie/published/G300010/index.html  
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 The other women have a common denominator: they are all associated with food to a 

greater or lesser extent, and they can consequently be placed in the third function of the 

tripartite system: 

 The women at Snámh Dhá Én are associated with the transformation process of an 

agricultural product (flax) and of bringing new life into the world.  

 The caillech is guardian of the mill; and as such also associated with the 

transformation process from grain to flour.   

 The erenach’s wife is associated with food through her husband, dispenser of ”alms 

and hospitality” in the church.  

 Finnsheng is picking watercress, which is Suibhne’s main resource of food. She 

emerges from the erenach’s house, and this gives us strong reasons to deduce that she belongs 

to the erenach’s household, which also connects her to food.  

 Muirghil is nourishing Suibhne with milk. She is also Moling’s cook and married to 

his swineherd.  

 

NAME AND POSITION:  

 Almost all the women are mentioned by name. The mad woman (bengheilt) is one 

exception, in this case as in most of the cases we are considering. The state of geltacht can 

nevertheless be considered as a category in its own right.  

Another exception is the case of the women at Snámh Dhá Én, who remain anonymous, but 

by deduction we can establish their function and position in society. The wife of the erenach 

is also nameless; however, her societal status is given by the position of her husband, whose 

name we also know (Muireadach mac Earca). Likewise, we know the status of Muirghil 

(cook) and the name and status of her husband (Mongan, swineherd). Of Finnsheng we know 

not much regarding her societal status, but we know her filiation (daughter of Findealach). 

The other women whose filiation we know, are Eorann (Daughter of Conn of Ciannacht)198 

and Lonnog, the caillech (Daughter of Dubh Dithribh199 and mother of Loingseachán’s 

wife).200  

																																																								
198 Ciannachta was a vassal state ruled over by the Southern Uí Néill. It descended from Tadc mac Céin. In the 
battle of Crinna (Cath Crinna) Cormac mac Airt drove the Ulaid back from the Boyne with the help of Tadc, 
who thereafter was granted land by Cormac. The land was named after Tadc’s father, Cian. Francis Byrne, Irish 
kings and High-kings, 69-69, 88 
199 The only evidence I can find of Dubh Dithribh is from the Fianaigecht: “A great extensive chase was held by 
Finn and by the valorous, read-weaponed fiana of Ireland […]. And the chiefs of the fian and their Noble tribes 
went with the royal leader of the fiana to hold that chase, even the children of Baiscne and the children of Morna 
and the children of Dubh-dithribh […]“ 
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LOCATION: 

 Regarding the location of the meetings, the following pattern can be observed: 

The first scene with Eorann – the starting point – is geographically located to Dál nAraidhe,   

”in the place where [Suibhne] was” (”’diu Suibhne airm a raibhi”). The scene provoques a 

movement: Suibhne is rushing out while Eorann is trying to retain him. In the next two scenes 

the location is defined according to Eorann and from her perspective: ”the place where 

Eorann was” (‘baile ina raibhe201 Eorann’).  In these scenes there is no movement involved: 

Eorann is inside the house and Suibhne is staying at the outer door (fordorus).  

The scenes with the caillech will give the following pattern: Mill (place of transformation) – 

bedroom (private sphere) – bruiden (movement) – wilderness202 .  

The wilderness is also the location of the bengheilt: She and Suibhne meet in Glenn Bolcáin, 

”that glen being ever a place of great delight for madmen” (‘ar as ionadh aoibhnesa móir an 

glenn sin do gheltaibh dogrés’ 203).   

The women at Snamh Dhá Én, the erenach’s wife and Finnsheng have similar locations, 

which facilitate a comparison, as shown in the tabulation below: 

 

 

 

 

																																																																																																																																																																													
”[S]ealg romhór roḟairsing do commórad le Find ocus le fíanuib ágmura airmderga Érenn[…]. Ocus dochúadar 
maithe na féne 7 a n-aiccmeda úaisli leisin ri[g] féinnidh do  chommórad na selga-sin .i. clanna Báiscne ocus 
clanna Morna ocus clanna Duibdíthrib […].” Kuno Meyer, Fianaigecht, The chase of Síd na mBan Finn and 
the Death of Finn (Dublin: Hodges, Figgis & co, 1910) §1 Egerton 1782, fo. 20 b 1. 1 
200 Lonnog’s relation to Loingseachán has already been discussed (supra, p. 45).It is however difficult to 
understand the text portion regarding her filiation (§ 28, first part) otherwise than that she is the mother of 
Loingseachán’s wife.  
201 § 55: “raibhi” 
202 I use this word as the designation of the geilt’s habitat (see also Ó Riain, ”A study…”, 196; Jackson (1940) in 
Carney, ”Suibne Gelt…”, 130)  
203 § 17 
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These localisation are closely connected to each other and are bearers of meaning, both 

socially and symbolically. Churches are among Suibhne’s most frequently used localisations, 

when he is not staying in the woods or on the (mountain-)peaks. Close to the churches, and in 

church yards, grow yew-trees where Suibhne rests or hides and wells where he drinks water 

and picks watercress. The yew-tree is frequently mentioned in BS, and its name is included in 

the poem in § 40 where Suibhne lists and praises the trees in Ireland:  

 O yew-tree, little yew-tree, / in churchyards thou art conspicious  

 A iubhair, a iubhracháin, / i rei[l] gibh bat reil. 204  

 
Wells are closely connected to watercress, because the latter grows near wells and other 

sources of water. Watercress is also frequently mentioned in BS, as the object of desire, not 

only for Suibhne, but for all the gelta. This plant is traditionally considered to have beneficial 

mental and emotional effects,205 and thus it takes a very important place in Suibhne’s mind, as 

can be stated by an example from St Moling’s words after Suibhne’s death:  

”Dear each cool stream / wherein the green-topped watercress grew, / each well of bright 

water too, / because Suibhne used to visit it.”  

”Ionmhuin gach sruth go bhfúaire / fors’ mbíodh biorar barrúaine, / is gach tobar uisge ghil, 

/ ar Suibhne ag a aithighidh.”206  

 

TIMELINE: 

 To establish an accurate timeline is a difficult task, due to the amount of imprecise 

chronological expressions in the text (‘thereafter, iarsin;’ ‘for a long time, fri re chian;’ ‘at 

length, fo dheóidh’). We can estimate that Suibhne lived as a geilt for approximately eleven 

years, and that his meetings with the women took place according to the following timeline: 

 After one year he met the women at Snámh Dhá Én. After a total of seven years of 

wandering he met Lonnog, the caillech. Tree months thereafter he met Eorann, closely 

followed by his meeting with the erenach’s wife. The second meeting with the caillech took 

place at harvest-time (fogamar) the eighth year, and shortly thereafter he met Finnsheng. 

Another year passed, during which he stayed with Fer Caille, and the ninth year he returned to 

																																																								
204 Stanza 9, line 1-2 
205 ”Although it is not said, there is a strong implication that watercress is not only a source of physical 
nourishment for Suibhne, but also a source of healing for his distressed condition.”  
Niall Mac Coitir. Irelands wild plants – myths, legends, and folklore (Cork: The Collins Press, 2015), 87 
206 § 85, stanza 5 
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Glenn Bolcáin where he encountered the bengheilt. After that he went to seee Eorann for the 

last time. Then he gained “a gleam of reason” (§ 63), but he went back into madness. He 

stayed during one year in Fiodh Gaibhle (tenth year), and finally he arrived at Tech Moling 

where he met Murighil and spent his last year.   

 The passage of time is indicated by expressions as ”at night,” ”after leaving the mill,” 

”after that lay.” The only day of the week that is named, is Friday (dia hAoine), used with a 

ritual connotation in the meeting with the women at Snámh Dhá Én.207  Although the 

chronological references may be unprecise – and I would assume not very significant – the 

references to the calendar, or the ritual time, have a much larger impact.  

 At some rare occasions Suibhne mentions Samain, Beltaine, and fogamar, but without 

any riutal implications.208 It is in the second meeting with the caillech that the use of ritual 

time reaches its full extent, at the feast of Lugnasad (August 1st), one of the four feasts that 

structure the Old Irish calendar, which is divided in two seasonal poles: Samain (November 

1st), introducing the winter season and Beltaine (Mai 1st), introducing the summer season, 

with Imbolc (February 1st) and Lugnasad as intermediate feasts. With the winter and summer 

solstice and the winter and summer equinox the intervals are calculated on basis of  ”a 

fortnight (cóicthiges) and a month” (mí). When Suibhne – who was enchained on summer 

solstice and loosened from his chains on Lugnasad –rests on the summit of a tree, tracked and 

observed by the caillech, it is precisely at the end of fogamar (‘a ndered an fhoghamhair do 

sunnradh ind sin,’ §37).  

 

  

 5. 4. SUIBHNE’S JOURNEY  

Before analysing the functions of the characters, I shall consider how Suibhne’s meetings 

with the women correspond to his journey as a geilt. I shall lean on the study made by Pádraig 

Ó Riain regarding the characteristics of madness ( see tabulation supra, page 39) 209 

  

A. The occasions of madness: 

																																																								
207 Suibhne also mentions Tuesday (dia Mairt) twice (§ 19, § 27) and once ’on the Tuesday following the 
Monday’ (’isin Mairt a haithle an Lúain’; § 29), each time referring to the day he went mad at Magh Rath. I do 
not consider this to have any other signification than to give the text a historical connotation.  
208 § 45, 54 and 58 
209 In his study Ó Riain discusses several cases of persons going into madness. He ” [hopes] to show […] that 
madness as a category was incidental to the pattern of behaviour exhibited by its exponents, and that the basic 
theme involved was that of separation from wonted or due status.” Ó Riain, ”A study…”, 178. My concern is 
exclusively the case of Suibhne and whether the characteristics listed might correspond to the intervention of the 
women he meets.   
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Only one of these four occasions can be applied on Suibhne: A1: The curse of a sacerdos. The 

direct occasion of Suibhne going into the state of geltacht was Ronán’s curse. This curse was 

provoked, as we know, by Suibhne’s attack on him. The battlefield experience (A 2) is not an 

occasion of madness, but a direct consequence of the curse, as the battle frenzy came over 

Suibhne on the battlefield, where he, after Ronán’s first curse, but before beeing attacked by 

the frenzy, deployed both bravery and ruthlessness when facing his ennemies at Magh Rath. 

The loss of a lover (A 4)210 is not at stake here, nor is, obviously, the consumption of 

contaminated food or drink (A 3).  

 
B. The state of madness: 

All the points listed by Ó Riain (nine alltogether) are accurate concerning Suibhne, except for 

The madman collects firewood (B 3). The initial point is The madman takes to the wilderness 

(B 1). The wilderness is ” [t]he pivotal element of the theme of madness,”211 and this 

observation can also be applied on Suibhne’s case. Except for the introductory paragraphs, the 

whole story of Suibhne is about his journey in the wilderness. It is also in the wilderness that 

he encounters the women in the story. Eorann is the only woman he approaches before he 

becomes a geilt. The fourth condition of the state of madness is B 4: The madman is naked, 

hairy, covered with feathers or clothed in rags. We have already commented on the apparent 

avian characteristics of Suibhne. 212 Regarding The madman experiences hallucinations (B 8) 

Ó Riain suggests this motif being  

 ” […] closely related to the occasions of madness in as far as it reflects a possible 

manner of sacerdotal interference with the prospective madman … [I]n the case of Suibhne 

the motif is applied as a means of returning him to a condition of insanity […], ”213 

when Ronán prays to God that Suibhne must not return to sanity (§ 63).  The levitation and 

the leaps (B 5: The madman levitates and/or performs great leaps) as well as the swiftness  

(B 6: The madman is very swift) are conditions that have been instigated by the caillech as a 

means to make Suibhne return to geltacht.  This leaves us to draw the conclusion that the 

caillech’s intentions and those of Ronán are the very same. However, this conclusion cannot 

lead to any accurate assessment regarding the nature of the leaps, as Suibhne at the end of his 

journey will seek refuge with Saint Moling, whose attributes are swiftness and great leaps. 

Watercress, the special diet observed by Suibhne (B 9), is what provoked a conflict between 

																																																								
210 He lost his lover, but that happened after a certain time as a geilt, and not as an occasion of madness. 
211 Ó Riain, ”A Study…”, 187 
212 Supra, p. 37 
213 Ó Riain, ”A Study…”, 194 
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him and Finnsheng. I will come back to this point below. The two remaining conditions: B 2. 

The madman perches on trees, or runs along them and B 7: The madman is restless and 

travels great distances are both appliable to Suibhne, but not necessarily connected to any of 

the women in particular. One might suggest that it is the caillech who obliges Suibhne to 

travel the great distances (‘but he found no refuge from the hag until he reached Dun Sobairce 

in Ulster.’ ‘7 ni ffuair a dhíon ar an ccailligh co rainig co Dun Sobairce i nUltaibh.’ § 41); 

however, other passages indicate that he also finds a pleasure in the travelling and leaping 

(‘swiftly do I race across the glen’ ‘luath reithim tar glenn.’ § 40; ‘I will leap a fresh ivy-bush 

/ a high leap, and it will be a great feat.’ ‘Lingfet-sa crann eidhinnghlan, /lem ard, is badh 

mó.’ § 75).  

 
  
C. The occasions of restoration to sanity: 
 
The first condition (C1: The intervention of a sacerdos) is clearly connected to St Moling and 

his relation with Suibhne. A pivotal point here is whether Suibhne’s death should be 

considered as atonement for his sins, as a saintly death according to the Paulinian concept of 

“fools for Christ” 214 and in concordance with the Céli Dé movement, established in Ireland 

from the eighth Century,215 or as the death of a “king, saint and saintly madman” (‘an rígh, an 

[n]áomh, an náomhgheilt’). 216 The act of coition (C 3) is a point that has already been 

commented on in connection with the erenach’s wife, and it will be studied further in the 

functional analyzis of the text.  

 The second condition for restauration to sanity: the consumption of ”blessed” food or 

drink (C 2), is according to Ó Riain closely connected to condition A3 (the consumption of 

contaminated217 food or drink) and to B9 (The madman observes a special diet). In the 

particular case of Suibhne we have seen that condition A3 does not come into account, and 

that condition B9 points to Suibhne’s dependence on – and fight for – watercress. My obvious 

observation would be that the “blessed food or drink” administered by St Moling to Suibhne 

corresponds to the elements of the holy Eucharist, 218 and that these elements according to a 

Christian observance would have a restoring effect. Without rejecting Ó Riain’s point of 

view, I will consider his analysis of the question and some of the examples he presents. One 

																																																								
214 St Paul, 1st Corinthians 4:10 
215 Bergholm, 130 
216 § 80 
217 my underlinings 
218 There is only one mentioning in the text of Moling administrating the Eucharist to Suibhne, and that is when 
Suibhne makes his confession to him after having been slain by Mongan, § 81  
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example illustrates the condition A3 and relates the Dinnshenchas tradition of the death of 

Bres mac Eladan. His appetite for milk was such that he always carved for more. Lug tricked 

him into drinking poisonous milk, and he languished for “seven days and seven months and 

seven years”, 219 travelling in vain all over Erin to find a cure before he died.  

Regarding the curative effects of milk Ó Riain comments on the attention drawn by both Nora 

Chadwick and Gearóid Mac Eoin to the geilt’s ”strong carving for milk,” 220 and he continues: 

 In fact, we do possess some evidence from other sources regarding the purposive 

 nature of the geilt’s diet. This applies particularly to milk, the use of which as a 

 curative medium is widely attested. Significantly, a Welsh tradition describes the milk 

 of a certain buwch laethwen lefrith as an antidote to madness among other things. Of 

 this buwch or cow it is recorded that she ”gave milk enough to everyone who desired 

 it… The man who drank her milk was cured of every disease, and he who was a fool 

 became wise, and he who was wicked became happy.”221  

Although Ó Riain admits not knowing of any of the many ba bithblechta in Irish literature 

whose milk is able to cure madness, he quotes other examples of the curative properties 

ascribed to milk, some of which are taken from Táin Bó Cuailnge. 222 Ó Riain concludes: 

 It is probable […] that the diet observed by the madman and by other indisposed or 

 ’impure’ persons was curative or purificatory in purpose. It should be noted that the 

 administrator of the food or drink concerned is frequently depicted as a sacerdos, and, 

 in that case, it would follow that these items were in receipt of a ’blessing’. If this may 

 be inferred, then it may be concluded that the present motif constitutes the obverse of 

 the occasion of madness listed as the consumption of contaminated food or drink. The 

 dietary practice of the madman […] might therefore be better placed within the 

 framework of the occasions of restauration to sanity or (re-)integration into society.223 

 

To conclude, it seems appropriate to say that Suibhne’s journey in geltacht is connected to his 

meetings with the women. It is however difficult to make a conlusion whether Suibhne 

																																																								
219 Whitley Stokes. The Prose Tales in the Rennes Dindshenchas. 440. 
https://www.ucd.ie/tlh/trans/ws.rc.15.002.t.text.html 
220 Ó Riain, 195. Gearóid S. Mac Eoin: ”10. Na gealta ag ól bainne,” ”Glenn Bolcáin”, 118 
221 Ó Riain, ibid. 
222 Flidias Fholtchain relieving the people of Ireland from diseases by the means of milk; the quench of Cú 
Chulainn’s thirst by milk, leading to the healing of the Morrigán’s wounds. See this and other examples, Ó 
Riain, p. 196. See also infra, p.84 
223 ibid. 
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accordingly was ”restored to sanity” at the end of his journey. The ambiguity regarding this 

question is also what makes the story of Suibhne so intriguingly fascinating.  

 

 

 5. 5. ASPECTS OF THE CAILLECH 

 

 The caillech is by far the most enigmatic character in the story, and a further 

examination of her functions would be a key to understand Suibhne’s journey.  

 The initial meaning of caillech is, as we have seen,224 caille, from the Latin pallium. 

Caillech can signify “veiled woman, married woman, penitent wife, a married woman who 

becomes celibate, nun, woman in religion, elderly woman; in sagas pejoratively of 

supernatural beings hag, witch, crone.”225 In a study of terms for veiled women in Medieval 

Irish texts, Máirín Ní Dhonnchadha 226 refers to an entry in Sanas Cormaic (Cormac’s 

Glossary) that could support another meaning ascribed to caillech, namely “housekeeper”. 

  Caillech quasi cail-nech, Nõ caol a lūach .i. screpul; nõ caillech .i. cail comēt, 7 
  de c[h]aillig comēta tige as nomen. 
  (Caillech quasi ’haggard (cáel) person’; or small (cáel) her recompense i.e. a 
  scruple; or caillech i.e. (from) ’keeping (cail)’, and that is the name for the 
  caillech who keeps the house.)227 
 

This would correspond to the function of Lonnog as the keeper of the mill: ”aonc[h] ailleach 

ag a choimhéd-sidhi”; (‘sidhi’ referring to Loingseachán’s mill: ‘muilenn Loingseacháin’).  

 Ní Dhonnchadha comments on modern editors’ and translators’ use of terms like 

”crone” and ”hag”  “[…] when ’old woman’ would be more acurate.” She argues that the 

context of the examples cited in DIL (above)  

 suggest that in Old and Middle Irish the word caillech did not of itself bear the full 
 semantic burden of conveying the sense ’supernatural hag’ or ’witch’. […] DIL 
 provides no example of caillech in a medieval text which one can confidently interpret 
 in this sense without having to refer to contextual details for support. 228  
 

																																																								
224 Supra, p. 42 
225 eDIL s.v. caillech or dil.ie/7751     
226 Máirín Ní Dhonnchadha: “Caillech and other terms for veiled women in Medieval Irish texts,” Éigse XXVIII 
(1994-95): 71-96 
227 ibid. Ní Dhonnchacha’s translation 
228 ibid. 94 
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To support this argument, Ní Dhonnchacha refers to two texts, both of them regarding the 

Morrígan: One is from Slánugud na Mórrigna  (’The healing of the Morrigan’) in Táin Bo 

Cúailnge:  

  […] danarraid in Mórrígan i ndelb na sentainne caillige 7 sí cáech losc, oc 
  blegon bó triphne. Coniacht-som dig furri. Dobert-si blogon sini dó. […] Íchta 
  a cend-si íarom combo slán. Dobeir blegon indala sini combo slán a súil. 
  Dobeir blegon in tress sini combo slán a fergaire.  
  […] the Morrigan came to him in the guise of an old crone, one-eyed and half-
  blind and engaged in milking a cow with three teats. He asked her for a drink. 
  She gave him  the milk of one teat. […] Thereupon her head was made whole. 
  Then she gave him the milk of the second teat, and her eye was healed. She 
  gave him the milk of the third teat, and her leg was cured. 229 
 

This scene closes an episode where the Morrigan has been rejected by Cú Chulainn while 

making sexual advances to him. As a revenge she changes into an eel, a she-wolf and a red 

heifer and attacks him three times. Cú Chulainn conter-attacks and destroys an eye, a rib and a 

leg on her.  

 The second reference is from The Battle of Magh Rath (Cath Muighe Rath) where 

Morrígan appears above the head of Domnall mac Áeda as a token of his victory:    

  There is over his head shrieking  
  a lean, nimble hag, hovering 
  over the points of their weapons and shields: 
  She is the grey-haired Morrigu. 
 
  Fuil os a ċind ag eigmig, 
  cailleċ lom, luaṫ ag leimnig, 
  ós eannaib a n-arm ’sa sciaṫ, 
  is i in Morrigu mong-liath 230 
 

If we follow the reasoning of Ní Dhonnchacha, the sole utilisation of the word caillech to 

describe Lonnog would not suffice to define her as a ”supernatural being.”  I will nevertheless 

claim that the similarities between the passages we have discussed in BS and those found in 

other parts of the Irish text corpus can lead to the conclusion that the caillech with whom 

Suibhne has to deal on his journey carries aspects of the sovereignty goddess as death-

goddess.  

																																																								
229 Táin Bó Cúailnge Recension I ed. Cecile O’ Rahilly. Dublin: DIAS (1976, reprint 2006)62-62, 181 
230 John O’ Donovan, The banquet of Dun na n-Gedh and the battle of Magh Rath (Dublin, 1842) 
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 We have also noted traces of satire and malice in the dialogue between Suibhne and 

the caillech , (supra, p 54 ). The verb millid or aidmillid  used by Suibhne can be connected to 

a type of bewitching that is caused by the art of ”casting an evil eye”. As shown by Jacqueline 

Borsje, the most obvious example of this kind of  bewitching is found in ”The destruction of 

Da Derga’s hostel” (‘Togail Bruidne Da Derga’) where it is used by Cailb and by Ingcél 

Cáech against king Conaire Mór. References in Sanas Cormaic (Cormac’s Glossary) also 

point to the connection between milliud and the evil eye.231 There is however no evidence in 

the text portions referring to the caillech that confirms any use of the casting of the evil eye.   

 

 There are several passages and episodes in the corpus of Medieval Irish texts that refer 

to a woman named caillech, carrying the characteristics of a ”supernatural being”. In some of 

these stories  

 the eponymous ruler-to-be encounters the mother goddess in the form of a hideous 
 crone and [has] the courage to respond to her invitation. The kiss, or embrace, or act of 
 coition transforms the hag into the beautiful, radiant young sovereignty queen who 
 then confers legitimacy of royal rule on the male and his descendants into the 
 future.232   
 

One such text is Echtra mac nEchach Muigmedóin (The adventure of the sons of Eochaid 

Mugmedón), where Niall Noigiallach (Niall of the nine hostages), in quest for water while 

hunting with his brothers, encounters a hideous caillech, guardian of the well. Niall’s brothers 

all refuse to give her a kiss  – the condition she imposes for granting them water  – except 

Niall. He kisses her, and she transforms into the most beautiful young woman. When he asks 

her who she is, she answers that she is the Sovereignty 233 : ”Mis in flaithes or sí ” and that 

Niall shall be granted the kingdom. ”A rí Temra is mé in flaithes.” 234 This text can serve as 

an exemplary story regarding the importance of the myth of the sovereignty queen in Irish 

tradition.  

 The 9th Century poem Caillech Bhérri (the old woman of Bérre) equally carries the 

signification of this archetypal figure in Irish mythology. The poem was first published by 

Kuno Meyer, who characterized it as ”the lament of an old hetaira who contrasts the 

privations and sufferings of her old age with the pleasures of her youth, when she had been 
																																																								
231 Jacqueline Borsje, The Celtic Evil Eye and related Mythological Motifs in Medieval Ireland (Leuven: Peeters, 
2012), 33-54.  
232 Ó Crualaoich. The book of the Cailleach. 41 
233  Standish O’Grady’s rendering: ”Royal Rule.” (1892) Silva Gadelica    
http://archive.org/stream/silvagadelicaix00gragoog#page/n406/mode/2up 
234 Silva Gadelica  https://archive.org/stream/silvagadelicaixx01ograuoft#page/328/mode/2up  
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the delight of kings.” The caillech of Bérre entered upon seven periods of youth, ”so that 

every husband used to pass from her to death through old age, and so that her grandchildren 

and great-grandchildren were peoples and races.” She was also known as Buí, the wife of 

Lug.235 In folklore, legends and the Dindshenchas she is closely connected to and identified 

with the landscape. I will suggest that Suibhne’s account of the death of the caillech bears 

references to these legends. At the end of his errances Suibhne recalls the leaps she tricked 

him into performing and how they leapt from the cliff of Dún Sobairce, where she was 

crushed against the cliffs:  

 There came then to the strand / the devil’s crew to meet her,    
 and they bore away her body; / woe to the land of Erin in which it was buried!   
 Iarsin tangadar ’san tráigh / muinter dhiabhail ’na comhdháil   
 agus roluaidhset a corp / mairg tír nErenn ’nar hadnocht. 236 
 
This is not a description of the caillech in her sovereignty aspect, guardian of the landscape 

and mother of multitudes. On the contrary, we are here facing what Ó Crualaoich describes as  

“[…] the terrifying, destructive aspect of the sovereignty queen as death-goddess.” 237 

  

 Rejected by Eorann, and attacked by evil spirits sent to him by the intervention of 

Ronán who feared that he might regain his reason, Suibhne recalls his meeting with the 

caillech in Loingseachán’s house. He describes how Loingseachán tricked him into the house:  

 He carried me into the great house / wherein the host was feasting, 
 and bound me behind in the house (?) / face to face with my first love. 
 Domrad-sa leis ’san teach mor, / ait a mbáoi an slúagh ac comhól, 
 as rom[h]engal thiar ’san tṡeit / aghaidh d’aghaidh rem chétṡeirc238  
 
  The word cétṡerc is also used in the poem in § 56 to designate Eorann. 

 This stanza joins some other obscure passages that already have been commented on239 and 

that lead us to conclude that both Eorann and the caillech can be understood as two aspects of 

the Sovereignty goddess. I will argue that this Sovereignty aspect is present already at the 

battlefield of Magh Rath and that this is what instigates Suibhne’s battle frenzy.  

At the noise of the confronting armies – a noise that sounds like a herd of stags  

																																																								
235 Kuno Meyer. Selections from ancient Irish poetry. London (1911), 88 Release Date: April 17, 2010  
[EBook #32030]. MacKillop, Celtic Mythology, 69-70. A & B Rees. Celtic Heritage, 143. Ó Cathasaigh, Coire 
Sois, 158-60  
236 § 67, stanza 15 
237 Ó Crualaoich. The book of the Cailleach. 82 
238 § 67, stanza 7 
239 Supra, p 49 and 59  
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(damhghaire)  – Suibhne looks up at the firmament, and the battle frenzy comes over him, 

described with the words nemain (battle-fury), dobur (darkness) dásacht (madness, fury), 

foíndel (wandering, roving),  fúalang (distraction, mental derangement), folúamain (moving 

to and fro, fluttering), utmaille (restlessness),  anbsaidhe (unsteadiness) anḟoistine 

(unsteadiness). The word Nemain is recognizable as the name of one of the war-goddesses, 

who operate as the group of the three Morrígna. She is also the wife of the war-god Nét.240  

The text then describes how Suibhne, through Ronán’s curse ”went, like any bird (genidecht) 

of the air, in madness and imbecility.” Professor John Carey comments on the noun 

genidecht, saying that it appears to be synonymous with geltacht:” the geniti appear in the 

literature as furies whose shrieks frighten warriors on the battlefield. In this they serve the 

same function as the war-goddesses […] ” Carey continues, drawing a comparaison with Cú 

Chulainn, who also is called a genit:  

 his birdlike leaps onto the shields and shoulders of his antagonists recall those later 

 attributed to Suibhne, particularly in his flight from battle. The genit  is accordingly a 

 supernatural creature intimately associated with the conditions and characteristics of 

 the geilt’s derangement.241 

 
 Avian characteristics, in the form of bird-like attributes (’since my feathers have 

grown’’o rofas mo chluimh’ §40; ’bent are my nails’ ’Corra mh’ingni-si’ §45) and bird-like 

qualities (’I sprang up / into the air above’ ’rolinges-[s]a súas / isin aeér eadarbhúas’ §29), are 

inherent in Suibhne’s state as geilt and connect him thus to this otherworldly aspect. We can 

also observe how these avian references become important during Suibhne’s meeting with 

Alladhán, or Fer Caille, another geilt whom he meets in the land of the Britons and whose 

story has several parallells to Suibhne’s own. The birds here serve as prediction and allow the 

two gelta to watch over each other (§49) :  

 […] he who shall soonest hear the cry of a heron from a blue-watered, green-watered 
 lough or the clear note of a cormorant, or the flight of a woodcock from a branch, the 
 whistle or sound of a plover on being woke from its sleep, or the sound of whithered 
 branches being broken, or shall see the shadow of a bird above the wood, let him who 
 shall first hear warn and tell the other […] 

 […] antí úain as luaithe chluinfes glædh cuirre do loch linnghlas linnúaine no guth 
 gléghlan gaircce, no leim creabhair do chraiobh, fedghaire no guth feadóige ar na 
 fiordhúsgadh no fuaim crionaigh aga choimhbrisedh, no fosgadh eóin ós fiodhbaidh, 
																																																								
240 Sjoestedt, Celtic gods…32 
241 John Carey, ”Suibne Geilt and Túan Mac Cairill”, Éigse XX (1984) 98-99 
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 erfhúagradh 7 innisedh antí atchluinfe é ar tús don fior oile […]  

 We can add, as remarked by Bridgette Slavin,242 that ”Suibne swings back and forth 

between bemoaning his plight […] and praising the natural state […].”  The dichotomy in 

Suibhne’s state of mind – developed with great subtility especially in the poetic parts of the 

text – is manifest among other in his two meetings with Eorann, where he is torn between the 

desire of living with her and the terror of returning to his former life.  

 

 

 
 5. 6. THE DEATH OF SUIBHNE AND THE THREE FUNCTIONAL SINS 
   
         
        Deinim loigín lem sháil  
        i mbualtrach na bó  
        doirtim isteach an bainne ann,  
        é seo fód do bháis. 
 
        I dent with my heel 
        the cow-dung.  
        I pour milk in. 
        This is where you die.” 243  
         
       
      The manner in which Suibhne shall die has been 

prophesized by St Ronán and is part of his curse. In the same manner as Suibhne killed 

Ronán’s foster-son with a spear (sleg), he shall himself die by a spear-point (rind). When 

evoking the stags after his last dialogue with the caillech (§40), Suibhne reveals that Tech 

Moling will be the theatre of his death, and that he will die by a [spear-] point244: ”ag Tegh 

Moling biothainglighi / taotus do bheind”. It seems that it is a prerogative of the gelta to have 

insight of the time, place and manner of their own death. We can observe this also in 

Suibhne’s last dialogue with Alladhán (Fer Caille), when the latter reveals to Suibhne where 

and how he shall die (§50). At his first meeting with St Moling, when the saint asks him 

whether he will die in “church or lake” (‘in a ccill no i loch’) Suibhne answers: “A herd of 

thine / will slay me at early morn.” “Aeghaire dot æghairibh / nommharbhann go moch.” 

(§75). We can notice that Fer Caille, like the caillech, found his death by a cliff and drowned 

																																																								
242 Bridgette Slavin, ”The Irish Birdman: Kingship and liminality in Buile Suibhne. Text and Transmission in 
Medieval Europe, Chris Bishop (ed), Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars 2007.  
243 Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill: ”Muirghil ag cáiseamh Shuibhne” 
244 O’Keeffe’s rendering of bheind (benn) 
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in water. Suibhne, whose journey had no connection to the sea – his places of predilection had 

been forests, trees and peaks (benna) – died in liquid (milk), transperced by the point (benn) 

of a spear. The text adds an alternative way of death: it was the point of a deer’s horn (benn 

chongna fíadha) that killed him (§78).  

  

 The prophesying of his own death connects Suibhne not only to the motif of the 

threefold death but also to the adjacent motif of the three sins of the warrior. The following 

approach to the latter will start with a closer look at the pattern of the warrior in the tripartite 

ideology according to the theories established and systematised by Dumézil. Bearing in mind 

Dumézil’s own critical remarks regarding the application of his theories on the Early Irish 

society 245, it becomes clear, while studying his works, that he found “a remarkable manner of 

use of the trifunctional structure” also in Irish mythology,246 as shown among other in his 

study of the origins of the eponyms of the goddess Macha.247  

 Dumézil’s thematic structure rests on the following heroic figures from three different 

Indo-European mythological traditions: Śiśupāla248 (Indian mythology), Heracles (Greek 

mythology) and Starkaðr (Norse mythology). David J Cohen249 suggests the inclusion of  

Suibhne as ”an Irish companion” to these three Dumézilien warrior heroes. Dumézil, having 

claimed in his work Mythe et Épopée II (1971) that among the numerous great warriors in the 

Irish legends none is the subject of a story that reminds us of those of the Indian, Greek, and 

Scandinavian heroes he had studied,250 revised this point of view in a note published in 1982, 

declaring that it had been brilliantly refuted (‘brillamment démenti’) by David J Cohen, and 

he continued:  

  […] the life of the errant warrior Suibhne Geilt is rhythmed by two real faults and by 

 a false accusation that provoques his death: he outrages saint Ronan; he flees from the 

 battlefield of Magh Rath; accused of adultery, he dies a violent death in the house of 

																																																								
245 See supra, p.67 
246 Georges Dumézil, Mythe et Épopée, I, 602 
247 Dumézil, ”Le trio des Macha”, Revue de l’histoire des religions, 146, no 1 (1954): 5-17. 
248 Śiśupāla was introduced by Dumézil to the detriment of the Indian god Indra. A thorough explanation of this 
replacement is found in Mythe et Épopée II, p 17-23.   
249 David  J Cohen: ”Suibhne Geilt ” Celtica vol XII, Bhaile Átha Cliath, Institiúd Ard-Léinn, (1977): 113-124 
250  ”Quant aux nombreux grands guerriers des légendes irlandaises, aucun n’est l’objet d’un roman qui, de près 
ou de loin, rappelle ceux que nous venons d’étudier.” Dumézil, Mythe et Epopée II, 130.    
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 saint Moling, not without having received the sacrament of the dying by the hands of 

 the saint.251   

  

 The following is based on Cohen’s study. To avoid going into details regarding the 

narratives of the three Dumézilian heroes, I suggest the following schematic presentation that 

could serve as an illustration. For an accurate comparison Suibhne is also added to the 

schema. 

 

 
 
 

 The first sin comitted by Suibhne is the attack against Saint Ronán when the latter is 

marking out a church; followed by the killing of a psalmist, Ronán’s foster child, during the 

battle of Mag Rath and the second attack against Ronán at the same occasion. This is 

Suibhne‘s sin against the first function, the priestly-sovereign function. This first sin is, as 

pointed out by Cohen, to be regarded as a structural sin, and not a personal one;252 Suibhne is 

cursed by all the saints of Ireland, and God hears Ronán’s prayer and maintains Suibhne’s 

curse.  

 Suibhne’s actions against the priestly function of Ronán result in Ronán’s curse, which 

in turn leads to Suibhne’s second sin, the sin against the second function, the warrior function, 

consisting of his flight from the battle field, thus forcing him to act against his duties as a 

warrior. This action can be characterized as ”cowardice in battle.”  

																																																								
251  ”[…] la vie du guerrier errant Suibhne Geilt est scandée par deux fautes réelles et par une fausse accusation 
qui provoque sa mort: il outrage saint Ronan; il meurt de mort violente dans la maison de saint Moling, non sans 
avoir reçu le sacrement des mourants de la main du saint.” Dumézil, Mythe et Épopée II, 405-406. 
252 This would of course be the case of all the sins shown in this tabulation, as they are all part of a structural 
pattern. 
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 Suibhne’s third sin, the sin against the third function, fertility and wealth, consists of 

the accusation of adultery made against him. This sin – the most equivocal one – that leads to 

Suibhne’s sudden death and consequently the fullfilling of the prophecy made by Ronán, is 

more difficult to fit into the pattern, simply because Suibhne never commited it. Despite the 

fact that Suibhne did not commit adultery, the imputation of adultery resulted in him being 

slain, and Cohen considers this consequence as sufficent enough not to discredit the 

interpretaion as a whole.253 Suibhne thus dies as the result from the imputation of adultery, 

and Cohen argues that  

  [g]iven the thematic integrity of the other two sins, and the structural consistency of 

 the adultery episode in the story as a whole when compared with the role of the third-

 function sins in the lives of Herakles and Starkaðr, the case seems reasonably 

 sound.254 

  

 Furthermore, I suggest that the episode with the erenach’s wife (§ 33-34), where 

Suibhne is incited to commit adultery, should be included as a structural element to the third 

functional sin. Interpreted above 255 as one of the means by which the geilt can reintegrate 

society, this episode, it is true, is not followed by any accusation of transgression, nor by the 

slaying of Suibhne, as in the Muirghil episode. However, the episode describes the 

opportunity of transgression, as well as the invitation, or incitement, to commit the 

transgression, and I consider these elements sufficient to integrate it in the same category.  

 

  Cohen further suggests that he two saints, Ronán and Moling, intervene in Suibhne’s 

life as binary oppositions, according to the same structural element that we find in Dumézil’s 

scheme, where the warrior hero is ”caught between two immortal figures, one beneficent, the 

other inimical, and this opposition determines the course of his entire career.”256  

 There is no doubt that binary oppositions are an inherent element of the story of 

Suibhne. These oppositions are manifest in dichotomies like inside / outside; stillness / 

motion; civilisation / wilderness; feeding / refusing food; dressed / naked; to mention some of 

the oppositions we have observed in the schematic review of Suibhne’s meetings with the 

women. Without excluding the roles of Ronán and Moling as two manifestations of this 

																																																								
253 ”There is no totally convincing means to explain away this discrepancy, but it does not seem significant 
enough in itself to discredit the interpretation as a whole” Cohen, ”Suibhne Geilt”, 118.  
254 ibid. 
255 p.73 
256 ibid, 120 
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structural element, I suggest that the immortal figures between whom Suibhne, our hero and 

warrior-king, is caught and who determine his fate, are to be considered as the beneficent and 

the inimical aspects of the Sovereignty goddess, manifest in the women Suibhne encounters 

during his journey.    

 The prophecy of Suibhne’s death, uttered twice by Saint Ronán as a curse  

(§6 and 10) and by both Saint Moling and Suibhne himself, is fullfilled as he is brought by 

Saint Moling to the door of the church ”so that he can die on holy ground […]. Thus Suibhne, 

having attained an almost saintly status, is reconciled with the divine powers which cursed 

him while he lived.”257 According to Cohen, ”[t]he voluntary aspect of the deaths of Starkaðr 

and Heracles is absent in Suibhne’s tale.”258 This can however be discussed, considering that 

Tech Moling (or Saint Moling‘s church) ”[…] is the first ’house’ Suibhne approaches by his 

own free will after he has been chased in madness from his royal court.”259  

 

 In other words, Suibhne has come to Tech Moling to die. Leaning against the 

doorpost, when the time of his death arrives, he gives a loud sigh and his soul flies to heaven. 

As Jan Erik Rekdal observes, this scene can be read as ”a parallel […] to the dying at the door 

of the bruiden called ’drink of death’.”260 The motif “drink of sovereignty” is found in several 

king tales, whereof Baile in scáil is an exemplary one, and it is closely connected to the 

“drink of death.”261 The tales Aided Diarmata meic Cerbaill (The sudden death of Diarmait 

mac Cerbaill) and Aided Muirchertaig meic Erca (The sudden death of Muirchertach mac 

Erca) – two king tales contemporary to BS  – as well as Togail Bruidne Da Derga (The 

Destruction of Da Derga’s Hostel) show interesting parallels to Suibhne’s story pertaining to 

the death of their protagonists and the motif of “drink of death”. 262 Suibhne receives his 

“drink of death” when drinking milk from the cowdung. The healing aspects of milk have 

already been discussed, and in the rendering of the episode Slánugud na Mórrigna (The 

healing of the Morrigan) in Táin Bo Cúailnge we have seen the connection between the 

caillech and an otherworldly figure.263 The episode is one among several where milk and 

milking appear as an element with otherworldly connotations: In order to be healed by Cú 

																																																								
257 ibid,121 
258 ibid. 
259 Rekdal, ”From Wine… ”, 263 (Underlined by me). 
260 ibid. 244 
261 The motif is discussed among other in Rekdal, ”From wine…” 262-263 and in Ralph O’ Connor, The 
destruction of Da Derga’s Hostel (Oxford: University Press, 2013) 306 n 93 
262 King Muirchertach drowns in a wine-vat and king Diarmait in a vat of beer. In Togail…the warrior Mac 
Cécht pours water down the throat of the head of the decapitated king Conaire.  
263 Supra, p.76 
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Chulainn from the three wounds he had inflicted on her, Morrigán needed his blessing, so she 

came to him and started to milk a cow with three teats. “Cuchulain, maddened with thirst, 

begged her for a milking” (‘Conattech Cuchulaind blegon furri, iarna dechrad d'íttaid’).264 

Three times she gave him some milk in exchange for his blessing, and each time one of her 

wounds was healed.  

  

 The Irish were predominantly a herding people, and cattle was both symbolically and 

in fact a means of definition of a person’s wealth. The milch cow (lulgach or bó mlicht), 

normally with her calf, was the basic unit of value for movable property. Some important 

female figures with strong associations with cows – and by extension with milk– are 

Morrigán, Brigit (by association with Imbolc /Oímelc), Flidais, and Boand. Some 

mythological cows are Glas Ghaibhleann (a symbol of prosperity) and the three otherworldly 

cows Bó Find, Bó Dub and Bó Derg which emerged from the sea and gave name to different 

locations in Ireland.265 

  

 Before the dying Suibhne could lean his shoulders against the doorpost of the church, 

he would spend one year travelling each day to different places in Ireland and return each 

night to attend vesper at Tech Moling, where he would come to the deserted space 

(etarfásach) of the cow-shed (búaile) to lap up the milk that Muirghil would prepare for him.  

Etarfásach (eter: between + fásach: uninhabited spot or region, waste, wilderness) is 

translated with ’intervening empty space’266 and carries thus a connotation of liminality, 

indicating that Suibhne is still neither completely ”wild” nor completely ”domesticated.” He 

would move cautiously and carefully (‘co faiteach furechair’) and  lie down by the cowdung 

and drink the milk, regularly, each night for one year. He would not approach the cowshed 

(búaile). The scene description is not unlike the feeding scene in the mill when he came 

regularly to receive small morsels (mírenna beca) from the caillech.  

 

 The tension between ”wild” and ”domesticated” – and by extension the liminality, as 

discussed above – can be observed not only in the person of Suibhne, but also in the 

environment revolving around him. Cows  – or cattle  – are part of this liminality.  

																																																								
264 Dunn / Windisch 
265 Kelly, Early Irish Law, 113; MacKilllop, Celtic Mythology, 108 
266 eDIL s.v. etarfásach or dil.ie/20688  
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 A study by John Soderberg267 explores the relationship between people and deer in 

medieval Ireland. Soderberg states that red deer (Cervus Elaphus), Ireland’s only indigenous 

deer species268, is ”[…]the only native Irish, wild animal to appear frequently in medieval 

texts, iconography, and archelogical deposits.” 269 He calls attention to the prominence of the 

conceptual connection between red deer and cattle: The Old Irish term for ”red deer” is ”ag 

allaid,” translated by Fergus Kelly from Betha Comaithchesa (‘Judgments of 

Neighbourhood’) as ”wild bovine;” allain meaning ”wild, undomesticated;”  ag meaning 

”bowine, ox, deer.” Similar connotations are found in the terms for the sub-groups of wild 

deer: a stag is dam allaid (‘wild ox’); a fawn is lóeg allaid (‘wild calf’). Used in compounds a 

young deer would be láoghdhamh. 

 Soderberg claims that this terminology ascribes to red deer a liminal status: as cattle, 

”the epitome of a domestic animal,” they belonged to the social domain, ” – and yet they were 

also outside it – in the sense that they were specifically wild.”270 

 

 There are two versions of Suibhne’s death: 

In both versions Suibhne is lying down eating his meal out of the cowdung, his side towards 

the approaching swineherd who had set out to kill him with a spear. The first version says: 

 ”The herd made a thrust of the spear out of his hand at Suibhne and wounded him in 

 the nipple of his left breast, so that the point went through him, breaking his back in 

 two.”  

 ”Tuc dono an buachaill sadhudh don leathgha asa láimh fair, gur rosgon a n-odhar a 

 chighe 271 clé antí Suibhne, gur gabh urrainn trid ar mbrisedh a droma ar dhó ann.”  

The second version says:  

 ”Some say that it is the point of a deer’s horn the herd had placed under him in the 

 spot where he used to take his drink out of the cowdung, that he fell on it and so met 

 his death.”  

 ”Adberat foirenn conadh benn chongna fíadha ro-innell an búachaill fáoi, áit a 

  n-ibhedh a dhigh asan mbúalltrach, co tæth-somh furri, conadh amhlaidh fuair bás.” 

																																																								
267 John Soderberg, ”Wild Cattle: Red Deer in the Religious Texts, Iconography, and Archaeology of Early 
Medival Ireland”, International Journal of Historical Archaeology, Vol.8, no.3 (2004), 167-183 
268 Another species, the fallow deer (Dama dama), was introduced in Ireland from the 13th Century  
Soderberg,171 
269 ibid, p 167 
270 Soderberg, ’Wild Cattle’, 168 
271 cích, a teat or nipple, female breast. eDIL s.v. 1 cích or dil.ie/9038. There is a tradition of men sucking each 
other’s nipples as a token of loyalty; see ’Echtra Fergusa maic Léti’: iss esside abac dide a cichesom fergusa Is é 
sin an t-abhac a dhiúil cíocha Fhearghasa (This was the dwarf who sucked his, Fergus’s, breasts) section 5 
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 Alternative versions, be it of stories, passages, words or expressions, are common in 

Irish tradition, and should be considered as an asset to the story. They open for multiple 

interpretations, and their literary meaning will be a function, not only of the intentions of the 

compiler, but also, to use Morgan Thomas Davies’ words, ”[…] of the place that the text 

occupies – within another, later text, within a living literary tradition, or within an interpretive 

tradition.” 272  

 In paragraphes 5 and 6, when cursing Suibhne, Saint Ronán uses rinn (a point, for 

example of a weapon) to designate the instrument that shall be used to kill him. In 

paragraphes 9 and 10, after the psalmist’s, Ronán’s fosterchild’s, death by Suibhne’s hand, a 

thematic comparison is drawn between Suibhne’s spear-point flying in the air and the spear-

point designating the vehicle of his death; however, the words are not semantically related: 

Rinn is still used for the latter, but for Suibhne’s weapon the word foga (small spear, javelin) 

and the word sleg (javelin, spear, lance) are used alternatively. Much later in the story, in a 

scene where Suibhne is reflecting on his own death, it is he who uses the word benn: 

 ”taotus do bheind.” 273 Finally, when Mongan siezes a spear, the word leathga 274 (compound 

with gae: spear) is used. And, as we have already noticed, ”some said” (‘adberat foirenn’) 

that Suibhne was killed by the point of a deer’s horn (‘benn chongna fíadha’). 

  

 To summarize: while Suibhne is lying down in the manure from a domesticated cattle, 

drinking its milk, he is killed with the horn from an undomesticated cattle. I read this passage 

as one of several examples of the thematic connection between the character of Suibhne and 

the uses of the lexeme benn in the text corpus275.  

 

 

 5. 7. STRUCTURAL APPROACH        
 
      Is oc dídin do báissiu atáusa ocus bia, ol sí.                 
       
      It is at the guarding of thy death that I am;  
      and I shall be, said she.276 
 
																																																								
272 Davies, ”Protocols of reading…”, 7.  
273 ”I shall fall by a [spear-]point” §40, stanza 69 
274 § 78. Half-spear (O’Keeffe’s rendering) or side-spear 
275 A use that becomes manifest from the poem in §40, where Suibhne refers to himself as fer benn.  
276 Morrigan to Cú Chulainn (Táin Bó Regamna) 
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 In the schematic overview of Suibhne’s meetings with the women ( p 66) their 

function,  filiation and position as well as the location and timeline have been established.  

My reading of the meetings according to the actantial model and the narrative program will 

concentrate on the actions connected to these meetings. 

At first, I will give an extended  review of these actions: 

 1. Eorann, the queen: This episode takes place before Suibhne’s geltacht. In order to 

 avoid him from committing a sin Eorann is trying to hold him back, but she fails in 

 her action.  

 2. The women at Snámh Dhá Én: working. This episode, that takes place shortly after 

 Suibhne’s entering into geltacht, displays the contrast between ”normality” and 

 geltacht and Suibhne’s increasing realisation of this dichotomy.  

 3. Lonnog: feeding him. I read this episode as a preamble of their next meeting. 

 4. Eorann: wishing to live with him in geltacht. 

 5. The erenach’s wife: trying to get him back to normality, but she might have a 

 double role. 

 6. The caillech: lures him back to geltacht. 

 7. Finnsheng, though unvolontarily, is also trying to keep him in geltacht: by refusing 

 him watercress she forces him to continue his life in the wilderness (there is however 

 an ambiguity here, depending on the identity of Finnsheng) 

 8. Bengheilt: Suibhne flees before her, she flees before him. 

 9. Eorann: a double rejection. She does not want to live with him in the wilderness, 

 nor does she accept him as her king.  

 10. Muirghil: feeding him: in this way she is domesticating him as did Lonnog, 

 preparing him, not for geltacht, but for his death.   

 

 Secondly, I shall give an overview of the discourse 277 in the meetings. With respect to 

its dynamic construction, a discourse can be considered as an action. According to Tzvetan 

Todorov  

 The discourse is a specific manifestation of the language, and it is necessarily 
 produced in a specific context, where not only the linguistic elements, but also the 
 circumstances of their production should be taken into account: interlocutors, time and 
																																																								
277 My main interest in this context is the representation of the characters’ utterances (in form of indirect or direct 
speech), and not their discourse as defined by Greimas and dicussed supra p 31 
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 space, existing relations between these extralinguistic elements. We are no longer 
 dealing with sentences, but with enunciated sentences, or, briefly, with utterances.278  
 
It is possible to arrange the meetings according to four discursive situations: 
  

1. Related by the narrator 

 a) Initial episode with Eorann (§ 3) 

 b) Feeding episode with Lonnog (§ 28) 

 c) Feeding episode with Muirghil (§ 77) 

These episodes display no direct or indirect speech. The action is related by the narrator 

exclusively.   

 The other three discursive situations have the prose narrative and the poetic discourse 

in common, but they differ in other respects, especially regarding the intentions of the speech:  

  

2. Related by the narrator, short utterance by Suibhne (direct speech, soliloquy), followed by a 

poem (Suibhne) 

 a) Women at Snámh Dhá Én (§22 - § 23) 
  Poem: Binne lem in na tonna (Sweeter to me about the waves).  

 b) Bengheilt (§53 - § 54) 
  Poem: Misgais,mairg duine dobheir (Woe to him who bears enmity). 

When Suibhne addresses the women at Snáhm Dhá Én, he uses a rethorical speech, after 

which he developes his thoughts and his state of mind in the following poem. 

 The episode with the bengheilt, that can be read as the obverse of the meeting with Fer 

Caille279, displays the same pattern: Suibhne makes a statement regarding their meeting, and 

in the following poem he expresses his thoughts.   

 

3. Related by the narrator, exchange between the protagonists, followed by a poem (Suibhne)  

 a) Erenach’s wife (§ 33 - § 34) 
  Poem: A bhen dobheir aithne form (O woman who dost recognize me)  

 b) Finnsheng (§ 42 -§ 43) 
  Poem: A bhen bhenus an biorar (O woman who pluckest the watercress) 

																																																								
278 ”Le discours est une manifestation concrète de la langue, et il se produit nécessairement dans un contexte 
particulier, où entrent en ligne de compte non seulement les éléments liguistiques mais aussi les circonstances de 
leur production: interlocuteurs, temps et lieu, rapport existants entre ces éléments extralinguistiques. On n’a plus 
affaire à des phrases, mais à des phrases énoncées, ou, plus brièvement, à des énoncés.” Todorov, Symbole et 
interprétation, (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1978), 9  
279 It is interesting that the episode with Fer Caille (Alladhán, § 46-§ 50) has several dialogues in prose and 
poetry, while there is neither in the episode with the Bengheilt.  
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The erenach’s wife addresses Suibhne, whereupon Suibhne dismisses her utterance and 

developes his answer in a poem. Regarding Finnsheng, Suibhne addresses her in a long 

sequence, followed by a poem, in which Finnsheng answers him in one stanza.  

 

4. Related by the narrator, dialogues in prose and poetry between the protagonists  

 a) Eorann  (§ 31-32) 
  Poem: Súanach sin, a Eorann án (At ease art thou, bright Eorann) 

 b) Caillech  (§ 37- § 40) 
  Poem (§ 38): A chaillech an mhuilinn thall (O hag of yonder mill) 
  Poem (§ 40): A bhennáin, a bhuiredháin (O little stag, thou little bleating one) 

 c) Eorann  (§ 55-§ 56) 
  Poem: Mairg fa ttabhraidh mna menma  
  (Woe to those who strike women’s fancy) 

Only this discursive situation (4) displays veritable dialogues in form of exchanges. While 

Suibhne in the other situations uses the poetic discourse to extend his reflections, in these last 

dialogues – in particular the dialogues with Eorann (§ 32) and with the caillech (§ 38 and 

partly § 40) – the antagonists engage in exchanges that express not only various states of 

mind, but also a development, a dynamic which is transformed into action.   

 

THE ACTANTIAL MODEL  

 The actantial model is used as a mere tool to trace – if possible – a pattern in the 

meetings. In order to do this, it is helpful to contract the tale to its basic constituents:  

 It is the story of a warrior-king’s errance in the wilderness after he has been destitute 

of his royal functions by the curse of a saint and thrown into geltacht, until he dies at the 

doorpost of a church. During his errance he bemoans – alternating between prose and poetry  

– his misfortune and recalls his former life as king. Seeking refuge mostly in deserted places 

and avoding human contact, at some occasions he approaches public spaces where he 

interacts with other human beings.  

  Transposing this narrative into a schematic form, by means of the simple actantial 

model, will give the following result. I will use the same example as above (p. 32), slightly 

modified: 

 Suibhne’s project can be defined as the restoration into his initial state as a king. A 

clearly defined opponent to this project would be Saint Ronán, who initially put Suibhne into 
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the state as geilt and who at least at one occasion280 deployed the means in his possession to 

keep him in this state whenever ”a gleam of reason” (”taom da cheill”, § 62) seemed to bring 

him back to sanity. An equivalent helper would be Saint Moling. An instigator (”sender” in 

the actantial schema) to the project would be Saint Ronán or God, and the receiver would 

obviously be Suibhne himself.  

 This schematic representation can be translated to a narrative program (NP) 281 that 

shows the movement from one state to its opposite state, carried out by an agent, called a 

‘Subject of doing’ (S1). In each state of the action there is a ‘Subject of state’ (S2) and an 

‘Object of state’ (O), permitting the junction between the two; either a conjunction (n) or a 

disjunction (u). When the narrative program, or the project, expresses a conjunction between 

the subject of state and the object, it will give the following formula (F):  

NP = F {S1 – !( S2 n O ) } 

In the opposite case, when the narrative program expresses a disjunction between the subject 

of state and the object, the formula will be:  

NP = F {S1 – !( S2 u O ) } 

 The subject of doing (S1) corresponds to the subject (the acting agent) in the actantial 

model. The subject of state (S2)282 corresponds to the juxtaposition between the subject and 

the object in the actantial model. The action consists of two components, prerequisites for the 

establishment of the junction between the subject and the object. Competence, connected to 

verbs of modality  (wanting, knowing, being-able283) and  performance: the accomplishment, 

or realisation, of the action.  

 This formula only shows the subject and the object and the junction between them. 

The actants represented as helper and opponent in the actantial schema can be integrated in 

the action of competence and of performance. The actant represented as sender or instigator in 

the actantial schema is directed towards the changes in competence (‘wanting’ and ‘having 

to’). The sender, in the narrative project also called the actant of manipulation, generates in 

the subject the comptence of wanting to act or having to act (or both).   

																																																								
280 St Ronán cursed Suibhne twice (§5 and §9) 
281 Greimas, ”Eléments d’une grammaire narrative”, 80-88. A thorough survey of the Canonical Narrative 
Schema can be found at Louis Hébert (2006), « The Canonical Narrative Schema », in Louis Hébert 
(dir.), Signo [online], Rimouski (Quebec), signosemio.com/greimas/canonical-narrative-schema.asp   
282 ‘sujet de faire’ and ‘sujet d’état’ 
283 vouloir, savoir, pouvoir (faire) 
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A positive manipulation is causing an action; a negative manipulation is causing a non-action. 

The result of the action corresponds to the receiver, or receiver-subject (S1)284 after the 

accomplishment or the non-accomplishment of the action.   

 Applying the actantial model on Suibhne’s meetings with the women, I have chosen to 

concentrate of the five episodes that are the best exponents of Suibhne’s narrative project as it 

has been tentatively described initially. These episodes are the ones arranged supra according 

to the third and the fourth group of discursive situations. 285 

I will present them chronologically. 

 

1. EORANN, FIRST VISIT  

 The narrative project applied on the episode ”Suibhne’s first visit to Eorann” (§ 31-32) 

can be outlined as follows: 

 
The narrative project (NP) with Suibhne as the acting subject can be put in the formula (F) 

”Suibhne desires to be with Eorann”  

NP = F {Suibhne – !( Suibhne n Eorann ) } 

The competence necessary to accomplish this action is expressed by the verbs of modality, as 

related above.  

Suibhne has come to see Eorann, but neither his movements (he sits on the lintel of her house 

without entering it) nor his discourse show the willingness to perform the necessary actions in 

order to accomplish his project. He has the necessary knowledge (‘knowing how to’);  

however, he lacks the competence in matter of ”wanting to”. Thus, the junction (Suibhne n 

Eorann) is ‘non achievable’. Eorann expresses in poetry the desire to live with Suibhne, and 

this action on her behalf makes her the subject of manipulation. However, her manipulation 

does not cause any further action on behalf of Suibhne; and the project therefore ends with a 

non-accomplishment. 

The actantial model applied on the same episode would be: 

Subject: Suibhne. Object: desire to be with Eorann 

Both sender and receiver of the object: Suibhne himself.  

Helper: Eorann (she expresses the desire to be with him) 

Opponent: Suibhne’s lack of the competenc of ”wanting to.”  

																																																								
284 This suggest an additional formula in the canonical narrative schema, where the original S1 becomes S3.        
I choose however to use only the actantial narrative schema and the abbreviated formula explained above, as I 
consider them sufficient to serve my purpose.  
285 p. 90 
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Taking Eorann as the acting subject, we would obtain the following pattern:  

The formula of the narrative project (NP) ”Eorann desires to be with Suibhne”  would be: 

NP = F {Eorann – !( Eorann n Suibhne ) } 

Competence: Eorann has the competences aquired and is thus able to perform the action. The 

”having to” is not a prerequisite for her, as there is nothing that obliges her. What makes her 

project inachievable, is still Suibhne’s lack of ”wanting to.” The project is aborted when a  

new situation arises with the appearance of Guaire’s army immediately followed by Suibhne’s 

flight.  

 
2.THE ERENACH’S WIFE 
 
Taking the erenach’s wife286 as the acting subject, the actantial model would give the 

following result:  

Subject: Woman.  

Object: Intercourse with Suibhne 

Helper: her words of beguiling that would make Suibhne come down from the yew 

Opponent: Suibhne’s aspect as a geilt (and Suibhne himself) 

Sender and receiver: Woman 

 
The narrative program would give: NP = F {Woman – !( Woman n Suibhne ) } 

Competence: All the competences required 

Performance: Suibhne descending from the yew 

Manipulation: Suibhne emerges from the tree lightly (étrom) and aerily (aerda), thus escaping 

from the woman. This results in the non-accomplishment of her project.  

 

Taking Suibhne as the subject, we have the following situation:  

Suibhne is in the yew. His project is followed in time by the project of the woman:  

Subject: Suibhne. Object: ”non-intercourse.” 

Opponent: The woman’s project 

Helper: Suibhne’s words to oppose her 

Sender and receiver: Suibhne 

 

The narrative program would give: 
																																																								
286 For the sake of convenience I will here designate the erenach’s wife as ”(the) woman” 
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NP = F {Suibhne – !( Suibhne u woman ) } 

Competence: All the competences required 

Performance: Getting away from the yew, in an upward movement. 

Manipulation: Suibhne emerges from the tree lightly (étrom) and aerily (aerda), thus escaping 

from the woman. This results in the accomplishment of his project.  

 

3. THE CAILLECH 

 I consider this to be the pivotal episode in the story of Suibhne. Accordingly it will be 

more thoroughly discussed.  

 The caillech’s project is to incite Suibhne to leap. Leaping is here, as we have already 

seen, a manifestation of geltacht.  On the conflixt-axis we can place Loingseachán’s 

interdiction as the opponent to her project (‘…and she was enjoined not to attempt to speak to 

him’. ‘…7 rohaithnidhedh dhi gan chomhradh do ṡoighin ar Suibhne’). The helper to the 

caillech’s project would be the discourse: their mutual engagement in a conversation 

(‘Nevertheless she spoke to him.’ ‘Ara áoi sin roṡoigh sí cóir chomhraidh air-siomh’). The 

instigator of the project would be ‘the miracles of Ronán from Heaven’ (‘ferta Ronáin do 

nimh’), and the receiver would be the caillech herself and what she represents.  

Transposed to the formula of the narrative project (NP), we would have: 

 Caillech – !( Suibhne – ! Suibhne n leaping )  

Competence:  

 Caillech – !(Suibhne n ‘knowing how to’) 

 Caillech – !(Suibhne n ‘being able to’)287 

Manipulation: the caillech incites Suibhne to believe that she is telling the truth (fírinne): 

 Caillech – !( Suibhne n ‘having to do’ ) 

  Caillech – !( Suibhne n ‘wanting to’ )  

In this formula the performance (Suibhne n leaping) is already accomplished when the 

prerequisite elements are present. Suibhne obtains the competence of ”having- to-do” by 

means of the caillech’s words, when she insist on the veracity of what she says (‘It is not 

betrayal at all, buth truth.’ ‘Nocha brat[h] edir,…acht fírinne.’). The action is instigated when 

Suibhne (Suibhne n ‘wanting to’) takes his first leap from the bed-rail to the bench, and the 

caillech’s project is accomplished when Suibhne performs his second leap out of the bruiden 

and in to the wilderness (geltacht). 

																																																								
287 In two movements 
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 If we retain that a manifestation of geltacht is the ability to leap, we can define 

Suibhne’s project as “non-leaping.” On a later occasion, when “a gleam of reason” (“taom 

da cheill”) comes to him and he decides to return to Dal nAraidhe, Suibhne expresses this 

connection between geltacht and leaping (§ 62):   

 …I will go to Dal Araidhe and I will entrust myself to my own people, and if the mill-
 hag had not invoked Christ against me, so that I might perform leaps for her awhile, I 
 would not have gone again into madness.  
     … raghad dochum Dál Araidhe 7 dobhér taobh rem dháoinibh fodhéin 7 mun beith 
 cailleach an mhuilinn d’atach Christ frim im ṡist leimenndaigh do dhenumh dhi  ni 
 rachainn ar an aithghealtacht.  
 

On the conflixt-axis we can place the caillech as the opponent to Suibhne‘s project. We can 

also place “Christ of Heaven” (“Crist do nimh”) in this category, as it was by Christ that the 

caillech ”besought” (aigid) Suibhne to leap.288  

The helper would be Suibhne’s present state, the manifestation of his kingship (ríge). In fact, 

Suibhne’s project of ”non-leaping” is also a project of maintenance of his present state (the 

state of ”non-leaping”). Both the instigator and the receiver of the project would be Suibhne 

himself.  

 Suibhne’s project is thus the opposite of that of the caillech, in other words a 

disjunction between Suibhne as the subject of state (S2) and ‘leaping’. Transposed to the 

formula of the narrative project, this would give  

Suibhne – !(Suibhne – ! Suibhne u leaping).  

He possesses the competences to fulfill this project, as defined by the verbs of modality. His 

performance consists of maintaining his state of ”non-leaping.” The manipulation, connected 

to the changes in the ”wanting to” and the ”having to do”, takes place when these changes 

occur: The caillech talks to Suibhne, and by answering her, his project (Suibhne u leaping) is 

not fulfilled.  The act of answering is per se an action that instigates him to perform the leaps. 

 Suibhne is thus acting on the caillech’s words, starting by answering her when she 

asks him to talk to him: ”…asking him to tell some of his adventures while he was in a state 

of madness.” ”…co rofhiafraigh ní día imthechtuibh dhe oiread robhaoi ar gealtacht.” By 

thus responding to what is often called ”the initial epic contract,”289 Suibhne is trapped by the 

words that are pronounced; words that are followed by the performance of the two leaps, 

																																																								
288 § 67 stanza 9 
289 ”Vil du meg lye, eg kveda full kan” (”If you will listen, I can sing”). Opening words of ”Draumkvedet”  
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which means the non-accomplishment of Suibhne’s project and consequently the failure of his 

action.    

 

4. FINNSHENG 

Taking Suibhne as the acting subject, the object would be the obtention of the Watercress. 

Helper: The words used by Suibhne to implore Finnsheng  

Opponent: Suibhne fleeing from Finnsheng while she is picking the watercress.  

Sender or instigator: Suibhne’s urge for watercress 

Receiver: Suibhne 

Transposed to the narrative project, we have:  

NP = F {Suibhne – !( Suibhne n watercress ) } 

Competence: Suibhne possesses the comptences of wanting, knowing, and ”having to”, but he 

lacks the competence of  ”being able.” 

Performance: As Suibhne lacks the competence of ”being able”, the performance cannot be 

accomplished.  Accordingly, there is no manipulation, and the situation is ”status quo.” 

 

Placing Finnsheng as the subject is feasible, but in this narrative situation the exercice does 

not add any further information to the understanding of the text.290 I therefore choose only to 

add a comment: It is interesting to observe that Finnsheng’s simple reply291 to Suibhne’s 

numerous and insistant implorations gives her the ability (makes her able) to keep the 

watercress for herself.  

 

5. EORANN, LAST VISIT  

According to the narrative grammar two actions are displayed in this episode. 

1. Suibhne sits on the outer door (fordhorus), Eorann invites him in (táir-si asteach, ar sí), 

Suibhne refuses.  

2. Eorann rejects Suibhne, telling him to go away and not come back. Suibhne answers her 

and disappears. 

As we see, these action, separated in time, have contradictory projects:  

Transposing them to the narrative program, with Eorann as the subject, we will have 

1. Eorann‘s project: (Eorann n Suibhne). 

																																																								
290 I will insiste on the necessity of considering the actantial model and the narrative program as tools that are 
useful when it comes to systematise and organize a text; however, like all tools, they shall serve, not govern.  
291 See supra, p. 59 
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 a) Eorann: welcoming Suibhne to enter the house  

 (consequence: Suibhne is confined).  

 b) Suibhne refusing to enter the house.  

  – !Non- accomplishement of the project. 

 

2 (Following in time the first action, as a consequence of it):  

Eorann’s project: Eorann u Suibhne 

  a) Eorann rejecting / chasing (verbally) Suibhne  

 (consequence: Suibhne disappears, Eorann stays) 

   – !Accomplishement of the project.  

 

According to the actantial schema, we have:  

Subject: Eorann. Object: Rejection of Suibhne (not to be with Suibhne, be separated from 

Suibhne, chasing, getting rid of Suibhne) 

Helper: Suibhne’s refusal of entering her house.  

Opponent: Suibhne’s presence and his words of introduction 

Sender and receiver: Eorann 

 

Transposed to the narrative program, we have:  

NP = F {Eorann – !( Eorann u Suibhne ) } 

Competence: All the competences required 

Performance: Suibhne remaining at the outer door (fordhorus), not entering the house 

Manipulation: Suibhne rising ”lightly” (étrom) and ”aerily” (aerda). This results in the 

accomplishment of Eorann’s project.  

 

With Suibhne as the subject we have 

1. Suibhne’s project: (Suibhne n Eorann).  

Eorann: welcoming Suibhne to enter the house (consequence: Suibhne is confined).  

Suibhne refusing to enter the house.  

 – !Non-accomplishement of the project.  

 

2. (following in time the first action, as a consequence of it)  

Suibhne’s project: Suibhne n Eorann (the same as in 1) 

 Eorann rejecting / chasing Suibhne (consequence: Suibhne disappears, Eorann stays).  
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 – !Non-accomplishement of the project.  

 

These last projects with Suibhne as the subject require a comment: 

Eorann invites Suibhne to enter her house. She recognises that she herself is ”at ease” (sadal) 

and that Suibhne is not. Suibhne entering the house would result in Guaire’s army trapping 

him. The last time Suibhne was trapped, he was brought back to normality. Is this what 

Suibhne fears also in this episode, or does he fear that he might be killed by his rival? The 

word used by Suibhne is imchumang (close confinement). Confinement is not listed as an 

occasion of restoration to sanity, and being a warrior Suibhne would not fear death. Taking 

into account that a prerequisite for an actant to perform an action is the ”wanting-to-do,” it 

should be possible, according to the pattern that we observe, to conclude that Suibhne is 

lacking these subject qualities indispensable to perform the action.  

 

If we take the above five examples and reduce them to the minimum of their actions, the 

following pattern is displayed: 

 1. Suibhne’s refusal of Eorann’s desire to be with him in geltacht.  

 2. Suibhne’s refusal of sexual intercourse with the erenach’s wife; an action that could 

 restore him to sanity 

 3. Suibhne’s yielding to the caillech’s pressure of bringing him back to geltacht  

 4. Suibhne’s incapacity to obtain watercress from Finnsheng 

 5. Suibhne’s desistance (first) and escape (second) when Eorann invites him to enter 

 her house.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

 

  In his discourse, particularly in his poetry, Suibhne alternates between lamenting his 

wretched life  (”I have cause for lament”; ”fil damh damhna eccáoine”)292 and praising the 

beauty of it, as illustrated in this passage from his dialogue with Saint Moling: 

 Moling: Delightful is the leaf of this book, / the psalter of holy Kevin. 

 Suibhne: More delightful is a leaf of my yew/ in happy Glen Blocáin. 

 Moling: Aluinn duille an liubhair-si, / psaltair Cháoimhghin cháidh. 

 Suibhne: Aille duille mh’iubhair-si / i nGlinn Bolcáin báin.293 

This frequently attested dichotomy can be interpreted as the poetic expresssion, not only of 

the tension in Suibhne’s state of mind, but also of the impossibility of a harmonic end to his 

journey.   

I conclude from the above analysis that Suibhne’s desire to return from his state as geilt and 

regain his former life as king is an unachievable project. To embrase the discourse of the folk 

tales,294 it is possible to describe Suibhne’s journey in geltacht as consisting of a certain 

number of ordeals, presented to him by a certain number of women. These women  – either he 

seeks their company (as with Eorann) or their meetings appear more fortuitous –seem, as it 

has been my intention to show, to serve the function of maintaining him in geltacht. In this 

respect they can all be interpreted as various aspects, or manifestations, of the same 

otherworldly female figure whose roar of battle brought confusion and terror, fury and frenzy 

at the battle of Magh Rath.  

 However, in opposition to the folk tale, Suibhne’s journey does not have any ”happy 

ending,” in the sense that his kingship is never restored to him. His journey that started with 

the curse from a holy man, ends all the same with the benediction from another holy man, and 

we might conclude that the women he met on his journey, although obstructing him in his 

project, also helped him in achieving it. Suibhne’s death as a náomgheilt confirms this 

conclusion.  

  

 
 
 
 
 
																																																								
292   § 67, stanza 1 
293 § 75, stanza 11 
294 …and well aware, in this respect, of Greimas’ indebtment to the work of Vladimir Propp 
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